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wo days before the counting of votes for the Lok
T
Sabha polls, the Opposition
revived the charges of EVM
tampering and moved the
Election Commission (EC) to
press for their demand for tallying VVPATs with the electronic voting machine figures.
They also said the counting be
first concluded in the centres
where doubts have emerged.
The EC has rejected the
charges.
Leaders of as many as 22
Opposition parties, including
those from Congress, TMC, SP,
BSP, TDP, RJD and Left, met
the EC and demanded verification of VVPAT slips of randomly-selected polling stations
before the counting of the
votes polled in the just-concluded Lok Sabha elections.
They also demanded that if any
discrepancy is found during
VVPAT verification, 100 per
cent counting of the paper
slips of VVPATs of all polling
stations of that particular
Assembly segment should be
done and compared with the
electronic voting machine
(EVM) results.
“We told the EC that the
VVPAT machines should be
counted first and if there is any
discrepancy, then all of them in
that segment should be counted. During elections, there
were many EVMs which malfunctioned and in many cases,
when votes for one political
party were cast, it showed votes
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for some other party, specially
the BJP. These things we have
told the EC. We, in the last
three-four years have been
complaining about the EVMs
in Lok Sabha, Rajya Sabha and
even in States,” Congress leader
Ghulam Nabi Azad said after
meeting EC officials.
Azad’s party colleague
Abhishek Singhvi said despite
requests to the EC since months,
the poll body has now said it will
meet on Wednesday to discuss
the issue.

“Even if the EC disagrees
with us, then they should consider that 75 per cent of the electorate represented by these 22
parties is before you how does
it matter if they change the
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enior officers of IAF may
Scopter
face action for the helicrash near Srinagar on
February 27 after it was shot by
own ground air defence leading to the death of six IAF personnel on board and a civilian
on ground. A Court of Inquiry
is on to fix responsibility for
deaths caused by friendly fire
and the Commanding Officer
of the Srinagar airbase has
been sacked.
Though the IAF on
Tuesday refrained from giving
details of the incident or the
findings of the probe, sources
said the air defence fired an
Israeli-made SPYDER surfaceto-air missile on February 27
from the Srinagar airbase after
it mistook the MI-17 helicopter to be hostile. If found
guilty, the officers may be
booked for culpable homicide
not amounting to murder
under the IAF Act 1950 and be
jailed.
This lapse could have taken
place as the entire IAF was alert
that day as in the morning an
aerial battle had taken place in
Rajouri sector when the
Pakistani jets had tried to target Indian military installations
in retaliation to IAF air strikes
in Balakot day earlier.
Sources said the entire
shoot-down sequence from the
moment the missile was
launched to the moment of
impact lasted approximately

12 seconds. The Mi-17 helicopter had no means of knowing it was under attack.
While the air battle was on,
air defence was in full state of
alert with surface-to-air missile
units ready to engage any
intruding Pakistani aircraft.
It was at this time that air
defence radars at Srinagar airport picked up a low-flying aircraft on their screens. The
senior officer manning the
post of Terminal Weapons
Director (TWD) at the time
was likely the Chief Operations
Officer of the airbase.
This officer may have given
the final order to fire after the
helicopter, designated a slow
flying target, could not be
identified through a critical system called the Identification,
Friend or Foe (IFF) transponder, sources said.
IFF systems onboard an
aircraft listen for an “interrogation signal” from the ground
and then respond with a
unique signal which identifies
it as a “friendly”. The system is
specifically designed to ensure
that friendly-fire incidents are
avoided during the heat of
battle. It is unclear if the IAF
helicopter’s IFF was functioning at the time.
There was a likelihood of
not adhering to a series of additional steps which have to be
followed in the moments prior
to the launch of the SPYDER
surface-to-air missile. The role
of the IAF’s Air Traffic Control
(ATC) at Srinagar airbase is
being looked into.
It is unclear whether the
Terminal Weapons Director
enquired and was told by the
ATC that no friendly aircraft
were flying in the area.

rules? It will be only a change in
guideline or procedure. It is a
no-brainer. The EC has not
decided for six weeks and now
they are saying they will decide
tomorrow,” Singhvi said.

ormer President Pranab
Mukherjee on Tuesday
expressed concern over the
alleged tampering of voters’
verdict saying the
onus of ensuring
institutional
integrity lies with
the Election
Commission,
which should put
all speculation to
rest. He also said
there can be no
room for speculation that challenges the very
basis of Indian
democracy.
“I am concerned at reports of alleged
tampering of voters’ verdict.
The safety and security of
EVMs which are in the custody
of ECI is the responsibility of
the Commission,” Pranab said
in a statement posted on his
Twitter handle.
“People’s mandate is sacrosanct and has to be above any
iota of reasonable doubt. The
onus of ensuring institutional
integrity in this case lies with

the Election Commission of
India. They must do so and put
all speculation to rest,” he said.
Pranab said as a firm
believer in the country’s institutions, it is his considered
opinion that it is
the “workmen”
who decide how
the institutional
“tools” perform.
Protests broke
out in some parts
of Uttar Pradesh
on Tuesday after
videos of alleged
movement and
tampering of
EVMs went viral
on social media, a
charge dismissed
by the EC as “frivolous” and “unfounded”.
The former President on
Monday had lauded the role of
the poll panel saying the 2019
Lok Sabha polls were conducted “perfectly”.
Speaking at a book launch
event, Pranab said that right
from
first
Election
Commissioner Sukumar Sen to
the present election commissioners, the institution is working very well.

Earlier in the day, several
videos of alleged movement of
EVMs from one unauthorised
storage house to another went
viral on social media. Videos
showed some EVMs were
reportedly stored at shops, others were seen stacked in the
boot of private vehicles.
Terming it as frivolous and
unfounded, the EC rejected
allegations of discrepancies in
the handling of EVMs and
VVPAT (Voter Verified Paper
Trail Machines) in some districts of Uttar Pradesh and
maintained that all machines
are safe and secure.
“After the close of polls, all
polled EVMs and VVPATs are
brought under security cover to
the designated strongrooms,
which is sealed with double
locks, in the presence of the
candidates and in the presence
of Observers of the EC. The
entire process of storage and
sealing of the strongroom is
covered under videography.
Continuous CCTV coverage is
done till completion of counting. Each strongroom is guarded with round-the-clock security by Central Armed Police
Forces (CAPF). Further, the
candidates or their designated
agents remain present at the
strongroom for 24X7 vigil at all
times,” the EC said in a statement.
“On the counting day, the
strongrooms are opened in the
presence
of
the
candidates/agents
and
Observer under videography.
Continued on Page 4
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uspected NSCN terrorists
on Tuesday gunned down
Ssitting
MLA and NPP
Assembly poll candidate
Tirong Aboh and ten others,
including his son and security
personnel, in Tirap district of
Arunachal Pradesh, a top
police officer said. Aboh (41),
who represented the Khonsa
West constituency, was seeking
a re-election from the seat.
Initial reports suggested
that seven people were killed in
the attack, but Director General
of Police SBK Singh put the
death toll at 11 later in the day.
Aboh was on his way to his
constituency from Assam,
along with family members,
three police personnel and a
poll agent, when the suspected
NSCN rebels opened fire at
their vehicles near 12 Mile
area in the district at around
11.30 am, Singh told PTI.
One security officer, who
sustained injuries in the incident, has been admitted to
hospital in Dibrugarh, Assam,
the DGP said, adding that the
MLA and ten others were
killed on the spot. Expressing
his shock over the incident,
Chief Minister Pema Khandu
said the perpetrators will be
hunted down.
“Action will be initiated to

hunt down the perpetrators.
My heartfelt condolences. May
the departed souls rest in
peace,” he said.
Condemning the attack,
NPP president and Meghalaya
Chief Minister Conrad K
Sangma sought the intervention of the Prime Minister’s
Office and Union Home
Minister Rajnath Singh.
“The NPP is extremely
shocked and saddened by the
news of the death of its MLA
Shri Tirong Aboh (Arunachal
Pradesh) and his family. We
condemn the brutal attack and
urge @rajnathsingh and
@PMOIndia to take action
against those responsible for
such attack,” Sangma tweeted.
Meanwhile, the Arunachal
Pradesh Congress Committee

blamed the ruling Bharatiya
Janata Party for the “prevailing
lawlessness and chaos” in the
State. “If elected representatives
of the state are not safe under
the present dispensations at the
Centre and the state, how can
common people feel secure,”
the party said in a statement.
Demanding a high-level
judicial inquiry into the incident, it also said, “Chief
Minister Pema Khandu and his
BJP Government are solely
responsible for lawlessness and
all chaos in the State.”
Aboh was elected from the
Khonsa West seat in 2014 on a
Peoples’ Party of Arunachal
(PPA) ticket.
Assembly polls were held
concurrently with Lok Sabha
elections in Arunachal Pradesh.
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4-hour long technical snag
A
in Delhi Metro’s Yellow
Line between Qutub Minar
and Sultanpur section left thousands of commuters trapped in
train coaches or stranded on
the Delhi-Gurugram road on
Tuesday. As harrowed Metro
passengers swarmed to the
road for an alternative mode of
transport, it had a spiral effect,
ensuing in traffic snarls on the
Delhi-Gurugram road.
“The passengers from two
trains, one in the section
between Qutab Minar and
Chhattarpur and the other in
the
section
between
Chhattarpur and Sultanpur
(at Chattarpur and Sultanpur),
had to be deboarded,” said
DMRC in its report.

About 5,000 Metro passengers were evacuated to the
nearest station through the
train tracks, said a DMRC official.
To evacuate stranded commuters, DMRC frequented
train ser vices between
Samaypur Badli and Qutab
Minar at every 3 minutes, and
between Sultanpur and HUDA
City Centre at every 8 minutes.
DMRC also deployed 29 feeder buses to cover the missing
Metro link between Qutub
Minar and Sultanpur via
Chhattrapur till the Metro train
services were restored, said
DMRC sources.
Soon after they were evacuated, harrowed Metro passengers took to Twitter to vent
out their ire at Delhi Metro.
“We were locked in a metro
coach with no AC... We were
evacuated after 30 minutes,”
tweeted Ish Chandra, and
shared a picture of commuters
walking on tracks towards
another Metro station.
Questioning delay in repair
and evacuation, Delhi
Transport Minister Kailash
Gahlot shot a show-cause
notice to DMRC. He also asked
why DMRC didn’t immediately inform the transport depart-

ment and passengers about
the technical glitches.
Responding to the
Minister, a DMRC official said,

“Two maintenance teams of
DMRC technicians consisting
of 16 officials were rushed to
rectify the problem.”

The 48.8 km-long Yellow
Line has 37 stations and has an
average daily ridership of about
seven to eight lakh.
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ayor Sunil Uniyal ‘Gama’
stated that the Municipal
M
Corporation of Dehradun
(MCD) is likely to hold second board meeting by the first
week of June.
After a gap of nearly three
months, the second board
meeting will be organised to
expedite pending works and
pass proposals.
It is pertinent to mention
that the first meeting of the
present board was held on
February 28 in which nearly
87 proposals were passed.
However, the work on
majority of proposals did not
start because of the model
code of conduct which came
in force by March 10.
Nearly for three months
the tenders process and
appointments in MCD along
with various other works
regarding street lights and
releasing councillors fund
were stuck due to the model
code of conduct.
These works are likely to
start after the board meet-

ing.Addressing the
media on Tuesday
‘Gama’ said, “As the
Model C ode of
Conduct was active
for nearly three
months we were
unable to do anything
in particular.
There are some
schemes which were
put on hold like
appointments of new
staff in the MCD and
many others which
restricted us to do
something new.
As the Model Code
of Conduct will finally
be over by May 23 we
will look forward to
enforcing the work of
MCD.”
Adding more in
this he said, “The plan
for the second board meeting is
under process and we are working on it.
It is likely that it will be held
in the first week of June. We
look forward to implementing
all the proposals we have passed
in the first board meeting.”
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Mayor Sunil Uniyal
Dehradun
‘Gama’ stated that as per the

exit polls Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) is set to achieve a victory
in the Lok Sabha elections again.
He said, “I want to congrat-
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he Governor’s Cup Golf
tournament will be held in
Nainital from May 24 to 26.
The governor Baby Rani
Maurya addressed the media
regarding
this
on
Tuesday.Speaking at the curtain raiser ceremony on
Tuesday at Raj Bhawan Golf
Course in Nainital, Maurya
said that the 17th Governor's
Cup Golf tournament will be
held here form May 24. A total
of 117 golfers have been registered for this tournament.
She said that golf was
generally considered a sport of
the elite class and wealthy people but golf competitions of
Raj Bhawan have connected
the common people and
school students with it. Local
youths working as caddie are
also being promoted and caddie tournament is also being
held. She said that gold tournament is also boosting
tourism in Uttarakhand, especially in Nainital. Cultural

ulate all as the exit polls show that
BJP will come in power and
Narendra Modi will be the PM
again.”

n order to improve sanitation level in the city especially in the busy areas,
Municipal Corporation of
Dehradun (MCD) started
operating two more Jatayu
machines from Tuesday.
MCD already has one
such suction machines working since the last week of
January this year and two
more started working from
Tuesday.
Municipal commissioner
Vinay Shankar Pandey said,
“We have started operating
two more machines in the city.
The main aim is to keep the
busy roads of the city clean.
We already bought one
machine after a successful
trial which showed us results
and then we bought two more

0RcXeXbcPSe^RPcTb
STRT]caP[XbPcX^]
^U_^fTa

machines.
The two machines, however, were unable to work for
a long time due to pending
clearance from the transport
department which is finally

done now. One of these
machines is assigned to Rajpur
Road, Clock Tower and one is
on our premises which is
being operated in response to
complaints.”
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programmes consisting of
Harul, Chhapeli and Chholiya
folk dances will also be held
on Saturday at Raj Bhawan.

Inter school golf Competition
was organized in April here.
The winners of this competition will also be awarded on

May 26. The governor’s secretar y R amesh Kumar
Sudhanshu was also present
on the occasion.

T

aking cognisance of a petition filed by social activist
Subhash Sharma, the
Uttarakhand High Court has
asked ministries concerned
and state government departments to respond within three
weeks.
Addressing the media
here on Tuesday, Sharma said
that the purpose of bringing
73rd and 74th amendments
was to bring a change in the
structure of governance by
decentralising power and
control from the state government to the elected local
bodies.
However, the state government opted to apply the
literal interpretation of the
amendment to its own benefit.He said, “I have nothing
against the government
departments or officials or
any political party.
My fight is with the way
they handle their power
which is supposed to be used
for the good of the people.
These departments are
becoming money making
machinery for the political
parties. We the common people of the state are paying for
the funds of these political
parties.
I also want to make it
clear that I do not hold any
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grudge against any officials or
the government because some
of my personal work was
stuck. My petition is for the
welfare of the people and if
necessary I will take this to
the Supreme Court.”
Focusing on the need for
decentralising power he said,
“ The depar tments like
MDDA have been taking
money from the people for
every small and big construction which was supposed
to be the municipal corporation or Gram Panchayat’s
duty. These bodies elected
by us are now only confined
to taking care of the cleanliness of the city or to collect
house tax.”Talking about the
welfare of the people he said,
“I agree that the people we
elect
in
Municipal
C or poration or Gram
Panchayat are not above corruption but they are still
answerable to the public.
On the other hand, bodies like the MDDA do little for
public welfare.”
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o prevent increasing number
of road accidents district
police has identified certain
places where extra patrolling
has been directed. In addition to
this, district traffic department
has installed boards warning
against speeding.Dehradun
Senior Superintendent of Police
(SSP) Nivedita Kukreti said, “We
have identified certain places on
which there are reports of high
number of accidents. One of
those places is Nehru Colony,
about which we have spoken to
the Project Director of National
Highway.

We informed them about the
road conditions there, road there
on the shoulder side is narrow,
because of which vehicles lose
control at that point. They are
doing coal tar topping in the area
which will hopefully bring some
improvement.”She further added,
“Other than this, an Interceptor
vehicle has been stationed in
Patelnagar area due to increasing
number of road accidents.
The Interceptor will be
patrolling the area in the
evening.”Superintendent of Police
(traffic) Prakash Chandra Arya
said, “We have installed boards
warning against speeding and
overtaking near Kuanwala and
Balliwala flyover respectively.
Road accidents are increasing in
Kuanwala, it is a bottleneck area
too. At the flyover, even now public doesn’t seem to decrease their
speed. This is basically to make
people aware about maintaining
their speed at these places.”
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ccusing the Congress of
desperation in view of
A
impending defeat in the par-

and photographs clearly show
that Gupta was regularly in
touch with CM and was with
him on the date of inauguration of project. “The last registry of the lands purchased
was done on July 31, 2017
while the project was inaugurated on December 25, 2017.
The cost of Suryadhar project
is Rs 70 Crore. The whole
episode shows that the government money was misused
and puts up a big question
mark over zero tolerance policy on corruption,’’ he said.
Mahra also said that the CM
has no moral authority to
continue in the office and
claimed that he has more
proofs of corruption which he
would produce later. He
demanded that an inquiry

headed by a sitting judge of
High Court (HC) should be
ordered in the case.
The Pradesh Congress
Committee ( PCC) President,
Pritam Singh who was also present on the occasion said that
the much hyped ‘Zero
Tolerance on Corruption’ of
Trivendra Singh Rawat government is visible nowhere.
“The government first said
that a CBI inquiry would be
ordered on NH-74 scam but
later it backtracked. It was
claimed that Lokayukt would
be brought within 100 days but
even after more than two years
nothing is done on this,’’ he
said.
Kedarnath MLA, Manoj
Rawat and Congress leaders
were present on the occasion.

0RcXeXbcbc^cPZT_[TSVT
U^aR[TP]6P]VPc^SPh

liamentary elections, the
Bharatiya Janata Party
spokesman and MLA Munna
Singh Chauhan said that if
even an iota of corruption is
found in the Suryadhar project
as alleged by the Congress, he
and the chief minister would
resign from their posts.
Addressing the media
Chauhan said, “It is disappointing to see how the
Congress is stooping to concocted stories to attack the
character of the chief minister
Trivendra Singh Rawat and
his family. In the Suryadhar
project, neither the CM nor any
of his family member has
bought an inch of land. On the
day of the foundation laying for
the project, the CM, while
addressing the public had
exhorted the locals to desist
from selling their land and start
their own enterprises on their
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he State Meteorological
Centre has given a red
T
warning about the possibility of
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emembering the fast unto
death undertaken by Gyan
R
Swaroop Sanand (GD
Agrawal) demanding a law to
protect the Ganga and other
rivers, the 'Waterman of India',
Rajendra Singh and a number
of activists will take a pledge at
Devprayag to work for making
the Ganga’s flow unbridled
and keeping its waters clean on
Wednesday.
Arriving in Dehradun on
Tuesday, Singh said, “It is nearly a year since GD Agrawal

started his fast unto death
which ultimately resulted in his
death on the 111th day. I along
with a number of people who
are actively involved in working for the Ganga will take a
pledge at Devprayag to make
the government understand
that ab ki baar Ganga ki aviral
dhaar, koi bhi ho sarkar (uninterrupted flow of Ganga,
whichever the government).
We will be generating awareness and mobilising the local
communities in this initiative.
After taking the pledge in
Devprayag, we will go to Mana

beyond Badrinath.”
Regarding the condition of
the Rispana river in Dehradun,
he said that the condition of
this river was now worse than
before. Referring to the initiative undertaken by chief minister Trivendra Singh Rawat for
rejuvenation of this river, he
said that apparently the tree
plantation done was more of a
show. Encroachment, pollution
and over-extr]action are the
major threats to any river and
these need to be addressed
effectively to revive and protect
a river, he stressed.

the maximum temperature rising above normal by two to
four degrees during the next
three to four days till May 25.
After that the maximum temperature may remain four to six
degrees above normal especially in plains of Uttarakhand
till May 30. The State meteorological centre has also issued
an advisory about the temperature being conducive for
spread of forest fires from
May 26.
Overall the skies today are
forecast to remain mainly clear
to partly cloudy. Very light to
light rainfall and thunderstorm
are likely to occur at isolated
places of the state. In
Dehradun, the sky is likely to
remain mainly clear to a partly cloudy towards afternoon
and evening. The maximum
and minim temperatures are
likely to be around 39 degree
Celsius and 22 degree Celsius
respectively.
Meanwhile the maximum
and minimum temperatures
recorded at various places of
the state on Tuesday were 38.6
degree Celsius and 21.4 degree
Celsius respectively in
Dehradun, 40.6 degree Celsius
and 20.9 degree Celsius in
Pantnagar, 26 degree Celsius
and 14.3 degree Celsius in
Mukteshwar and 29.4 degree
Celsius and 14.6 degree Celsius
respectively in New Tehri.
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cting on increasing number of complaints from
pilgrims, the Uttarakhand
Civil Aviation Department
Authority (UCADA) will be
looking into the online booking of tickets that has been
done by private helicopter
companies operating flights
to Kedarnath. According to
the UCADA CEO Dilip
Jawalkar, online booking of
all seven helicopter companies is full till June 13.
CEO Jawalkar on Tuesday
said, “We have asked for
details from the companies
regarding the online booking
that has been done through
their portals. We have asked
for the list, so that is later the
person on the name the ticket has been booked and the
person who is flying are different we may know. If there
is so much as even one ticket is sold through illegal procedures we will have the clarity about it. This is basically

T
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a development which
provide ammunition
Itoncould
t he baiters of Chief
Minister Trivendra Singh
Rawat, both within his party
and outside it, the deputy
leader of Congress legislature
party and Ranikhet MLA,
Karan Mahra has alleged that
the CM and his close friend
Sanjay Gupta first purchased
16 Bighas of rural land in
D ehradun
and
later
announced Suryadhar lake
project in its vicinity. He
claimed that the said land was
purchased in many phases
from the year 2012 to 2017
before the CM laid foundation stone of the project on
December 25, 2017.
Addressing the media persons at Rajiv Bhawan on
Tuesday, the Congress leader
also showed the documents
related to the purchase of the
land. He said that after an
audio of Sanjay Gupta went
viral, the CM had claimed that
he had no partnership with
Gupta but these documents

?=BQ 70A83F0A

to ensure that the seats which
the companies are showing as
already full are not being
subsequently filled by travel
agents. We have sent them
letters to provide us with the
details latest by Wednesday;
ot her wis e we wi l l t a ke
action.”
When asked about the
letters sent by Rudraprayag
District Magistrate Mangesh
Ghildiyal to UCADA seeking
additional chopper services
he said, “The DM has sent
letters for additional choppers for the increasing number of pilgrims. As of now, the
tenders for the final two companies are going to open on
May 23 and after that on May
23 Directorate General of
Civil Aviation will be conducting their inspection, so in
that case for the time being he
asked for additional helicopters. We are allowing two
services for the time being.
We have given permission to
Pinnacle and Krystal Aviation
for the time being.”
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n a terse reminder to all the
officials concerned, the education department has clearly
stated that the application from
teachers for voluntary transfers
should be received in the offices
of Block Education Officers
(BEO) or Deputy Education
Officers on or before May 30.
In a letter directed to the
Additional Director ( AD)
Garhwal and Kumaon and
District Education Officers (
DEOs) of all the districts, the
additional director, V S Rawat,
who is officiating as director,
has directed that those officers
who have not updated the list
of teachers eligible for transfers
and the number of vacant posts
of teachers should do with
without any further delay.
The department had setup
a deadline of May 20 for submission and updating these
lists. Rawat said that the appli-

cation of Lecturer Teachers,
junior and senior assistants
should be complied at BEO
offices from where they would
be sent to district offices and
offices of additional directors.
Similarly the applications of the
Headmasters, Principals, and
Lecturers, clerks, administrative
officers and senior administrative officers should reach the
education directorate via offices
of additional directors, district
education officers after compilation at the offices of BEOs.
The officiating director has
clearly stated that the teachers
working on contract in the
schools or Shiksha Mitras (SM)
should not be included in the
process of transfers. Similarly
teachers who earlier were
working on contract or were
SMs and were later regularised
should be considered for transfers on the basis of the date they
were enrolled on permanent
rolls in government.

land instead,” he said, while
playing the brief video clip of
the CM’s speech for the media.
He went on to state that the
detailed project report for
Suryadhar project set the cost of
the project at about Rs 48 crore
during the term of the Congress
state government. This was
cancelled in 2018 and the
revised project cost was brought
down to about Rs 30 crore. He
said, “Not only was the cost
brought down by about Rs 18
crore but the height of the dam
was raised by two metres. The
Congress should answer where
this Rs 18 crore was to be
siphoned off. As far as the land
purchased by the CM's family
member is concerned, it is
located in Chamasari, about 30
kilometres from the project
site. One can only pity the

Congress leaders for making
such foolish statements. Do
they mean to say the CM fixes
the circle rates of land? It should
be understood clearly that what
one private individual says has
nothing to do with the the
chief minister’s functioning. If
the Congress is able to prove its
allegations, I and the CM will
resign. I am throwing this challenge because I am confident
that zero tolerance for corruption has been effectively
enforced by the CM. Further,
the CM had provided information about all of his and his wife’s
assets including the said land in
his nomination filed during
the Assembly elections. It is on
record. The Congress should
apologise to the public for making such baseless and concocted allegations,” he stressed.

housands of ascetics
from the three Bairagi
Akhadas have refused to
camp at the proposed site
across the Ganga river during the 2021 Kumbh Mela in
Haridwar. This decision was
unanimously reached at in a
meeting held at Siddhbali
Hanuman temple in Bairagi
camp. In the meeting president of Shripanch Nirmohi
Ani Ak hada, Sr imahant
R aj e n d r a d a s s a i d t h at
Bairagis and Khalsas will
not go beyond the Ganga
river.
The president of Akhada
further added that those
people who had reserved
Me l a l a n d f or B a i r a g i
Akhadas in the Bairagi camp
area, must remove the illegal
encroachments from the
land. The ascetics have
demanded from the chief
minister of the state and
the district administration
that since the ascetics of
the Akhada are in meditation and practicing austerities most part of the day,
they would not camp in the
area beyond the Ganga. The
former sp okesp ers on of
Akhil Bharatiya Akhada

Parishad, Baba Hathyogi
said, “The administration
must immediately remove
the illegal encroachments
done on the land and property of Bairagi Akhada.” He
f u r t h e r a d d e d t h at t h e
Kumbh Mela was a unique
re pre s e nt at i on of t h e
Sanatan Parampara. With
very less time left for the
Kumbh Mela to begin, the
construction of permanent
infrastructural works must
be started by the district
administration, he added.
Srimahant Vishnu Das
said that all the three Bairagi
Nirvani Akhadas had their
own place in the Kumbh
Mela. The government must
allot appropriate land to the
Bairagi ascetics so that no
problem is faced by any
ascetic in the 2021 Kumbh
Mela.
The national secretary of
Ni r m o h i A n i A k h a d a ,
Mahant Ram Sharan Das
said, “We are known across
the world for practicing
severe austerities so the district administration and
state government must look
into our interest and import a n c e a n d l au n c h a nt i
e n c ro a c h m e nt d r i v e i n
Bairagi camp area.
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fter an elaborate study, the
National Institute for
Employment of Persons with
Visual Disabilities (NIEPVD)
has proposed a set of measures
to be adopted for making the
process of voting easy and
polling booths more accessible
to the persons with disabilities.
The premier institute has compiled these measures and sent
them to the Election
Commission ( EC) of India for
necessary compliance. The
director of the NIEPVD,
Nachiketa Raut said that these
measures once adopted in all
the polling stations of the
country would help in the specially abled to vote for the candidate of their choice without
any problem. The measures
proposed by the institute have
also been complied in a form
of a set of questions. It advocates adoption of measures like
availability of an accessible
path leading to polling station,
ramps of standard specification, trained staff for helping
specially abled, presence of
resting place, proper railings
and toilets.
Similarly for the hearing
impaired the institute has asked
for availability of sign language instructor. It has advo-

cated presence of tactile maps,
material in Braille, installation
of Braille reader, colour contrast in floor and roof of polling
stations for visually handicapped. Addressing media persons here on Tuesday, Raut said
that the polling station at the
institute was developed as
model booth for the benefit of
the people with disabilities
where all these measures were
adopted. Raut added that the
institute organised a pre -election campaign in and around
the campus in which the benefits of casting ones vote were
discussed. The head of department of special education and
research
department,
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Kamalveer Singh Jaggi gave an
elaborate account of the measures taken by the institute for

making the polling booth a
model one for the specially
abled.
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programme to mark the
occasion of death anniverA
sary of former Prime Minister
Rajiv Gandhi was organised at
the Rajiv Bhawan, the headquarters of state Congress party
on Monday. On the occasion,
the Congress leaders and workers placed floral wreathes on
the statue of the late leader and
paid glowing tribute to him.
Speaking at a seminar organised on the occasion, the
Pradesh Congress Committee
( PCC) President Pritam Singh
said that Rajiv Gandhi was the

father of information revolution in the country and he was
instrumental in placing the
country in the league of powerful nations. “ Rajiv ji made
the supreme sacrifice for preserving the unity of the country. He provided powers to the
panchayats for making the
democracy stronger,’’ he said.

The PCC president added
that the late PM was creator of
a modern India and laid the
foundation stone of making the
country an economic superpower. He said that due to
efforts made by Rajiv Gandhi,
the youth of 18 years of age
were given right to vote.
The seminar was also

addressed by former PCC
President Kishore Upadhyaya,
former minister Surveer Singh
Sajwan, Matbar Singh Kandari,
deputy leader of congress in
state assembly, Karan Mahra,
Kedarnath MLA Manoj Rawat,
chief spokesperson Mathura
Dutt Joshi, R P Raturi and
others.
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film on the
150 years of All Saints’
Adocumentary
College in Nainital was
screened at the school here on
Tuesday. The documentary
film focused on the history of
the school, showing how it has
been involved since 1869 in
making girls capable and self
reliant. It focuses on the school
principal Kiran Jeremiah guiding efforts aimed at nurturing
the talents of the students and
boosting their confidence.
Anamika Bhatt, Sara Mumtaz,
Anahita Talwar and Class XII
students have played roles in
the documentary film. The
film has been directed by
Hemant Kumar Dikshit who
has worked in movies like
‘Bhag Milkha Bhag’ and
‘Dangal’ while the producer is
Bhupendra Matharu. The nar-
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ack of proper street lighting
in Dehradun is becoming a
L
problem for the District police

ration in the documentary film
is by noted Doordarshan newsreader of the 80s, Rini Simon
Khanna. Along with the students and faculty members,
noted photographer Anup Sah,

former MP KC Singh Baba,
Birla Vidhya Mandir principal
Anil Sharma and other prominent citizens were also present
during the screening of the
documentary.
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in conducting investigations
and proper patrolling. In the
recent Samarjahan murder case,
the area where the deceased was
shot in the dark had no light
because of which the eye witnesses were not able to correctly identify even the colour of the
car that was used by the shooters.
Though, police cracked the
case and arrested the culprits, the
investigation would have been
completed sooner had the street
lights been installed properly.
Similarly, in the recent case of a
jeweller who was shot and looted at night in Rishikesh, police
are facing difficulties in the
probe as the scene of crime lacks
street lights.
Taking cognisance of this
issue, Dehradun Senior
Superintendent of Police is going
to write letters to the departments concerned.
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SSP Nivedita Kukreti said,
“We are identifying such stretches of roads and will then send
letters to the departments concerned. We sent a letter on the
same issue earlier in 2017 too but
the immediate result was not as
fruitful.”
According to police sources,
while patrolling in the night they
have found areas where even the
street lights that are installed are
not working properly.
The entire GMS Road, areas
of Clement Town and Old
Mussoorie Road are some places
that lack proper street lights.
This makes it difficult for the
police to get a clear picture even
through CCTV in case of crimes
on the road during the night.
Lack of inter-departmental coordination is stated to be one of the
reasons for this issue.

he Delhi Transport
Minister Kailash Gahlot
on Wednesday issued a notice
to Delhi Metro Rail
Corporation (DMRC) for taking such a long time in evacuating the passenger from the
stalled trains. He also claimed,
DMRC informed the department and Minister about the
incident after the transport
office got in touch with
DMRC. The Minister also
sought details of all incidents
of breakdown in services of the
Delhi Metro since 2011, with
reasons for such disruptions,
from the Delhi Metro Rail
Corporation's (DMRC) managing director.
"On being contacted by my
office, the DMRC sent the
incident report. As per this
report, the trains got stuck at
9.27 am due to an overhead
electric cable fault and the
evacuation started at 9.45 am.
Evacuation of train no 6709
was completed by 11.10 am,
while the evacuation of another train no 6732 was completed at 11.21 am. Would it mean
that, while in one case, the
evacuation was done in 1 hour
and 25 minutes and in the
other, it took 1.42 hours. The

time, taken to evacuate the passengers from the train appears
to be very high," said Gahlot in
the statement issued to the
DMRC.
A technical glitch hit the
services on the Yellow Line for
nearly four hours, leaving
thousands of passengers
stranded on the road, trapped
in coaches and traffic snarls
from South Delhi to
Gurugram.
The Minister also issued
directiona, saying that the
"DMRC must inform the commuters about such incidents
immediately through its
Twitter handle so that the
commuters do not panic and
(they) are kept informed."
Gahlot further asked the
DMRC's managing director
that responsibility needs to be
fixed for the breakdown of services on the Yellow Line. Delhi

Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal
earlier directed Gahlot to seek
a detailed report and direct the
Delhi Metro to fix responsibility for the disruption.
"The
Transport
Commission had to get in
touch with the managing director for details of the break
down. Such incidents must be
reported to them immediately,"
said Gahlot in the statement.
However, the DMRC said,
"Due to tripping of power
supply, two trains which were
in this section (Train-1
between Qutab Minar &
Chattarpur and, Train-2
between Chattarpur &
Sultanpur) went immobile and
it was decided to deboard the
passengers and take them
smoothly towards the nearest
Metro station. Special assistance was provided to 11 commuters (differently abled/not
feeling well)."
DMRC official further said
that the passengers (more than
4,000) stuck inside the train
were safely taken from Train1 were safely taken from the
trains.
"It is noteworthy to mention that the deboarding
process takes time as it requires
use of emergency gate and also
to ensure that no passenger's
safety is at risk which includ-
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unjab Chief Electoral
Officer Dr S Karuna Raju
P
on Tuesday said that all

arrangements have been made
for the counting of votes in the
state on May 23, Thursday.
“Counting of votes will be
held at 21 different locations in
the state for 13 Parliamentary
Constituencies, and it will
begin on May 23 at 8 am,” he
said.
Raju said that counting of
votes for Gurdaspur parliamentary constituency would be
held at various locations as per
assembly constituency at
SMDRSD College Pathankot
and Sukhjinder Group of
Institutes, Gurdaspur.
CEO said that counting of
votes for Amritsar parliamentary constituency would be
held at Mai Bhago Government
Polytechnic College (Girls)
Majitha Road, Amritsar;
Khalsa Law College, Ram
Tirath road; Khalsa College
Amritsar,
Government
Industrial Training Institute,
Ranjit Avenue; Khalsa College
for Women, Khalsa College for
Pharmacy, Amritsar; and
Khalsa College Senior
Secondary School, (Boys),
Amritsar.
For Khadoor Sahib, the
counting of votes will be held
at Khalsa College for
Engineering and Technology,
Ranjit Avenue, Amritsar;
International College of
Nursing, NH-54, Village Piddi,
Tarn Taran; Lecture Hall,
Adjoining Auditorium, Mai
Bhago College of Nursing, NH54, Village Piddi; Multipurpose
Hall, Adjoining Auditorium,
Mai Bhago College of Nursing,
NH-54, Village Piddi; Virsha
vihar, Conference Hall,
(Ground Floor), Kapurthala;
Virsa Vihar, Ist Floor,

Kapurthala; and Counting
Hall-1, Dev Raj Groups
Technical Campus, Zira Road,
Ferozepur.
The counting of votes for
Jalandhar would be held at two
locations as per assembly constituency — Office of the
Director Land Record,
Kapurthala Road, Jalandhar;
and Sports School Hostel,
Adjoining Office of the
Director Land Record,
Kapurthala Road, Jalandhar.
CEO said that counting of
votes for Hoshiarpur would be
held at two locations —
Government ITI, Hoshiarpur;
and Rayat & Bahra Group of
Institute, Hoshiarpur. For
Anandpur Sahib, counting
would be held at Doaba
Polytechnic College Chokkran
(Rahon), Government College,
Rupnagar, and Government
Polytechnic
College
Khunimarjra, Kharar.
Raju said that counting of
votes for Ludhiana would be
held at various locations of
Punjab Agricultural University
Campus. For Fatehgarh Sahib,
counting centres were set up at
Sri Guru Granth Sahib World
University; GNE, Polytechnic
College Ludhiana; Guru Nanak
Dev Engineering College,
Ludhiana; Guru Nanak Dev
Polytechnic College, Gill Road;
and Guru Nanak Dev
Polytechnic College.
CEO said that for Faridkot,
the counting would be held at
ITI Moga, Pandit Chetan Dev
College of Education Faridkot;
and Government Brijindra
College, Faridkot.
He said that counting for
Ferozepur would be held at various locations of Dev Raj
Groups Technical Campus,
Zira Road; SKB, Dev
Centenary, Senior Secondary
Public School; SKB Dev Senior
Secondary School PenchaWali,

Fazilka; MR College Fazilka,
and Guru Nanak College, Tibbi
Sahib, Road, Sri Muktsar Sahib.
For Bathinda, counting
would be held at various locations of Institute of Hotel
Management, Bathinda; various locations of PESCO
Vocational Training Institute,
Bathinda; and at various locations of Government Nehru
Memorial College, Mansa.
He said that counting for
Sangrur would be held at various
locations
of
Desh Bhagat Polytechnic
College, Dhuri, while the
counting for Patiala would be
held at Govt ITI, Near PRTC
Workshop, Patiala; Govt
Polytechnic College for Girls
Patiala; various locations of
Punjabi University, Patiala;
Government Polytechnic
College for Girls SST Nagar
Rajpura Road Patiala; Thapar
University Patiala; and at various locations of Gymnasium
Hall Pollo Ground, Part-I and
Part-II, Patiala.
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Amid allegations by opposition regarding tampering of
Electronic Voting Machines in
strong rooms, Haryana Police
has deployed six additional
companies of Central paramilitary forces to ensure tight
security of EVMs stored in
strong rooms in seven districts of Haryana.
The districts included
Rohtak, Sonipat, Jhajjar,
Bhiwani, Sirsa, Hisar and
Fatehabad.
Har yana
Additional Director General of
Police (Law and Order)
Navdeep Singh Virk on
Tuesday said that as per intelligence and other inputs, these
seven districts are found to be
sensitive.
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NEW DELHI: Amid a slew of
allegations by the Opposition
about the reliability of EVMs,
Delhi’s Chief Electoral Officer
Ranbir Singh has said that the
machines are “absolutely
foolproof ” and fulfil all “transparency and administrative
protocols”.
Singh said the EVM is
"robust by design" and there is
no way the machine can be
tampered with. "There is no
way that the machine can be
tampered with, manipulated or
hacked into because it does not
have connectivity with the outside world.
"It does not have internet,
wi-fi or bluetooth connectivity. This means you cannot
access the mind of the machine.
It has a onetime programmable chip," Singh told PTI.
The Aam Aadmi Party
Monday asked the Election
Commission to provide additional security at a counting
centre in South Delhi, alleging
that political opponents plan to
manipulate EVMs ahead of
the announcement of poll
results on May 23.
The letter by AAP's South
Delhi candidate and spokesperson Raghav Chadha said that
"he has strong reasons to
believe that the political adversaries will attempt to open the
strong rooms and manipulate
or replace the machines as a
handful of such incidents have
been seen in the past". PTI
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F

acing bouncers from team
Congress in Punjab for his
“rebellious” attitude, the cricketer-turned-politician Navjot
Singh Sidhu on Tuesday virtually hurled the ball in the
pavilion of the party’s top leadership by seeking an audience
with his “captain” Rahul
Gandhi.
Even as the party high
command has not yet sought a
report from the state unit over
the ongoing war of words
between the Chief Minister
Capt Amarinder Singh and
his Cabinet colleague Sidhu,
the former cricketer has decided to reach out to the leadership on his own and is scheduled to meet Rahul Gandhi on
Tuesday night at his residence
in the national capital.
It has been learnt that
Sidhu has been seeking Rahul
Gandhi’s appointment from
the past two days, and it was
only in the evening that the
meeting was fixed for Tuesday
night. Amidst growing chorus
of initiating a strong action
against Sidhu by his own party
colleagues and senior party
leaders, the Congress’ state
leadership has, however, decided to wait till May 23 — the day
results of recently-held Lok
Sabha elections will be
declared.
At the same time, the
opposition parties in the state,
including Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP), Punjab Ekta Party
(PEP), and Lok Insaaf Party
(LIP), have come out in Sidhu’s

support and backing his claims
of a “friendly match”.
Notably, Sidhu, while
addressing an election rally in
Bathinda on May 17, talked
about a “friendly match” without naming anyone, while asking the electorate to “punish”
the “players” who have 75:25
share.
It is believed that Sidhu, in
his speech, hinted at the
rumoured pact between Capt
Amarinder and SAD president Sukhbir Badal to ensure
victory of their wives from
Patiala and Bathinda. However,
Sidhu has denied having said
anything that suggested a collusion between the Congress
and the SAD, while blaming
the media for “putting words in
my mouth”.
Before that, Sidhu’s wife
and former MLA Dr Navjot
Kaur Sidhu had blamed Capt
Amarinder and state party
affairs’ in-charge Asha Kumari
for playing a negative role in
declining her nomination from
Chandigarh Lok Sabha seat.
Rubbishing her allegations
as
“non-sense”,
Capt
Amarinder had pointed out
that he had no role in the decision-making
for
the
Chandigarh ticket, while
adding that Dr Navjot was
asked to contest from Bathinda
or Amritsar, but she refused.
Coming to his wife’s defence,
Sidhu maintained that she
“would never lie”.
Taking the prevailing cold
war between the two senior
Congress leaders to another
level on the polling day, Capt

Amarinder minced no words
to say that the “ambitious”
Sidhu might want to replace
him as the Chief Minister. At
the same time, he had maintained that it was on the high
command to act against the
Sidhu, while making it clear
that the Congress has zero-tolerance policy against indiscipline.
“His ill-timed comments
against me and the Punjab
Congress leadership have damaged the party...If he is a real
Congressmen, he should have
chosen a better time to air his
grievances instead of just ahead
of voting in Punjab. Perhaps he
is ambitious and wants to be
chief
minister,”
Capt
Amarinder had said on Sunday.
A senior Congress leader
maintained that a report would
be sought after the state president, and the Congress
Legislative Party (CLP) leader
regarding Sidhu’s “indiscipline
act” by the state party affairs’
in-charge Asha Kumari which
would then be sent to the high
command for action. But that
would be done only after May
23 results. Despite addressing
100 rallies and press conferences across the country as the
Congress’ ‘star campaigner’
during 2019 general elections,
Sidhu gave a miss to his home
state. He addressed the party’s
first rally at Bathinda only
after Priyanka Gandhi asked
him to.
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Cabinet

Ministers and other senior
leaders opening front against
Sidhu, Cabinet Minister Tript
Rajinder Singh Bajwa and former Minister Lal Singh on
Tuesday too lashed out at the
former cricketer.
Bajwa, in a strongly worded statement, asked Sidhu as a
minister to quit if he cannot
work with the Chief Minister as
“he has refused to acknowledge
the leadership of the Chief
Minister”.
“Since he does not know
who the captain of the ship is,
he should be removed from the
Cabinet,” he said.
Only a day before, the state
Forest Minister Sadhu Singh
Dharamsot had asked Sidhu to
quit the state Cabinet, while the
senior-most Minister Brahm
Mohindra had already made
clear his intentions of writing
to the party high command.
Another senior leader,
Punjab Congress Election
Managing Committee chairman Lal Singh too criticised
Sidhu for his “ill-timed and illadvised” statement, saying that
he “should not have aired his
views in public on the eve of the
elections as these created
unnecessarily misunderstandings and may have adversely
affected the party’s prospects at
a crucial time. In what is being
seen an an apparent attempt to
shift blame on Sidhu in case the
party performed poorly in the
elections, Lal Singh said that
Sidhu’s “uncalled for outburst”
at a wrong time has the potential of sabotaging the party’s
‘Mission 13’.
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ven as the electoral process
of Lok Sabha polls is yet to
conclude, the Bharatiya Janata
Party has begun preparations
for the Har yana State
Assembly polls, due to be held
in October this year.
With most of the exit polls
projecting the saffron party in
a comfortable position on 10
Lok Sabha seats in
Haryana, the BJP has now set
eyes on Assembly elections in
the state.
The Chief Minister
Manohar Lal on Tuesday held
a meeting with BJP MLAs
and sought their suggestions
for “Sankalp Patra” (election
manifesto) of the party for
assembly elections.
In the 90-member
Haryana Assembly, the BJP
has 48 MLAs. The BJP had
made its maiden State
Government in Haryana in
2014.
During the meeting with
party MLAs, Manohar Lal
also discussed ongoing development projects and schemes
in the state.
He has directed the MLAs
to expedite the development

works in their constituencies.
The Chief Minister also
sought feedback from the
MLAs on the 10 Lok Sabha
seats in the state.
A day before also,
Manohar Lal had held a meeting in Rohtak to take feedback
from the party leaders on 10
parliamentary seats.
The polling was held on
May 12 in Haryana and the
results of the Lok Sabha polls
will be declared on May 23.
In 2014 Lok Sabha polls,
the BJP had won seven out of
ten seats in Haryana.
While talking to the mediapersons, the Chief Minister
denied the possibility an early
assembly
election
in
Haryana.
When asked to comment
on ongoing preparations, he
said that the meeting of party
MLAs is convened every
month.
The assembly polls will
not be held before the scheduled time, he added.
Giving details of the
Haryana BJP legislative meeting, the state BJP chief
Subhash Barala on Tuesday
said we have decided to constitute a committee to prepare

“Sankalp Patra” of the party for
State Assembly polls.
Discussion was held on
the preparation of “Sankalp
Patra” with the MLAs. A committee for this will be constituted in the next meeting, he
said.
Barala said that the Chief
Minister reviewed the ongoing
development works and has
directed the MLAs to ensure
that various projects in their
constituencies are expedited.
Discussion was also held
on counting of votes on May
23.
The party is confident to
win all 10 seats in Haryana. All
MLAs have been directed to
remain in their constituencies
on the counting day, he said.
The Chief Minister will be
either in Rohtak or
Chandigarh on Thursday, he
added.
In 2019 Lok Sabha polls,
Haryana has witnessing a
multi-cornered contest with
BJP, Congress, Indian National
Lok Dal, Jannayak Janta PartyAam Aadmi Party combine,
Loktantra Suraksha PartyBahujan Samaj Party combine contesting on the 10 Lok
Sabha seats.
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he Civil Society Responds to
Fani (CSRF), a group of civil
society organisations and concerned citizens who have come
together to strengthen and accelerate the relief and rehabilitation
efforts in the aftermath of the
cyclone, on Tuesday presented
various recommendations to the
Government for effective
distribution of relief and other
supports.
Addressing at a Press meet
here, former Information
Commissioner and CYSD
cofounder Jagadananda said
relief of C2,000 and 50-kg rice per
family is being given to only
ration cardholders and a large
number
of
affected

people have been left out.
Mentioning about joint families with big numbers of members, he said such families having more than 14 people in
places like Brahmania, Satapada
and Puri have also suffered they
were also given cash relief of
C2,000 only. He demanded the
State Government provide support on the basis of household
size and household list as per the
latest Government records.
CSRF member and
Vasundhara executive director
Manas Ranjan Mishra lamented
saying that MGNREGS job cardholders have not been given any
work in the most affected blocks
of Krushnaprasad, Brahmagiri,
Puri Sadar, Satyabadi, Delang
and Pipili during the current

month. He demanded that people be given works and payment
of wages in cash at the earliest.
The association demanded
the State Government start
procuring paddy from the affected areas as distress sale of paddy
has already begun. It also
demanded that Government
purchase fallen trees from people at right prices.
Aaina secretary and CSRF
member Sneha Mishra demanded that all people who have lost
livelihood assets must be compensated adequately. She also
said there should be a combine
household level limit of at least
C2 lakh and all other limits such
as number of cattle, small livestock, poultry, trees and others
must be waived.
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New Delhi: A 27-year-old gym trainer was
Tuesday shot dead by unidentified persons in
the national capital's Najafgarh area, police said.
Mohit More, a resident of Bahadurgarh, was
active on a social-networking app and had lakhs
of followers, police said, adding that personal
enmity is suspected to be the reason behind the
killing.
According to a senior police officer, the inci-

dent took place at 5.15 pm when More came to
a photostat shop to meet his friend.
Three men, of which two were wearing helmets, walked into the shop and opened fire at
More, the officer said.
The assailants had come on a scooter
which they parked at a distance and walked to
the shop. They allegedly fired around five rounds
at the victim, they said.
PTI

From Page 1
Before the counting of
EVMs commences, the counting agents are shown the
address tags, seals and serial
number of the EVMs to satisfy themselves to the genuineness and authenticity of the
machines used in the actual
polls,” the EC said. “The visuals seen viral on media do not
pertain to any EVMs used
during the polls,” it added.
BJP leader and Law
Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad
took a swipe at the Opposition,
saying EVMs were fine when
its leaders like Mamata
Banerjee, N Chandrababu
Naidu, Amarinder Singh and
Arvind Kejriwal win elections
and come to power but they
turn unreliable when “it
appears that Modi will come
back to power”.
Earlier, in a meeting
attended by Ahmed Patel,
Ghulam Nabi Azad, Ashok
Gehlot, Abhishek Singhvi of the
Congress, TDP’s Chandrababu
Naidu, Satish Chandra Mishra
of the BSP, Sitaram Yechury of
the CPI(M), D Raja of the CPI,
Delhi Chief Minister and AAP
convener Arvind Kejriwal,

Derek O’Brien of the TMC,
Ramgopal Yadav of the SP,
Kanimozhi of the DMK, Manoj
Jha (RJD), Majeed Memon
(NCP) and Devinder Rana
(NC) among others discussed
the VVPAT issue along with
larger strategy of formation of
a non-BJP Government at the
Centre. The leaders then
approached the EC to raise the
issue of VVPAT.
“We are asking the EC to
respect the mandate of the
people. It cannot be manipulated. If there is a blood test and
it shows some discrepancy,
then the whole body should be
scanned. Similarly, we demand
that if discrepancy shows up in
one VVPAT, then all of them in
that Assembly segment should
be counted,” Naidu said
addressing the media along
with the other leaders.
BSP leader Satish Chandra
Mishra alleged that “there is
large-scale bungling relating to
EVMs in Uttar Pradesh. We
demand deployment of Central
forces”. The Opposition parties
also raised concerns over the
transportation of EVMs ahead
of counting of votes and urged
the EC to probe the issue.
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A

couple of days before the
counting of votes, several
videos of Electronic Voting
Machines’ (EVMs) alleged
movement from one unauthorised storage house to another
besides tampering went viral
on social media prompting the
Election Commission (EC) to
issue a statement clarifying
that all machines are safe and
secure.
Terming it as frivolous and
unfounded, the EC on Tuesday
rejected allegations of discrepancies in the handling of EVMs
and VVPAT (Voter Verified
Paper Trail Machines) in some
districts of Uttar Pradesh, saying that each strong room is
guarded with round-the-clock
security by Central Armed
Police Forces (CAPF) and further, the candidates or their
designated agents remain present at the strong room for
24X7 vigil at all times.
“After the close of polls, all
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polled EVMs and VVPATs are
brought under security cover to
the designated strong rooms,
which is sealed with double
locks, in the presence of the
candidates and in the presence
of Observers of the EC. The
entire process of storage and
sealing of the strongroom is
covered under videography.
Continuous CCTV coverage is
done till completion of counting”, the EC said in a statement.
“On the counting day, the
strongrooms are opened in the
presence
of
the
candidates/agents and Observer

under videography. Before the
counting of EVMs commences,
the counting agents are shown
the address tags, seals and serial number of the EVMs to satisfy themselves to the genuineness and authenticity of the
machines used in the actual
polls,” the EC said. “The visuals seen viral on media do not
pertain to any EVMs used during the polls, “ it added.
The EC’s response came
after political parties alleged
that EVMs were being changed
in strongrooms in Ghazipur,
Chandauli, Domariyaganj and

?C8

Jhansi in Uttar Pradesh at the
instance of BJP. As the videos
went viral, workers of various
parties have started protests
outside the strongrooms in
these areas.
A video clip of EVMs being
off-loaded and put in a room
inside the counting centre
complex in Chandauli was
doing the rounds on social
media. Referring to the incident in Chandauli, the EC said
in its report that some people
have made frivolous allegation and EVMs were kept safely in strongrooms. “Frivolous

allegation by some people,
EVMs were in proper security
and protocol,” the EC said.
Another video is from
Ghazipur where SP-BSP
alliance candidate Afzal Ansari
is seen staging protest alleging
that the administration was trying to change EVMs. In the
video, Ansari and his supporters were seen having a heated
exchange with a police officer.
The officer is urging them to
clear the area, but the leader
and his supporters refuse to
budge, claiming there was an
attempt to take out a vehicle
loaded with EVMs.
On allegations of EVM
rigging in Uttar Pradesh’s
Ghazipur, the EC said, “There
was issue regarding “Having
watch on polled EVM strong
room by the candidates “which
was resolved by conveying the
ECI instructions (sic).”
In Domariyaganj too, some
candidates had alleged that
EVMs were not kept safely in
strongrooms. The EC, however, rejected these claims too and
said, “EVMs were in proper
security and protocol. Agitation
was unnecessary. They were
convinced by DM and SP. The
matter is resolved.”
The poll panel said that in
Jhansi too there is no issue with
the storage and handling of
EVMs as all machines are
stored in proper security and
protocol in the presence of
political parties’ candidates.
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he Election Commission on
Tuesday rejected with a
T
majority 2:1 vote election commissioner Ashok Lavasa’s
demand that dissent notes should
be recorded in its orders on
model code violations. The EC
said the dissent notes and minority views would remain part of
records as it is the case now.
Lavasa has recused himself
from MCC violation cases,
saying his dissent was not
being made part of the orders.
He had dissented in at least six
of the 11 decisions that the EC
took on complaints against
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
and BJP president Amit Shah
for alleged poll code violations. The two were given a
clean chit in all the decisions.
The ‘full commission’ of the
panel, comprising Chief
Election Commissioner Sunil
Arora and two other members
-Lavasa and Sushil Chandradeliberated on the contentious
issue, after which the
Commission said that dissent
notes and minority views would
remain part of records but
would not be part of its order.
“In the meeting of the
Election Commission held
today regarding the issue of
MCC (Model Code of
Conduct), it was interalia

decided that proceedings of the
commission’s meetings would
be drawn, including the views
of all the commission members. “Thereafter, formal
instructions to this effect would
be issued in consonance with
extant laws/rules, etc,” the EC
said in a statement.
The EC had maintained
that since the poll code violation
cases are not quasi judicial in
nature, they are not signed by the
chief election commissioner
(CEC) and fellow commissioners, and thus, the dissent cannot
be made part of the order.
“Status quo will be maintained. Dissent will not be
made public but would form
part of EC records,” explained
an official.
In a strongly-worded letter
to Arora on May 4, Lavasa is
learnt to have said that he is
being forced to stay away from
the meetings of the full commission since minority decisions are not being recorded. In
Tuesday’s meeting, Lavasa is

said to have stuck to his
ground, pressing for his
demand to include dissenting
views in the orders.
Earlier, in a press statement
issued on May 18, CEC Arora
said, “The three members of the
EC are not expected to be template or clones of each other.
There have been so many times
in the past when there has been
a vast diversion of views as it
can and should be”.
Earlier, in a letter on May
4, Lavasa wrote: “The main
objective of the MCC is to
ensure free and fair elections by
providing a level playing field
to all political parties and candidates and also to maintain a
certain degree of decorum in
the political discourse during
electioneering.”
Lavasa did not attend any
MCC meeting after May 4. In
the letter, he enforced the
importance of the MCC, saying it “draws its strength and
sanctity from the strict, prompt
and non-discriminator y
enforcement therein.”
As per the law governing
the functioning of the EC,
efforts should have an unanimity, but in the case of a dissent, a majority (2:1) view prevails. The poll panel’s rules
express preference for a unanimous view, but also allow a
majority decision.
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he voter turnout for the
just-concluded Lok Sabha
T
poll was the highest ever, ever
since the first elections in
1951, at a tentative 67.11 percent, a jump of 1.16 per cent
across 542 constituencies, barring Vellore where polls were
rescinded.
But,
the
Election
Commission (EC) figures are
still provisional and are subject
to change depending on the
turnout in Vellore. The poll
panel is yet to announce a
fresh date for elections in
Vellore. The EC had cancelled
the polls there on the grounds
of excessive use of money
power.
The overall turnout in 2014
was 65.95 per cent.
Lakshadweep recorded the
highest turnout at 84.96 per-

cent in 2019 LS poll, northeastern states of Tripura (83.20
percent), Nagaland (83.09 percent) and Manipur (82.69 percent) were not too far behind.
The overall high turnout in
West Bengal at 81.91 percent
was still short of the 2014 figure of 82.22 percent.
The highest increase in
the turnout between 2014 and
2019 was in Madhya Pradesh
(71.2 percent from 61.61 percent , a jump of 9.59 percent),
followed by Himachal Pradesh
(71.52 percent from 64.45 percent). The biggest dip in terms
of turnout was in Jammu and
Kashmir, with 29.39 percent
polling which is 20.33 percent
lower than 49.72 percent
recorded in 2014.
Two Hindi heartland
recorded Bihar and UP recorded less than 60 percent turnouts
- 58.08 percent and 59.6 per-
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he CPI (M) has written to
the Election Commission
(EC) alleging “large-scale irregularities” in the May 19 polling
held in the Diamond Harbour
Lok Sabha constituency of
West Bengal, where Chief
Minister Mamata Banerjee’s
nephew Abhishek Banerjee is
contesting.
In his letter, CPM general
secretary Sitaram Yechury
alleged that the scale of irregularities were such that the EC
should invoke Article 324 of
the Constitution. Article 324
deals with vesting of superintendence, direction and control
of elections in an Election
Commission.
“The ECI must ensure
‘free-and-fair’ elections by
ordering re-polling in the entire
constituency,” Yechury said,
while listing out the alleged
irregularities underlined by

the CPI(M) candidate from
Diamond Harbour in the justconcluded Lok Sabha polls,
Fuad Halim. BJP has also petitioned the poll panel demanding re-polling in the entire
Diamond Harbour parliamentary constituency.
“It is clear that the state unit
of the BJP has entered into an
understanding with the TMC
for the latter’s support for its
candidates in certain other
constituencies like Mathurapur,
Jadavpur etc., in return for the
BJP’s support to the TMC candidate for Diamond Harbour
PC, who happens to be the
nephew of the Chief Minister
of West Bengal.
“I am besieging you to
look into the large-scale, brazen
irregularities which are clearly detailed in Dr Fuad Halim’s
letter, cancel the poll of May 19
and order a re-polling in the
constituency,” Yechury wrote in
his letter to the EC.

cent respectively. Goa recorded 74.94 percent, Gujarat 64.11
percent, Haryana 70.30 percent, Jharkhand 66.83 percent,
Karnataka 68.63 percent and
Delhi 60.63 percent.+
In 2019, the voter turnout
saw a decreasing trend from
the first to the seventh phase,
which took place on Sunday.
According to data provided by
the EC, in phase one, the
turnout was 69.61 per cent. It
went down marginally to 69.44
per cent in phase two and further down to 68.40 per cent in
the third phase. In the fourth
phase, the turnout saw a dip of
nearly three per cent and
stood at 65.50 per cent. In the
fifth phase, the turnout was
64.16 per cent, but went up
marginally to 64.40 per cent in
the sixth and penultimate
phase. In the seventh and the
last phase, it was 65.16 per

cent, according to the EC’s
Voter Turnout app.
The cumulative turnout
figure of the first six phases
stood at 67.34 per cent, which
is 1.21 per cent more than the
corresponding constituencies
in 2014.
The lowest being in first
election held in 1951 with
45.67% voter participation.
Thereafter turnouts were
47.74% in 1957, 55.42% in
1962, 61.33% in 1967 , 55.29%
in 1971, 60.49% in 1977,
56.92% in 1980, 64.01% in
1984-85, 61.95% in 1989
(when National Front won
under V P Singh), 55.88% in
1991-92 (during which
Congress president Rajiv
Gandhi was assassinated),
57.94% in 1996, 61.97% in
1998, 59.99% in 1999, 57.98%
in 2004, 58.19% in 2009 and
66.44% in 2014.
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New Delhi: The Supreme
Court Tuesday dismissed a
PIL seeking 100 per cent
matching of Voter Verifiable
Paper Audit Trail (VVPAT)
slips with Electronic Voting
Machines (EVMs) during the
counting of votes on May 23 for
Lok Sabha polls.
A larger bench headed by
Chief Justice Ranjan Gogoi
has already dealt with the matter and passed an order, said a
vacation bench comprising justices Arun Mishra and M R
Shah and refused to entertain
the plea filed by a Chennaibased organisation ‘Tech 4 All’.
“The CJI had dealt with
this matter. Why are you taking chance before a two-judge
vacation bench. We will not list
any such case for urgent hearing,” it said.
“We cannot override the
CJI’s order... This is nonsense,”

the bench said.
The apex court not only
denied urgent hearing of the
matter but took the PIL on
“board” and dismissed it.
A three-judge bench head-

ed by the CJI on May 7 had
dismissed a review plea filed by
21 opposition leaders, led by
Andhra Pradesh Chief Minister
N Chandrababu Naidu, seeking
that random matching of
VVPAT slips with EVMs be
increased to 50 per cent.
The opposition leaders had
said that the present system of
2 per cent of random matching
of VVPAT slips with EVMs was
inadequate and did not inspire
confidence among the electorates.
Prior to this, the top court
had on April 8 directed the
Election Commission to
increase random matching of
VVPAT slips with EVMs from
one to five polling booths per
assembly segment in Lok Sabha
polls, saying it would provide
greater satisfaction not just to
political parties but also to the
entire electorate.
PTI
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he
Enforcement
Directorate on Tuesday
T
issued an order to gag its officials from interacting with
journalists and said non-adherence to the new directive would
invite “punitive action”.
ED Director Sanjay Kumar
Mishra issued a one-page
memorandum asking all its
officers to keep away from
“unwarranted interaction with
the media”.
“It has been observed that
certain information relating to

ongoing investigations have
been published in the media.
These information relating to
impending action may jeopardise the interests of ongoing
investigations,” the latest order
said.
Henceforth, it said, “any
officer other than the authorised officer if found interacting with the media, the same
should be brought to the
knowledge of the principal
special director or undersigned
(Director) immediately.” The
order stated “any deviation
will amount to dereliction of
duty and liable for punitive
action.”
It added that an earlier circular issued in this regard in
November, 2018 “has not been
followed in right spirit.”
The headquarters of the
agency handles some of the
most high-profile cases of
money laundering and hawala

transactions apart from supervising investigation of all its
zonal offices in the country.
Cases relating to fugitive liquor
baron
Vijay
Mallya.
Diamantaires Nirav Modi and
Mehul Choksi and those
involved in the IPL scam.
The fresh order has been
issued after it was found that
the line of investigation to be
taken by the agency was
“leaked” to the press by certain
officials and hence, it was
required to check such
instances, sources claimed.
The ED is a central probe
agency that probes offences -Prevention of Money
Laundering Act (PMLA) and
Foreign
Exchange
Management Act (FEMA)-to check high-value economic
crimes and black money
involving money laundering
and forex violations.
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aught in the procedural
C
wrangling between the
Centre and the Rajasthan
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Government, a precious antiquity- a 10th-century-old stone
sculpture, Varah, which was
stolen from an Indian temple
two decades ago, is still stuck in
Switzerland which had agreed
to return it last year itself.
The treasured stone sculpture-- depicting Varah as a theriomorphic boar was stolen
from the ruins of the Gargach
temple in Atru town, a littleknown site in Baran district,
close to the Rajasthan-Madhya
Pradesh border way back in
1987. Atru site alone has nine
temples, including Gargach,
Ganesh, Shitalamata and
Nagdev Jain temple, all under
the Archeological Survey of
India (ASI).
An official from the Union
Culture Ministry said that last

year the Swiss officials had contacted the Indian Embassy
there regarding its possession
with a private person who
offered to donate after it
became known that it was
stolen and clandestinely smuggled out of the country.
“They
(the
Swiss
Government officials) asked
us to produce the documents
so that procedure for formal
retrieval of the antiquity can be
initiated,” said the official.
He explained that since
the sculpture was stolen from
the temple in Rajasthan, the
ASI on behalf of the Ministry
has been asking the State
(Rajasthan) police to furnish
the documents such as FIR and
relevant papers to expedite its
retrieval. An FIR with the district police was registered on
July 31, 1987 regarding the theft
of the heritage item.
“But despite several
reminders to the Rajasthan

police, there has been no movement in the case. Sometimes
they say that concerned officials have been transferred
sometimes they make excuses
that papers were being collected,” rued the official.
The Gargach temple from
where the idol which has
images of lord Vishnu engraved
all over is an ASI protected
monument. In Rajasthan, 162
monuments are centrally protected under the ASI.
However, Varah is not the
only antiquity that has been
stolen from the country.
As per the ASI, at least 31
ancient items have been brought
back from countries like
America, Australia, Canada,
Germany and Singapore among
others between 2014 and 2017.
India is a signatory to the 1970
UN Convention on Means of
Prohibiting and Preventing the
illicit Trafficking in cultural
property.

U

nion Home Secretary Rajiv
Gauba on Tuesday directed
States to step up their preparedness
by advance planning and deployment
of human, physical and financial
resources ahead of the monsoon season.
Addressing the annual conference of Relief Commissioners and
Secretaries here, the Home Secretary
also reviewed the preparedness for
the South-West Monsoon expected
to arrive by June 6 and disbursement
of central assistance.
The Centre released over Rs
17,000 crore as assistance to states
affected by natural calamities like
floods, cyclone and drought last
year, Gauba said adding the central
government has sanctioned additional battalions of the National
Disaster Response Force (NDRF)
which are being raised in Jammu and
Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh,

Uttarakhand and Delhi-NCR.
The Home Secretary said the
Centre would provide all possible
assistance under the NDRF and the
SDRF besides mobilisation of central
forces to the states and the UTs in
connection with preparedness during the South-West Monsoon.
Gauba said during the recent cyclone
‘Fani’, loss of human lives was minimal due to accurate and early weather forecasting by the India
Meteorological Department (IMD)
and timely mobilisation of resources
besides better coordination between
the Centre, state governments and
other relevant agencies.
Speaking on the occasion,
Director General, IMD, K J Ramesh
said India has set a new benchmark
in disaster risk reduction as demonstrated during cyclone Fani. The
IMD is in the process of building the
most advanced early warning weather system in coordination with various stakeholders, he said.

RIREVHUYHUVLQ%HQJDO
New Delhi: The Supreme Court Tuesday
refused to entertain a plea challenging the
appointment of two retired bureaucrats as
observers in West Bengal for the Lok
Sabha polls, saying the voting is already
over.
While Vivek Dubey was appointed as
a central police observer for West Bengal
and Jharkhand, Ajay Nayak was appointed a special observer for West Bengal.
The petition had alleged that they had
been appointed in contravention of the law
so as to ensure “certain favours” are granted at the time of election.
A vacation bench comprising Justices
Arun Mishra and M R Shah said: “Since
the election is over, we are not inclined to
entertain this petition under Article 32,”
the bench said.
The bench however granted liberty to
petitioner Ramu Mandi, who contested
the polls as an independent candidate
from Barrackpore constituency of West

Bengal, to approach the Calcutta High
Court.
Barrackpore was one of the seven constituencies in West Bengal where polling
was held in the fifth phase of the general
elections.
During the hearing on Tuesday, the
counsel appearing for the Election
Commission (EC) said that polling for the
Lok Sabha elections was already over.
The counsel for Mandi said that
although the polling was over, results of
the general elections have not been
declared yet.
“The election process is still going on.
Results are yet to come,” the lawyer said.
To this, the bench said, “You go to the
high court. We are permitting you to go
to the high court”.
The petitioner’s counsel then said that
judicial work in the high court there was
affected due to the lawyers’ strike in
Kolkata.
PTI
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mid ongoing post poll violence in different parts of
A
Bengal, including BhatparaKakinara industrial belt of
North 24 Parganas in the
northern fringes of Kolkata
where the TMC and BJP workers continued to fight with
crude bombs and guns for the
third day on Tuesday senior
saffron leader Kailash
Vijayvargiya alleged that Chief
Minister Mamata Banerjee
could get his party’s
Barrackpore Lok Sabha candidate Arjun Singh eliminated in
an encounter.
Arjun Singh a four-time
TMC MLA and strongman
from Bhatpara-Naihati region

joined the BJP just before the
Lok Sabha elections after he
was refused nomination for the
parliamentary seat. He is contesting on a Lotus ticket against
the TMC’s outgoing MP
Dinesh Trivedi.
Vijabargiya, also the party’s
observer for Bengal tweeted,
the Mamata Banerjee had
ordered the arrest of Singh who
could even be bumped of in an
encounter warning the Chief
Minister would be held responsible if anything happened to
his party candidate.
Violence continued to take
its toll throughout Bengal while
a youth was shot dead near
Kharagpur IIT and another
three persons getting grievously
injured in a shootout at Sitai
village in Coochbehar of North
Bengal. In both the cases the
BJP claimed the victims as
their supporters accusing the
TMC for the violence.
But the Bhatpara Assembly

segment under Barrackpore
parliamentary constituency
remained the epicenter of vio-

lence with the supporters of
BJP and TMC continued to
fight overnight defying prohibitory orders.
Things took turn for worse
when BJP workers blockaded
road and suburban trains for
three hours on Tuesday morning demanding arrest of the
alleged TMC goons who had
reportedly been on the rampage for the past several days.
Train passengers narrowly
escaped injury as crude bombs
were hurled and stones were
pelted at the static trains,
sources said, adding police and
the Central forces had been
deployed and were conducting
route-marches through out
Bhatpara region known otherwise for its notoriety.
A group of BJP leaders led
by State party president Dilip
Ghosh on Tuesday met State
Governor KN Tripathi “drawing his attention towards the
ongoing violence where the BJP

workers are being targeted.”
Ghosh said, “never in the
history of Bengal such things
have been noticed,” he said
reminding “in 2009 Parivartan
had ensued with the Left getting lesser seats than TMC in
Lok Sabha elections. But there
was no violence then. It was a
smooth transition of power.
The ongoing violence is only a
prelude to what we are likely to
see after the poll results are out.”
He warned “if the TMC goons
resort to violence the BJP will
give a befitting reply.”
Meanwhile, the Election
Commission on Tuesday
ordered re-polling at one booth
in North Kolkata where BJP’s
Rahul Sinha, TMC’s Sudip
Bandopadhyay and CPI(M)’s
Koninika Ghosh were engaged
in a multi-cornered fight.
The election would take
place at booth number 200 on
Wednesday a day ahead of the
counting of votes.
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he Opposition Mahagathbandhan in Bihar on
Tuesday alleged that attempts
were being made to manipulate
Lok Sabha poll results in favour
of the ruling NDA and warned
blood may spill on the streets
on account of tremendous public anger.
At a joint Press conference
here, which was addressed by
RLSP chief and former Union
minister Upendra Kushwaha,
RJD
State
president
Ramchandra Purve, State
Congress president Madan
Mohan Jha and other leaders of
the Grand Alliance, they
alleged exit polls prediction of
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hough they have held their
spirits high in an atmosT
phere of continuing bloodshed the election staff of
Burdwan district find themselves snowed under by the fear
of ‘spirits’.
Cut to MBC Institute of
Engineering in East Burdwan.
The late evenings are quite
uncanny for staff designated for
counting duty. The employees
fear to trade beyond the main
gates of the dominating structure. The reason, “It is eerie
beyond that iron gates. You feel
the presence of some weird
things upstairs,” one of the
staff say.
Biswajit Bagdi a local says,
“I was going towards the washroom when I felt someone was
following me. It simply seemed
so to me. I turned around to
find none. It was just 8
in the evening.”
Another person refusing to
be identified said, “Often in the
nights we hear mild jingles of
ghungroo as though someone
is dancing to the tunes of tabla
and harmonium. We hear the
sound of musical instruments
very distinctly accompanied
by faint wails of women though
none of us have gathered the
courage to go inside there.”
Haripada Manna a local
said “this was a place associated with the zamindars of the
yore. The kings had built their
elephant house somewhere
here and there was a dance
house too. It is said that the
zamindars brought women
from other places and enjoyed
them here. Though I have not

heard it myself I have seen people scurrying past this place in
the evenings. Normally we do
not venture this side.”
However Chandranath
Chakrabarty a history teacher
call it a gossip spread by the
local goons “who find this
place suitable for their antisocial activities during the
evening.” There could be a bit
of psychological aspect too in
the whole story of fear as
“some people get so overwhelmed by the stories that
they would listen to some
sounds of music or find some
people trailing them.”
Anurag Srivastav the
District Magistrate says he did
not listen to such stories let
alone the sounds himself. The
phantoms are often apprehensive of the IAS cadre, some of
his staff say lightly while the
DM gives a bureaucratic assures
saying, “I have everything
under CCTV surveillance. My
work is to ensure security to the
poll staff and everyone else and
I am doing so.”

NDA winning 30 or more seats
in Bihar out of 40 was misleading and aimed at causing
demoralisation among our
cadres, with a mala fide intent.
Earlier, we used to hear
about booth loot. This time, it
is suspected that attempts may
be made to loot the results.

These could be through manipulation of the EVMs or any
other measures at the counting
centres. The leaders of the
NDA are hereby warned not to
indulge in such a misadventure.
There is tremendous public
anger and blood may spill on
the streets, for which we shall
not be held responsible,
Kushwaha told reporters.
The exit polls appear to
have been a step in this direction. We have all toured the
state during elections and can
say, without any hesitation,
that we are set to win most of
the seats in the State. Such has
been the public response in
favour
of
the
Mahagathbandhan, he said.
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pping the ante on the “safety” and “security” of Electronic Voting Machines (EVMs)
U
kept at various strong-rooms of six Lok Sabha
seats in the metropolis, Mumbai Congress chief
Murli Deora on Tuesday apprehended that there
was a “possibility of tampering” with EVMs
ahead of the counting scheduled for May 23.
“I have received shocking feedback about the
feedback about the tampering with EVM
machines… Our Congress workers who are constantly looking after these (counting) centres from
outside have informed us of some suspicious
movements of few persons and few vehicles
around these centres,” Deora said in a letter written to Maharashtra’s Chief Electoral Officer.
Deora, who himself is the Congress candidate from Mumbai south constituency, urged
the CEO to increase vigilance and security at all
the counting centres to ensure that EVMs were
not tampered with in any manner so that the
exact results were reflected on counting day for
free and fair outcome.
He exhorted the CEO to permit its volun-

teers to remain outside the counting centres and
provide his party the password of the CCTV
cameras installed which they party volunteers
could monitor along with the security personnel round-the-clock.
Deora, who forwarded a copy of his letter
to CEO to the Mumbai Police Commissioner,
urged the police chief to take necessary steps for
ensuring safety and security of EVMs in the larger interest of democracy.
Meanwhile, Congress’ Mumbai North-West
candidate Sanjay Nirupam visited the counting
centre in Goregaon east and personally monitored the safety and security status there. “The
next two nights before the counting day are critical… All party workers and the people must
keep vigil to find out whether the BJP activists
are indulging in any mischief,” Nirupam said.
Demanding to know whether the ECI all
votes would be recounted in case of a mismatch
between the voting figures in the EVMs and the
VVPATs, Nirupam said,”In such an eventuality, all the VVPATs must be counted and the ECI
must issue written orders to all Returning
Officers, or it will create suspicions.”
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n a no-holds barred attack,
senior Karnataka Congress
Ileader
Roshan Baig on Tuesday
accused the State party chief of
being a “flop show” and scoffed
at AICC general secretary KC
Venugopal as a “buffon”, prompting the party to issue a showcause notice for his outburst.
Baig, a senior MLA, also
slammed former chief minister
Siddarmaiah for “dividing” the
Hindu society by attempting to
give separate religion tag to
Lingayat community and
“abusing” the Vokkaliga community during his tenure in the
top post.
The attack by Baig who was
miffed over being denied ticket to contest Lok Sabha polls
came after the exit polls predicted a rout for the CongressJD(S) alliance in Karnataka
and NDA’s return to power at
the Centre. Baig also appealed
to the Muslims to “compromise
with the situation” (about BJPled NDA being in power) and
not to remain like “cattle” and
be reduced to a vote bank.
“Venugopal (in-charge of
party affairs in the State) should
have resigned when the
Congress got 79 seats in

Assembly polls (a year ago). I
feel
sorr y
for
such
general secretary coming to our
State...,” he said.
“KC Venugopal is a buffoon, I feel sorry for him, I feel
sorry for my leader Sri Rahul
Gandhi ji,” Baig told reporters
here. He added, “Buffoons like
Venugopal and arrogant attitude of Siddaramaiah and the
flop show president Dinesh
Gundu Rao...The result is this
(Lok Sabha exit polls forecast).”
A red-faced Karnataka
Pradesh Congress Committee
issued a “showcause” notice to

Baig for his outbursts. It said
Baig’s remarks were being considered seriously as an “anti
party activity”, and asked him as
to why disciplinary action
should not be taken against him.
Seeking Baig’s explanation
in a week, the notice signed by
KPCC general secretary VY
Ghorpade said, “On failing to
reply further disciplinary action
will be taken against you.”
The notice has taken strong
exception toBaig’s comments
against Venugopal, Rao and
Siddaramaiah. “By making
statements to the media and
causing discomfort to the party
and expressing your displeasure
publicly through the media,
you have conducted yourself by
going against the party’s principles. Your conduct has dented party’s prestige,” it said.
Baig said the “drastic decisions” led to the downfall of the
party in the Assembly election
and now the same was reflected in the Lok Sabha exit poll
results too.
“Nobody should divide the
religion. A chief minister should
behave like a statesman. What
it means if he (Siddaramaiah)
thinks he will win the election
by dividing the religion? Isn’t it
madness?,” he said.

fter an interception and a
hot pursuit that followed,
the Indian Coast Guard (ICG)
on Tuesday apprehended a
Pakistani fishing vessel off the
Gujarat coast, took into custody
its six crew members from the
boat and seized 200 kg heroin
worth Rs 600 crore in the
international market.
Acting on a tip off that a
Pakistani fishing boat was set
to deliver a narcotics consignment off the Jakhau coast in
Gujarat, an ICG ship intercepted Pakistani fishing boat ‘Al
Madina’ in the wee hours of
Tuesday.
The intercepted Pakistani
boat indulged in “evasive
manoeuvres” to avert getting
apprehended. However, the
ICG ship — braving rough
weather conditions — chased

the Pakistani boat and succeeded in apprehending the
intruding boat within the limits of Indian waters.
“During the hot pursuit,
crew of the Pakistani boat
threw bags containing the suspicious material in the water.
However, the ICG personnel
boarded the Pakistani boat,
took its six-member crew into
custody and managed to
retrieve the narcotics consignment from water,” Additional
Director General K Natarajan,
Coast Guard Commander
(Western Seaboard), said.
Having tested of a sample
from the seized consignment
using a drug detection kit, the
authorities prima facie found it
was Heroin.
The ICG personnel in all
seized 195 packets weighing
approximately 200 kg of Heroin
which is worth Rs 600 crore in

ven as the Opposition leaders complained to the
E
Election Commission of India
about the “frauds” which could
be committed by the BJP on
the Electronic Voting Machines
(EVMs) and the Voter
Verifiable Paper Audit Trail
(VVPAT) machines, a former
chief of the Kerala Police has
come out with startling disclosures about how the CPI(M)
subvert poll process in Kerala
by casting fake and bogus votes
with the connivance of friendly presiding officers.
TP Senkumar, who retired
as chief of Kerala Police in June
2017, says in his service story
that there is blatant violation of
all democratic norms by the
CPI(M) cadre in the State.
“Elections are manipulated

ICG had received inputs from
the National Technical
Research
Organisation
(NTRO) about a Pakistani ship
trying to enter Indian waters
Later on the night of May
20, Natarajan received intelli-
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international market “which will
further verified by appropriate
agencies”. “The ICG personnel
are interrogating the apprehended crew members of the
Pakistani boat,” Natarajan said.
Earlier on May 19, the

gence input from the
Directorate of Revenue
Intelligence (DRI) and other
agencies that a Pakistani fishing
boat was to deliver narcotics off
Gujarat and that it was to be
received by an Indian boat.
The ICG swiftly responded to the intelligence inputs, by
diverting ships on deployment
and rushing it towards the
Pakistani fishing boat in the
Arabian Sea off Gujarat’s
Jakhau coast in Ktch region,
bordering Pakistan. The Coast
Guard deployed Aranjay, a fast
patrol vessel, two interceptor
boats and an aircraft for intercepting the Pakistani boats.
Official sources said that
the ICG intercepted and apprehended the Pakistani fishing
boat nearly 200 nautical miles
along the International
Maritime Boundary Line off
the Gujarat coast.

using all kinds of methods
which include threats, physical
assaults and impersonation
with the connivance of the
presiding officers,” Senkumar
has written in Ente Police
Jeevitham (My Life in Police) ,
his memoirs which was released
on Sunday. Interestingly, 18
booths in Kerala’s Kannur and
Kasargod districts had re-poll
on Sunday as per the directives
of the EC following reports of
widespread impersonation and
casting of fake votes.
As a young superintendent
of police in Thalassery ,
Senkumar had to stand helplessly
outside the booth as many persons (women and men) cast fake
and bogus votes with the connivance of the presiding officers.
“I saw a woman entering the
polling booth and casting her
vote with the claim that she was
the wife of Hareendranath.

Strangely, Hareendranath , was
the booth agent of the
Opposition candidate and
protested against the woman
being allowed to vote because she
was not his wife. But the presiding officer as well as the agents
of of the CPI(M) candidate
shouted him down and warned
him that they would chop his
hand if he utter a word. Even as
Hareendranath watched with
shock , the lady who claimed that
she was his wife, cast the vote and
went out of the polling booth, “
reminiscences Senkumar.
“Two young assistant
superintendents of police who
were on polling duty saw a
woman casting votes 33 times
in a booth in Kannur district.
When one of the ASPs asked
the presiding officer how a person was casting 33 votes in a
single booth, the latter told him
to mind his own work and not

5^a\Ta_^[XRTRWXTUWPbRP[[TS
U^acWTX\\TSXPcTX]ca^SdRcX^]
^UQX^\TcaXRbhbcT\PbfT[[Pb
[X]ZX]V^U0PSWPPa2PaSU^a
U^^[_a^^UT[TRcX^]_a^RTbb
to interfere in what was happening inside the booth. The
police is not authorised to
enter the booth without authorisation by the presiding officer. The presiding officer as
well as the polling officer
threatened the ASPs that if they
complained to the authorities
about casting of bogus votes,
they would not be allowed to
live peacefully in the State,”
Senkumar quotes the officers as
telling him.
The former police chief
has called for the immediate
introduction of biometric system as well as linking of
Aadhaar Card for foolproof
election process. The CPI(M)
cadre in the State identify those
people whose names figure in
the voters list but who are not
present at the time of election
and cast their votes through
party workers.

storm and has spawned myriad situations and new highs in
addiction.
Now take the recent case of
this Ahmedabad woman, all of
19 and married with a year-old
baby, who wants divorce from
her husband, not because of
any domestic feud or discord,
but because of her immense
indulgence in PUBG.
The case came to light
when she called the 181
Abhayam women helpline
seeking help to get divorce.
However, she did not mention this in the first place. She
wanted to be lodged at a
women’s observation home,
away from her family and her
parents, so that she could play
at leisure with her gaming
partner.
“The girl called 181 and
told us that she wants to be at
a women’s observation home as
it is not working out with her
husband nor she wanted to go
to her parents’ home as they

had taken away her cell phone,”
says Falguni Patel, Coordinator
at Abhayam.
“When we told her that she
won’t be allowed to use her
phone or to go out from observation home since it is supposed to be for the protection
of women, she dropped the
idea. Then she sought help to
reach her friend, who she
revealed much later during the
counselling session, was her
PUBG gaming partner whom
she came into contact while
playing the game,” Falguni
Patel told IANS.
Her husband did not like
her obsession with the game
and refused to let her play,
which caused tension between
them and she decided to leave
her husband and went to her
parents.
Even they didn’t like her
addiction and took away her
mobile phone.
Patel said the counsellors
explained to her not to take
such crucial decisions in a
rush, just for the sake of a game
as her marriage of two years, as
well as the life of her child, was
at stake.
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HUWDLQ WKLQJV MXVW GRQ·W FKDQJH LQ
,QGLDQSROLWLFVQRPDWWHUKRZKLVWRULF
DYHUGLFWLVRUKRZWHFWRQLFDOO\DQHOHF
WLRQVKLIWV$QGWKDWLVWKHWUDQVDFWLRQDOQDWXUH
RISRZHUSOD\HUVWKHVPDOOHURQHVWUDGLQJ
WKHLUVWRFNZLWKWKHELJEURWKHUDQGJHWWLQJ
KDSS\UHWXUQVRQLQYHVWPHQW$QGWKHPRUH
ZH SRQWLILFDWH RQ LGHRORJ\ DQG H[WRO WKH
SRZHURIWKHEDOORWWKHKROORZHUWKH\ULQJ
DVWKHUHFLSLHQWRIWKHSHRSOH·VWUXVWLQWKH
HQGZLOODOZD\VJRWRWKHKLJKHVWELGGHUWKH
YRWHUV·IDWHEHGDPQHG$QGDVLVWUDGLWLRQ
WKH%KDUDWL\D-DQDWD3DUW\ %-3 ZKLFKH[LW
SROOVKDYHVKRZQDVFRPIRUWDEO\FUXLVLQJLQWRLWVVHFRQGWHUPLVHQJDJLQJ
LQKRUVHWUDGLQJWRH[WHQGLWVWHUULWRULDOH[SDQVHLQ2SSRVLWLRQ6WDWHVZKHUHLW
LVH[SHFWHGWRZUHVWDKHDOWK\SLFNRI/RN6DEKDVHDWV$QGHYHQWKRXJKWKH
YRWHUPD\FKRRVHGLIIHUHQWSDUWLHVIRUKLVORFDODQGQDWLRQDOQHHGVIDFWLVGHVSLWH
DSRVVLEOHYLFWRU\WKH%-3LVNHHQWRSXVKLWVXQLWDU\]HDOLQFRQWUDYHQWLRQRI
WKHIHGHUDOVSLULW6RLWLVNHHQRQXVLQJWKH/RN6DEKDVXUJHWRPDNHGHVSHU
DWH6WDWHOHYHOLQURDGVOHVWLWGRHVQ·WILQGDIDYRXUDEOHFLUFXPVWDQFHODWHU,Q
VKRUWVWULNHWKHLURQZKLOHLWLVVWLOOKRWWRVLPSOLI\DQDWLRQDOQDUUDWLYHDFURVV
WKHGL]]\LQJO\FRPSOH[OD\HUVRIRXUSROLW\)RUD´SDUW\ZLWKDGLIIHUHQFHµLW
LVKHOOEHQWRQUHLQIRUFLQJWKHFRHUFLYHSROLWLFVRIWKHSDVWDQGIDOOLQJEDFNRQ
FRPSDUDWLYHUHIHUHQFLQJWRMXVWLI\LWVDFWV³LIWKH\GLGLWZK\FDQ·WZH"6R
WKH%-3OHDGHUVKLSLVORRNLQJWRWRSSOH.DUQDWDNDDQG0DGK\D3UDGHVKJRY
HUQPHQWVILUVWZKHUHWKH&RQJUHVVLVKDQJLQJE\DWKUHDG([SHFWHGO\UHVRUW
SROLWLFVDQGFDVKGROHVDUHH[SHFWHGWRGRPLQDWHSRVWSROOWDONV
(YHUVLQFHWKH&RQJUHVVDQG-DQDWD'DO6HFXODU -'6 DOOLDQFHDVVXPHG
SRZHULQ.DUQDWDNDGHVSLWHLQKHUHQWFRQWUDGLFWLRQVWKH%-3KDVEHHQUHOHQW
OHVVO\WU\LQJWRGHVWDELOLVHLW7KRXJKWKHWZRDOOLHVMRLQWO\IRXJKWWKH/RN6DEKD
WRJHWKHUWKH&RQJUHVVLQDQGWKH-'6LQVHYHQDQDGYHUVHYHUGLFWPD\
OHDGWRDQRUJDQLFFROODSVH,QWKHPHPEHU$VVHPEO\WKH%-3KDV
VHDWV&RQJUHVV-'6RWKHUVWZR:LWKDKDOIZD\PDUNDWDQDPEL
WLRXV%-3FDQKDYHDKDSS\KXQWLQJJURXQGDPRQJSOD\HUVZKRZDQWWREH
UHOHYDQWWRDQDWLRQDOSDUW\WKDWKDVZRQFRQYLQFLQJO\,IWKH&RQJUHVVORVHV
WZRE\SROOVEHLQJKHOGVLPXOWDQHRXVO\WKHQWKH-'6PLJKWJHWDQWV\DQGHYHQ
ORRNWRWKH%-3IRUDOLIHERDW
,Q0DGK\D3UDGHVKWKH%-3KDVDOUHDG\PRYHGDKHDGZLWKLWVVWDWHXQLW
DVNLQJ*RYHUQRU$QDQGLEHQ3DWHOWRFRQYHQHDVSHFLDO+RXVHVHVVLRQWRGLV
FXVVNH\LVVXHVDQGWHVWWKH&RQJUHVVPDMRULW\ZKLFKLWIHHOVKDVGLSSHGVLQFH
ODVW'HFHPEHU2IFRXUVHWKH&RQJUHVVLVSUHFDULRXVO\SHUFKHGKHUHZLWK
RXWRIVHDWVWZRVKRUWRIWKHPDMRULW\PDUNRI7KHZDIHUWKLQDQ[
LHW\ZDVWKHUHDVRQWKDWWKH&RQJUHVVZHQWRQWKHEDFNIRRWLQHIIHFWLQJDJHQ
HUDWLRQDOFKDQJHLQ6WDWHOHYHOOHDGHUVKLS,WEURXJKWLQROGZDUKRUVH.DPDO
1DWKDVWKH&KLHI0LQLVWHUZKRTXLFNO\JRWRQERDUGWZR0/$VRIWKH%DKXMDQ
6DPDM3DUW\ %63 DQGRQHRIWKH6DPDMZDGL3DUW\ 63 7KH%-3LVMXVWD
EUHDWKDZD\DWVHDWV7KRXJK%63FKLHI0D\DZDWLKDVEHHQTXLHWWRPDLQ
WDLQVRPHVHPEODQFHRILQWHJULW\WKHIDFWLVVKHLVXSVHW)LUVWWKH&RQJUHVV
SRDFKHGRQKHU*XQDFDQGLGDWH6HFRQGKHU0/$VDUH\HWWRJHWEHUWKV7KLUG
ZKLOHVKHKDGDOUHDG\WKUHDWHQHGWRSXOORXWRIWKH03JRYHUQPHQWRYHUDUUHVWV
RIKHUVXSSRUWHUVGXULQJ%KDUDW%DQGKVKHKDVFULWLFLVHGWKH$VKRN*HKORW
JRYHUQPHQWLQ5DMDVWKDQUHFHQWO\RYHUWKHJDQJUDSHRID'DOLWZRPDQ:KLOH
ERWK*HKORWDQG.DPDO1DWKKDYHUHVRUWHGWRROGPDQLSXODWLRQVWRNHHSKHU
LQDEH\DQFHWKDWDJUHHPHQWPLJKWQRWKROGLIWKH&RQJUHVV·WDOO\IDUHVEDGO\
LQWKHVHWZR6WDWHV$QGWKRXJKQRERG\PLJKWVWDWHLWH[SOLFLWO\REVHUYHUVDUH
ZRQGHULQJZKHWKHUWKH&%,·VFOHDQFKLWWR63FKLHI$NKLOHVK<DGDYDQGIDWKHU
0XOD\DPLVOLQNHGWRZLWKGUDZLQJVXSSRUWWRWKH&RQJUHVVLQ0DGK\D3UDGHVK
,WLVDVDGFRPPHQWRQRXUGHPRFUDF\WKDWWKLVZKHHOLQJGHDOLQJLVWDNLQJSODFH
GHVSLWHDSUHVXPHGVLQJOHSDUW\GRPLQDQFHDQGDGHFLVLYHYHUGLFW%XWZLWK
3ULPH0LQLVWHU1DUHQGUD0RGLKLPVHOIGHFODULQJWKDWVRPH0/$VRI%HQJDO
7ULQDPRRO&RQJUHVVZRXOGPLJUDWHWRKLVVLGHSRVWHOHFWLRQVHYHU\WKLQJVHHPV
MXVWLILDEOH,WVHHPVWKH%-3GRHVQ·WEHOLHYHVXFKHIIRUWVDUHXQHWKLFDOLQLWV
ODUJHUSXUVXLW(OHFWLRQVWKHQZLOOVRRQEHFRPHDWRNHQLVP
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he Afghanistan peace process
has undergone nuanced changes
and several U-turns under the
Trump dispensation. These are
worth reflecting upon.
Q It is no longer Afghan-owned, led
and driven, but steered by an American
Afghan Pashtun, Zalmay Khalilzad, who
was appointed as Special Envoy in
September 2018. Before that, it was
Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary, Alice
Wells, who ran the show and held at least
three structured meetings with the Taliban
at Doha and Islamabad, starting February
2018. She had ruled that the US could hold
direct talks with the Taliban only after it
had first engaged with the Kabul
Government. That priority was overturned by the Khalilzad-led peace process,
which has completed six rounds, the fifth
being the longest, lasting for all of 15 days.
The central issues of the framework
accord: a) time-frame for withdrawal of US
forces; b) no use of Afghan soil for terrorist attacks on the US and its allies; c) dialogue with elected Government in Kabul;
and d) ceasefire. The Taliban wants foreign
forces to withdraw in six months and not
in one-and-a-half years as the US wants;
dialogue with the Kabul Government;
and ceasefire only after the withdrawal of
foreign forces. According to the Taliban,
only two issues — the first two — constitute the framework accord.
Q In his latest State of the Union
Address, US President Donald Trump said,
“great nations do not fight endless wars.”
Last December, he did a U-turn on
Afghanistan. Having been reluctantly persuaded by his Generals to stay the course,
in a policy speech in August 2017, he lashed
out at Pakistan, saying all it has given the
US are lies and deceit after receiving $31
billion and praised India for its constructive role in Afghanistan. The then Defence
Secretary, James Mattis, issued a “last
chance” ultimatum to Pakistan to act
against the Taliban sanctuaries which did
not work despite intensified drone strikes
in Pakistan. Soon, Trump did multiple Uturns: Embraced Pakistan, criticised India
for doing five minutes of work like building libraries in Afghanistan and replacing
Wells with Khalilzad an as interlocutor to
work out an exit deal with the Taliban.
QPakistan is now a key facilitator and
de facto guarantor for the Taliban’s attendance at the peace talks. In 2016, former
US President Barack Obama ordered a
drone strike against Taliban leader Emir
Mullah Akhtar Mansour for playing truant on peace talks. Till 18 months ago,
Islamabad used to say it has no control,
only some influence on the Taliban, despite
all its leaders residing in Karachi and
Quetta. It says it has applied unprecedented pressure on the Taliban to open talks
with Kabul. Now, Kabul has asked
Washington to reveal the nature of the rela-

tionship between Pakistan and
the Taliban. Mohammad Umer
Daudzai,
Afghanistan
President Ashraf Ghani’s special envoy and head of the High
Peace Council, was in New
Delhi last week for consultations. He said: “The Taliban
team, which is led by Mullah
Baradari, is facilitated by
Pakistan.” Rawalpindi will be
the main benefactor from any
peace deal and after the US’
withdrawal, the vacuum will be
filled up by “Iron Brothers”
China and Pakistan. The
absence of threat from
Afghanistan would secure the
China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC), currently
under terrorist attacks from the
Pakistani
Taliban
in
Afghanistan
and
the
Balochistan Liberation Army.
Daudzai told his Indian interlocutors that he did not think
the Khalilzad peace process
could be completed before the
presidential elections in
September 2019. He should not
be surprised if the US postpones elections a third time
and appoints an interim
Government as suggested by
Pakistan with the Taliban on
board.
Q Surprisingly, nowhere
in the discourse is there any
mention of US retention of its
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strategic assets in Afghanistan
for which President Obama
and former President Karzai
signed the bilateral security
agreement (BSA) in 2014,
which provides US troops
access to military bases like
Bagram and Kandahar until
2024 and beyond. The agreement also states that the key
American ally will not abandon
Afghanistan militarily and
financially for years after 2014,
the then deadline for most foreign forces to withdraw. The
treaty agreement was initialled
by NSA Rangin Dadfar Spanta
and US Ambassador Ryan
Crocker. Why is the BSA under
wraps? And why has the
Taliban not raised the issue of
foreign bases unless that is part
of an unlikely secret agreement
between the two?
QIf the mercurial Trump
were to suddenly order troops’
pullout, it could prove catastrophic. James Dobbins, a former US Envoy to Afghanistan,
fears it could lead to a civil war
— back to 1996. Gen Kenneth
McKenzie of CentCom has
said Afghan national security
forces will dissolve without
US support. In 2014, a report
published by Special Inspector
General for Afghanistan
Reconstruction (SIGAR) had
made the assessment that
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UHODWLRQVKLSVKHVKRXOGEHDSSODXGHGIRUKHUEUDYHU\

DPHVH[UHODWLRQVKLSVLQ,QGLDKDYHRQO\
UHFHQWO\EHFRPHOHJDODIWHUWKH6XSUHPH
&RXUWUHDGGRZQWKHLQIDPRXV6HFWLRQ
RIWKH,QGLDQ3HQDO&RGHODVW\HDU7KDW
ZDVDORQJWLPHFRPLQJDQGLWILQDOO\DOORZHG
WKRVHZLWKDOWHUQDWLYHVH[XDOFKRLFHVUDWKHU
QRQKHWHURVH[XDO RQHV WR FRPH RXW LQ WKH
RSHQZLWKRXWIHDURIKDUDVVPHQWE\WKHDXWKRU
LWLHV+RZHYHUPDQ\SHRSOHZKRKDYHVXFK
VH[XDORULHQWDWLRQVWLOOGRQRWVWHSRXWRIWKH
FORVHWEHFDXVHRIIHDURIULGLFXOHDORVVRISUHV
WLJHDQGLQPDQ\FDVHVDJHQXLQHIHDUIRUWKHLU
SK\VLFDOVDIHW\)RUSXEOLFSHUVRQDOLWLHVLWLVHYHQWRXJKHUFRPLQJRXWPLJKWPHDQ
DEXVHIURPFRZRUNHUV WHDPPDWHVLQWKHFDVHRIDWKOHWHV IDQVVSRQVRUVDQG
EHLQJER[HGLQDQLPDJHWUDS$QGZKLOHZHZRXOGOLNHWREHOLHYHWKDWDWWLWXGHV
KDYHPRYHGRQWKHIDFWLVWKDWWKH\KDYHQRW1RWHYHQLQWKHGHYHORSHGZRUOG
ZKHUHVDPHVH[PDUULDJHLVDULJKWHQVKULQHGE\ODZ7KHUHIRUHDFHVSULQWHU
'XWHH&KDQG·VGHFLVLRQWRGHFODUHKHUVH[XDOLW\DQGVD\WKDWVKHKDVEHHQLQD
ORQJWHUPJD\UHODWLRQVKLSVKRXOGEHZHOFRPHG7KLVZLOOJLYHKRSHDQGFRXUDJH
WRRWKHUVZKRDUHVFDUHGDQGQRWDVSULYLOHJHG'XWHHKHUVHOIULVNHGRVWUDFLVD
WLRQFRPLQJDVVKHGRHVIURPWKHFRQVHUYDWLYHLQWHULRUV:KLOHKHUIDPLO\KDV
WKUHDWHQHGWRGLVRZQKHUIDQVDQGVSRQVRUVPXVWVWDQGE\KHUDQGEHFRPH
KHUQHZIDPLO\7KDWVKHFKRVHWRPDNHWKHUHYHODWLRQGXULQJWUDLQLQJIRUWKH:RUOG
$WKOHWLFVFKDPSLRQVKLSSURYHVWKDWVH[XDOLW\LVKHUSULYDWHULJKWDQGIUHHGRPDQG
KDVQRWKLQJWRGRZLWKKHUXQZDYHULQJIRFXVRQVSRUWV6KHZDVDVFRPPLW
WHGWRFKDVLQJH[FHOOHQFHLQDGLVFLSOLQHWKDWVKDSHGKHULGHQWLW\
:HKDYHDOZD\VEHOLHYHGZKDWFRQVHQWLQJDGXOWVGRLVWKHLUEXVLQHVVDQG
ROGVRFLDOPRUHVKDYHWRFKDQJHLQWKHPRGHUQZRUOG,QGLDDOZD\VVHHPVOLNH
DFRXQWU\ZKLFKKDVRQHIRRWVWXFNLQWKHSDVWDQGRQHLQWKHIXWXUHEXWZH
FDQQRWOHWRXUVRFLDOYDOXHVFRQWLQXHWREHGHWHUPLQHGE\ODZVIURP9LFWRULDQ
WLPHV7KHUHIRUHQRWRQO\VKRXOGSHRSOHOLNH'XWHHEHDOORZHGWRORYHDQ\RQH
WKH\ZDQWWRJRLQJIRUZDUG,QGLDVKRXOGORRNDWPRGLI\LQJLWVPDUULDJHODZVWR
DOORZIRUJD\XQLRQVDVZHOOMXVWOLNH7DLZDQGLGUHFHQWO\,QGLDFDQVXUSULVHSHR
SOHDWWLPHV,WKDVIRUH[DPSOHDFFHSWHGDRQHWLPHDGXOWSRUQVWDUDVDJHQ
XLQH%ROO\ZRRGVWDUWRGD\6RZK\FDQ·WZHQRZPRYHIRUZDUGRQWKLVIURQWDV
ZHOO"6H[XDOLW\KDVWREHQRUPDOLVHGLQGLVFRXUVH6RFLDOSURJUHVVFDQQRWEH
GHWHUPLQHGE\WKRVHZKRFODLPWRVWLFNWR´,QGLDQFXOWXUDOYDOXHVµEHFDXVHWKHVH
KDYHPXWDWHGDQG'XWHHLVDVKLQLQJH[DPSOH
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ANSF would be capable of
resisting the Taliban independently after December 2014
when International Security
Assistance Force combat role
ended but would require US air
support and assistance in casualty evacuation. When Konduz
became the first provincial
capital to fall to the Taliban in
2014, all hell broke loose in
Pentagon, sparking fear of a
strategic collapse.
China, Russia and the US
this month issued a joint statement saying that “an inclusive
Afghan-led peace process will
ensure an orderly and responsible withdrawal.” That is not
the direction the Khalizad
peace process is headed
towards.
India has refused to engage
with the Taliban because it will
not negotiate with Kabul. New
Delhi may be a key strategic US
partner but in Afghanistan,
Pakistan holds the cards. India’s
hesitation to start a back channel with the Taliban is unwise
at a time when the organisation
is known to be praising its
development works and economic
assistance
in
Afghanistan. Gen Bipin Rawat
has said he favours engagement
with the Taliban. India has not
succeeded in creating strategic
pressure points like activating

its only foreign airbase in Ayni
in Tajikistan even as Chinese
troops are patrolling Wakhan
corridor on Tajikistan’s southeast border, 30 km from
Pakistan-occupied Kashmir
(PoK) to prevent Uighurs from
returning to Xinjiang.
India secured operational
clearance from Russia to use
Ayni in 2002. It has not
deployed combat aircraft but
utilises it for airlifting relief and
construction material to Ayni
and on to Farkhor from where
it is trucked to Afghanistan. It
has invested $100 million for
renovating Ayni and extending
the runway to 3,200 m and
built three hangars for MiG 29
bombers. Around 100 Indian
Air Force personnel are
deployed there for maintenance of the airfield. Still, India
cannot use Ayni as an operational air base because of the
Russia-China-Pakistan axis. It
is one of New Delhi’s foreign
policy failures, which would
otherwise have acted as a
strategic fulcrum between
Afghanistan and PoK. Modi 2.0
should work on Ayni.
(The writer is a retired
Major General of the Indian
Army and founder member of
the Defence Planning Staff, currently the revamped Integrated
Defence Staff)
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Sir — This refers to the editorial, “Vote for leadership” (May 21).
Whether it’s about television rating points (TRP) or the love for
Prime Minister Narendra Modi is
another matter for debate, but it
was shocking that the news channels started declaring the exit poll
results within seconds of the last
votes polled (6.30pm). The six
main pollsters showed that for the
second time, Modi’s National
Democratic Alliance (NDA) will
rule, winning anywhere between
287 and 336 seats.
What’s even funny is that the
final tally each survey predicted
was varied but were uniformly
well above the 272 seats needed
to form a Government. As if to
provide some relief to the
Opposition, two surveys showed
the NDA falling short — by
between five and 30 seats.
Surprisingly, Vice President M
Venkaiah Naidu mocked the predictions, saying “exit polls do not
mean exact polls. We have to
understand this. Since 1999, most
of the exit polls have gone wrong”.
I agree with the Vice President
and want to mention here that exit
polls after the 2004 Lok Sabha
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5hYd`_\\S_^VecY_^
gXc _^[[b WPeT PRR^aSTS cWT <^SX 6^eTa]\T]c
\^\T]cbc^aTY^XRTPc[TPbcd]cX[cWTT[TRca^]XRe^c
X]V \PRWX]Tb aTeTP[ cWT UX]P[ R^d]c ^] <Ph !"
0[\^bc P[[ _^[[bcTab fTaT d]P]X\^db PQ^dc P bPUUa^]
bdaVTfXcWb^\T_a^YTRcX]V"_[dbbTPcbU^acWT=30
>]T^acf^P\^]VcWT\SPaTSc^bcXRZcWTXa]TRZ^dc
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cWTTgXc_^[[_aTSXRcX^]b_aTbT]cP\X]TUXT[S^UR^]Ud
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P]S!!P]S<PWPaPbWcaP"#P]S#
0bRP]QTbTT]_^[[bcTabR^]eTaVTS^]cWTbP\T
cPaVTccWa^dVWd\_cTT]SXUUTaT]cfPhb3XTWPaSbRT_
cXRb WPeT bW^f] cWT UPd[c[X]Tb eXeXS[h 4gXc _^[[b WPeT
QTbc^fTSPR^eTa^URaTSXQX[Xchc^cWT]d\QTabcWPcPaT
c^T\TaVTUa^\cWTT[TRca^]XRe^cX]V\PRWX]Tb8]cWT
SPf]PUcTacWTbWPaT\PaZTcX]SXRTba^bTbWPa_[hP]ScWT
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polls had given 68 more seats to
the NDA than it got. But after the
results, we had the Congress-led
United Progressive Alliance (UPA)
ruling India for the next 10 years.
It has also been observed that
when forecasters made mistakes in
a few States but got the bigger picture right, the error in one State
was cancelled out by the error in
another; if the NDA or the UPA
did not rise to the expectations in

Qd[[ad]Xb[XZT[hc^R^]cX]dTX]cWTX]cTaeT]X]V_TaX^S
fWXRWWT[_bcWTWPfZXbWX]eTbc^abQ^^Z_a^UXcbPUcTaP
QTPaad]0]STgXc_^[[aTbd[cbSP\_T]TScWTb_XaXc^UcWT
>__^bXcX^]TeT]c^cWTTgcT]c^Ubdb_T]SX]V_[P]]TS
\TTcX]Vb7^fTeTa<Ph!"RP]b_aX]Vb^\T_XcWhbda
_aXbTbTeT]^QbcadRccWTP]cXRX_PcTSd_bdaVT^UbPUUa^]
7PaXSPbP]APYP]
:^iWXZ^ST

one State, it excelled in another.
Hence, there is nothing wrong
with Naidu devaluing exit polls.
Bidyut Kumar Chatterjee
Faridabad

=eSX^UUTUTRbUQ[
Sir — It’s good that this impatient
nation gets a few days to ponder
over the ethos, evolution and the

economy of the period that we are
passing
through
now.
Nationalism cannot be reduced to
gross majoritarianism. Likewise,
politics does have its genesis in
confrontation but the reverse
would be the very antithesis of
socio-political evolution. The “us
versus them” needs to yield to the
notion of “we and the problem.”
R Narayanan
Navi Mumbai

=Qi"#TbQ]Q
Sir — This refers to the editorial,
“Vote for leadership” (May 21).
In a way, National Conference
leader Omar Abdullah closed the
lid by saying that all exit polls cannot be wrong. The 2014 exit polls
were quite close to the actual
result. If we go by the same analogy, Modi is back, albeit with a
lesser majority, thus forcing him
to change and mellow down for
greater acceptance. However, if the
actual result throws up a variation
of 25 to 30 per cent, the whole
thing will become topsy-turvy.
Then, it will be like opening a
Pandora’s box or releasing a can
of worms. Opposition parties will
be quick to make their calculations and either the mahagathbandhan or the federal front will
succeed. But there are many ifs
and buts. Predicting an election in
the world’s largest democracy is
really difficult as several factors
like caste, religion, region, money
power and voting percentage
matter.
D Nagarjuna
Hyderabad
BT]Shh^daUUTTSQPRZcc^)
[TccTabc^_X^]TTa/V\PX[R^\

P]P[hbXb
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RUDQRYLFHVWRFNSULFHDOWHUDWLRQVDUHKDSKD]DUGPRYHPHQWV
XSDQGGRZQZLWKRXWDQ\UK\PHRUUHDVRQ+RZHYHUDWUDLQHG
H\HFDQVHHSDWWHUQVLQWKHVHUDQGRPPRYHV&KDUWSDWWHUQV
DUHJHRPHWULFVKDSHVIRXQGLQSULFHGDWDWKDWFDQKHOSDWUDGHUXQGHU
VWDQGSULFHDFWLRQDVZHOODVPDNHSUHGLFWLRQVDERXWZKHUHWKHSULFH
LVOLNHO\WRJR3DWWHUQVFDQVKRZERWKFRQWLQXDWLRQDVZHOODVUHYHU
VDOWUHQGV&RQWLQXDWLRQSDWWHUQVZKHQWKH\RFFXULQGLFDWHWKDWD
SULFHWUHQGLVOLNHO\WRFRQWLQXHDQGDUHDSDXVHLQWKHSULFHDFWLRQ
RIYDU\LQJGXUDWLRQVDVWKH\JHQHUDOO\RFFXUPLGWUHQG$SDWWHUQ
LVFRQVLGHUHGFRPSOHWHZKHQLWKDVIRUPHGDQGWKHQ¶EUHDNVRXW·
SRWHQWLDOO\FRQWLQXLQJZLWKWKHIRUPHUWUHQG&RQWLQXDWLRQSDWWHUQV
FDQEHVHHQERWKLQEXOOLVKDQGEHDULVKPDUNHWV
&RQWLQXDWLRQSDWWHUQVOLNHDOOSULFHSDWWHUQVDUHPDGHRIWKHIRO
ORZLQJIRXUSLHFHV2OGWUHQG7KHWUHQGWKDWWKHVWRFNSULFHLVLQ
DVLWVWDUWVWRIRUPWKHSULFHSDWWHUQ&RQVROLGDWLRQ]RQH$FRQ
VWUDLQHGDUHDGHILQHGE\VHWVXSSRUWDQGUHVLVWDQFHOHYHOV%UHDNRXW
SRLQW7KHSRLQWDWZKLFKWKHVWRFNSULFHEUHDNVRXWRIWKHFRQVRO
LGDWLRQ]RQH1HZWUHQG$UHVXPSWLRQRIWKHROGWUHQGWKDWWKHVWRFN
SULFHHQWHUVDVLWFRPHVRXWRIWKHFRQVROLGDWLRQ]RQH
&RQWLQXDWLRQSDWWHUQVIRUPLQDIHZGLIIHUHQWVKDSHVEXWIRUPRVW
SDUWWKH\ORRNTXLWHVLPLODU7KHRQO\UHDOGLIIHUHQFHRQHZLOOVHHLV
LQWKHVKDSHRIWKHFRQVROLGDWLRQ]RQH7KHFRQVROLGDWLRQ]RQHVRI
VRPHFRQWLQXDWLRQSDWWHUQVKDYHVXSSRUWDQGUHVLVWDQFHOHYHOVWKDW
FRQYHUJHDVWKHSDWWHUQIRUPVZKLOHRWKHUVKDYHVXSSRUWDQGUHVLV
WDQFHOHYHOVWKDWUHPDLQSDUDOOHO(YHU\RWKHUDVSHFWRIWKHSULFHSDW
WHUQLVLGHQWLFDO&RPPRQFRQWLQXDWLRQSDWWHUQVLQFOXGHWULDQJOHV
IODJVSHQQDQWVDQGUHFWDQJOHV
)ODJVDQGSHQQDQWVDUHIRUPHGGXULQJDVPDOOSHULRGRIFRQ
VROLGDWLRQRUSDXVHDIWHUDGHILQHGXSWUHQGRUGRZQWUHQG$IWHUD
VKDUSPRYHPDUNHWWDNHVDEUHDWKHUDQGPRYHVVLGHZD\V$IODJ
ORRNVOLNHDSDUDOOHORJUDPDEXOOLVKIODJQRUPDOO\VORSLQJGRZQZDUGV
DQGEHDULVKIODJVORSLQJXSZDUGV7KHVHSDWWHUQVDUHXVXDOO\DFFRP
SDQLHGZLWKKHDY\YROXPHDQGPDUNDPLGSRLQWRIDWUHQG$SHQ
QDQWLVDOVRIRUPHGGXULQJWKHSHULRGRIFRQVROLGDWLRQ VLGHZD\V
PRYHPHQW ³WKHVXSSRUWDQGUHVLVWDQFHOLQHVFRQYHUJHHDFKRWKHU
OLNHDV\PPHWULFDOWULDQJOH %UHDNRIWKHIODJDQGSHQQDQWLQGLFDWH
WKHFRQWLQXDWLRQRIWKHWUHQG)ODJVDQGSHQQDQWVDUHVKRUWWHUP
SDWWHUQVWKDWFDQODVWIURPRQHWRZHHNV,GHDOO\WKHVHSDWWHUQV
ZLOOIRUPEHWZHHQRQHDQGIRXUZHHNV
7ULDQJOHV DUH RI WKUHH W\SHV 6\PPHWULFDO DVFHQGLQJ DQG
GHVFHQGLQJ$VFHQGLQJWULDQJOHLQDEXOOLVKWUHQGLQGLFDWHVIXUWKHU
EXOOLVKQHVVDQGLVFRQVLGHUHGFRQWLQXDWLRQSDWWHUQ,QDQDVFHQG
LQJWULDQJOHWKHVXSSRUWOLQHLVVORSLQJXSZDUGDQGUHVLVWDQFHOLQH
UHPDLQVDKRUL]RQWDOOLQH'HVFHQGLQJWULDQJOHLQDEHDULVKWUHQGFDQ
DOVREHFRQVLGHUHGDVDFRQWLQXDWLRQSDWWHUQLQGLFDWLQJEHDULVKWUHQG
WRFRQWLQXHDIWHUDVPDOOSDXVH,QWKLVNLQGRIWULDQJOHUHVLVWDQFH
WKHOLQHLVVORSLQJGRZQZDUGVZKLOHWKHVXSSRUWOLQHUHPDLQVDVD
KRUL]RQWDOOLQH$UHFWDQJOHLVDFRQWLQXDWLRQSDWWHUQWKDWIRUPVDV
DWUDGLQJUDQJHGXULQJDSDXVHLQWKHWUHQG7KHSDWWHUQLVHDVLO\
LGHQWLILDEOHE\WZRFRPSDUDEOHKLJKVDQGWZRORZV7KHKLJKVDQG
ORZVFDQEHFRQQHFWHGWRIRUPWZRSDUDOOHOOLQHVWKDWPDNHXSWKH
WRSDQGERWWRPRIDUHFWDQJOH5HFWDQJOHVDUHVRPHWLPHVUHIHUUHG
WR DV WUDGLQJ UDQJHV FRQVROLGDWLRQ ]RQHV RU FRQJHVWLRQ DUHDV
5HFWDQJOHVFDQH[WHQGIRUDIHZZHHNVRUPDQ\PRQWKV,IWKHSDW
WHUQLVOHVVWKDQWKUHHZHHNVLWLVXVXDOO\FRQVLGHUHGDIODJDQG
DOVRDFRQWLQXDWLRQSDWWHUQ,GHDOO\UHFWDQJOHVZLOOGHYHORSRYHUD
WKUHHPRQWKSHULRG*HQHUDOO\ORQJHUWKHSDWWHUQPRUHVLJQLILFDQW
ZLOOEHWKHEUHDNRXW$WKUHHPRQWKSDWWHUQPD\EHH[SHFWHGWRIXO
ILOOLWVEUHDNRXWSURMHFWLRQ+RZHYHUDVL[PRQWKSDWWHUQPLJKWEH
H[SHFWHGWRH[FHHGLWVEUHDNRXWWDUJHW
$IWHUDORRNDWWKHW\SHVRIFRQWLQXDWLRQSULFHSDWWHUQVOHWXV
XQGHUVWDQGZKDWFDXVHVWKHP,QDQXSWUHQGWKHPRPHQWXPPRYHV
GRZQGXHWRSHULRGLFSURILWERRNLQJ$JRRGORWRIWUDGHUVWKLQNWKDW
LWLVHQRXJKRUWKDWWKH\KDYHUHDFKHGWKHLUWDUJHW6RWKH\ZDQWWR
VHOOWKHLUSRVLWLRQ7KHVXSSO\LQFUHDVHVUHGXFLQJWKHPRPHQWXP
RISULFHULVHRUWKHSULFHPLJKWHYHQGURS%X\VPDUWPRQH\ILQGV
LWDQRSSRUWXQLW\WRDGGPRUHWRWKHLUSRVLWLRQ6RWKHSULFHVORZV
WRGURSRULWPD\HYHQULVH6LPLODUO\LQDGRZQWUHQGDORWRIWUDGHUV
ZKRDUHVKRUWZDQWWRERRNVRPHSURILW7KRVHZKRWKLQNWKDW
WKHVWRFNLVDYDLODEOHIRUDEDUJDLQVWDUWEX\LQJ%XWVPDUWPRQH\
ILQGVLWHDV\WRVHOOZKHQWKHUHLVLQFUHDVHGGHPDQG:KHQVXS
SO\EHFRPHVPRUHWKDQWKHGHPDQGWKHSULFHIDOOVIXUWKHU$QGWKH
WUHQGFRQWLQXHV7KLVWXJRIZDUEHWZHHQEX\HUVDQGVHOOHUVPRYHV
WKHSULFHVXSDQGGRZQFDXVLQJFRQWLQXDWLRQFKDUWSDWWHUQVLQVWRFN
FKDUWVEHIRUHWKH\FRQWLQXHLQWKHGLUHFWLRQRIWKHRULJLQDOWUHQG
+DYLQJJRRGNQRZOHGJHDERXWFRQWLQXDWLRQFKDUWSDWWHUQVDOORZV
LQYHVWRUVWRVSHFXODWHSRVLWLYHO\DERXWWKHIXUWKHUFRXUVHRIWKHWUHQG
,WDOORZVWKHPWRDGGPRUHWRWKHLUH[LVWLQJSRVLWLRQDQGKHOSVLQYHVWRUV
WRKROGRQIRUDORQJHUSHULRGZLWKRXWZRUU\LQJDERXWWHPSRUDU\
VHWEDFNVLQVWRFNSULFHV
7KHZULWHULV$VVLVWDQW3URIHVVRU$PLW\8QLYHUVLW\
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$UHYROXWLRQLQUXUDOMREFUHDWLRQ
&KLQD¶Vµ7DREDR¶PRGHOLVZRUWKHPXODWLQJE\,QGLDQSROLF\PDNHUVWRUHYLWDOLVHWKH
HFRPPHUFHLQGXVWU\DQGKDUQHVVPXOWLSO\LQJHIIHFWVRIGLJLWDOWHFKQRORJ\LQUXUDODUHDV
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oon, the din of a bitterly fought, fractious election, where the discourse veered around
some of the most irrelevant issues, will recede
and the focus of the new Government will revert
to policy interventions and formulating the forthcoming Budget. Economic policies of an elected
Government have the single largest bearing upon
the destiny of its polity. An increase in per-capita
disposable income is one of the most vital indicators of successful governance and one that invariably favours the incumbent. Undoubtedly, the predominant electoral issue, which was relegated to
the background, hinged on declining rural and
urban income, decreased savings and slowing consumption. Conversely, closer to voting, poll
dynamics showed that by March 2019, “net future
expectations about the economy clocked a positive
48.6 per cent” as people were more optimistic about
the larger economic course of the country in the
likely event of Modi’s second coming.
With the median age of India’s population being
30 years, this aspirational demograph has gone past
the roti-kapda-makaan basics of the last century
to mobiles, internet and entrepreneurship. As forward planning yields results only after gestation
periods of a three to five year lag, policy-makers
will have to find ways to leapfrog job creation once
the new regime is in place by June. India’s consumption story has been losing momentum in major sectors like FMCG, cars and two-wheelers and services activity — slipping to multi-quarter lows as
income stagnates — which is reflected in declining rural demand. The next Government will be
confronted with the challenging task of lifting
investment sentiments by remonetising the economy as consumption fuels jobs and income from
job-earnings fuels consumption in turn.
Policy-makers have a key role to play in fostering an enabling environment that supports innovation for both agri-entrepreneurship and microentrepreneurship. Consider this: The combined
market cap of the three largest IT companies of the
US — Apple, Microsoft and Amazon — equals
India’s GDP and importantly, just the Chinese ecommerce major Alibaba’s m-cap equals 20 per cent
of our GDP. These growth models necessitate that
policy-makers fire on all cylinders with newer paradigms to kick-start innovation and growth in the
IT enabled sectors as also focus on the nascent digital platforms as job-creators.
The focus of this article is specifically on rural
e-commerce as a propeller for job-creation. This
will need public private-partnerships with the likes
of Amazon, Walmart, Reliance Retail and other ecommerce platforms on a national scale. The
nascent e-tail market in India is projected to grow
at 30 per cent annually, targeting $73 billion by 2022.
Herein lies the biggest untapped job-creation potential, a prerequisite for which is deepening electronic payments through smartphones in order to
reduce cash payments and encourage digital
mode of transactions for online commerce.
China embarked on creating rural jobs a decade
ago by implementing the ‘Taobao’ model for
expanding employment avenues, alleviating poverty and vitalising the rural economy by harnessing
multiplying effects of digital technology in rural
areas. Consequently, e-commerce grew rapidly in
China as trade volumes increased from less than
1,000 billion yuan ($120.8 billion) in 2004 to near-

ly 30,000 billion yuan ($4.44 trillion) in 2017.
The prototype has thrown surprising results
for India to emulate: Though e-commerce is always
more developed in urban areas, surprisingly
online retail sales in rural areas grew faster than the
national average. From 2014 to 2017, online retail
sales in rural China increased from RMB 180 billion to 1.24 trillion, a compound annual growth rate
of 91 per cent, compared to 35 per cent nationally. So, replicating this model in India, we can just
imagine how this surge can alter the rural job-scape,
which is in need of policy interventions. The experience in Taobao villages has sparked strong interest among policy-makers to tap the potential of ecommerce as a tool for poverty alleviation, financial empowerment for stay-at-home employment
and rural vitalisation. The breakthrough was seen
most in the ratio increase of women-to-men entrepreneurs in e-commerce being at near parity, compared to a ratio of 1:3 in traditional businesses.
The Alibaba Group initiative of the Rural
Taobao Programme, in collaboration with the
Government, supported rural clusters with realtime access to a wide range of goods and services,
replacing the expensive brick and mortar shop-floor
business model. This helped farmers earn more for
their produce as they could directly sell their produce to urban consumers in online platforms. The
programme required job-stepping multiple initiatives to streamline cross-country linkages in infrastructure by laying the ground work for service networks in counties and villages; providing training
in e-commerce and promoting entrepreneurship;
and developing rural financial services through the
Ant Financial subsidiary of Alibaba.
The Rural Taobao Programme has now
expanded from 212 villages in 12 counties in 2014
to more than 30,000 villages in 1,000 counties in
2018, spreading from the coast to inland. It focussed
on improving rural e-commerce supply chains, promoting connectivity between agriculture and
commerce and enhancing e-commerce training.
The scheme grew rapidly and by 2018, had supported 1,016 demonstration counties, covering 737
poverty-stricken counties (89 per cent of the total),
including 137 counties with extreme poverty (41
per cent of the total). The experience in China offers

a compelling model to pursue as a ‘Global Best
Practice’ prototype for India. The report demonstrated how digital technology has the potential to
harness inclusive growth, unlike previous revolutions, especially when policies and public-private
sector work in synergy. Experience in other developed countries has made for a compelling case to
adapt and integrate digitally enabled ecosystems as
an engine for transformational growth in providing jobs and enhancing livelihoods to the rural population at their doorstep, without the need to
migrate to bigger cities.
Achieving inclusive growth is a vital pillar to
achieve Sustainable Development Goals of the
United Nations. To achieve this, digitisation has
been proven to have had a multiplier impact on
inclusive growth in China as its e-commerce market has become the largest in the world within a
span of just 10 years, moving millions out of poverty. To further this model, it needs collective collaboration with best research minds globally to work
together and evolve paradigms that will optimise
the power of digitisation in order to bridge
income and opportunity inequalities.
The data coming out of the Chinese model
offers great insights into how India can integrate
open e-commerce platforms with mobile payments
and digitally based financial services “in order to
support SMEs access larger potential markets than
the gravity model for trade in the physical world.”
Why this model is best adaptable in India is because
the platform-centered ecosystem has low entry barriers for capital requirements and also because education and digital skill requirements are minimal,
which is a perfect fit to India’s rural demographics, where people with low literacy levels can be gainfully employed.
China, too, was earlier a high-cash economy
until the mobile payment revolution happened.
Before the advent of digitisation, in the pre-digital commerce era, only proximity to a well-developed commercial area afforded residents access to
an array of physical marketplaces and consumer
products. Now through Alibaba’s Taobao and Tmall
e-platforms, the average shopping distance on these
platforms is close to 1,000 kilometres, compared
with a few kilometers in traditional retail markets.

And in less developed regions, people are buying
a wider variety of consumer goods online, offsetting the disadvantages of their local markets. This
has enabled 10 million SMEs and start-ups in
remotest of villages to start businesses from home
and work on flexi-timings, shrinking urban-rural
income disparities.
As China leads the world in mobile payments
and online money transfers with 1.25 billion internet users, digital footprints, Artificial Intelligence
(AI) and algorithms are helping in risk-assessment
in real time. “So now, Chinese startups have access
to credit without collateral via the innovative ‘310’
credit model: 3 minutes to apply for a loan, 1 second to get it approved, with 0 manual interference,”
signifying speed, precision and efficiency.
Digital platforms have evolved into an institutional form where they act as the nodal institutions to create an enabling environment for
SMEs with support in marketing, product management, online operations, customer service,
cash management, logistics, business advisory
and data analysis, covering essentially every
aspect of running a business. The Tao Factory
platform on Alibaba connects 40,000 factories
from more than 30 industries with Taobao sellers to form an integrated supply chain market.
This calls for well-tested pilot-modules if the
Chinese experience has to be successfully
Indianised. Once disadvantaged groups can participate in the modern digital economy, positive
results could follow in a sustainable way.
I personally anticipate unprecedented rapid
structural and growth oriented reforms to gather
pace under Modi 2.0 because ‘Team Modi’ will be
on performance overdrive in his follow-on term.
Modi has the pulse of the nation right, knowing
too well that emerging India strives to enter the middle-income category, with a per capita income of
$2,000, wherein the aspirational classes seek
empowerment through an honourable livelihood
instead of welfarist handouts by the State.
(Multiple references have been made from the
Digital Technology and Inclusive Growth Report
of the Louhan Report 2019. The writer is an author,
columnist and chairperson for the National
Committee for Financial Inclusion at Niti Aayog)
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ost exit polls have predicted a
clear majority for the ruling
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
but this hasn’t stopped the Opposition
from going ahead with its plans of
forming a non-BJP coalition to stake
claim to power. Opposition leaders,
including West Bengal Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee, have pooh-poohed
the exit poll predictions, claiming they
were all wrong. Congress leaders in private have rubbished them pointing out
that the pollsters had gone wrong in
2004. It is this hope that is keeping the
unity move going forward.
Opposition parties are preparing
for a 1996 (United Front) or 2004
(UPA) post-poll scenario, expecting a
hung Parliament. The Opposition

unity efforts gained momentum this
past week and is continuing to gather
strength even after the exit polls.
Can the anti-BJP front become a
reality? Most major Opposition parties
are coming together as they don’t want
to be caught napping if the BJP fails to
get a majority. UPA chairperson Sonia
Gandhi has convened a meeting of 21
Opposition parties on May 23, the day
when the results will be announced.
Sonia Gandhi, who took a back seat
ever since she handed over the baton
to her son Rahul Gandhi last March,
has come to the forefront again because
the Congress feels that senior
Opposition leaders like former Prime
Minister HD Deve Gowda, Nationalist
Congress Party chief Sharad Pawar,
Mamata Banerjee, Loktantrik Janata
Dal (LJD) chief Sharad Yadav and others will have no hesitation to work
under her. During the campaign, Sonia
Gandhi had herself reminded people
about the 2004 surprise victory of the
UPA in spite of the “India shining campaign” of the BJP.
The main anchor for the unity
move is Andhra Pradesh Chief Minister
N Chandrababu Naidu. Fearing a total

rout in his State, Naidu has been busy
looking for a national role. He has been
visiting Rahul Gandhi, Mamata
Banerjee, Samajwadi Party chief
Akhilesh Yadav, Sharad Yadav, Sharad
Pawar, Bahujan Samaj Party supremo
Mayawati and others, holding intensive
talks with them about staking claim
with the President in case the BJP did
not get the majority. Insiders say that
they want to try the Karnataka model
where the Congress prevented the BJP
from forming the Government by
supporting a junior party Janata Dal
(Secular) though the BJP had emerged
the single largest party. It is this ‘keep

BJP out’ move which is binding the
Opposition. But for all these, the
results have to show a hung Parliament
with the BJP getting less than 200 seats.
Only then can the Opposition get a
chance.
Let us once assume that there is a
possibility of a situation as created in
1996 or 2004. In 1996, the Congress
supported the United Front
Government. The constituents chose
Deve Gowda as Prime Minister though
he was the fourth choice after VP Singh,
Jyoti Basu and GK Moopanar. Even at
that time, it was not easy for the ragtag coalition to decide as there were

many aspirants. In 2004, the UPA won
the race.
Naidu wants to cobble together a
coalition of regional parties and take
help of the Congress to form a
Government at the Centre. Though the
Congress may be the single largest
Opposition party, Naidu expects it to
play second fiddle and reserve the
Prime Minister’s post for a regional
leader. There are too many aspirants for
the post among the regional satraps.
The Congress is the only party other
than the BJP that is likely to cross the
100 mark and it would surely demand
the top post for Rahul Gandhi. Pre-poll
allies like Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam
chief MK Stalin, Deve Gowda and
Rashtriya Janata Dal leader Tejashwi
Prasad Yadav have supported Rahul
Gandhi’s claim. Mamata Banerjee, too,
is a front-runner for the post. Mayawati
has not hidden her ambitions of
becoming the Prime Minister since
many years. Telangana Chief Minister
K Chandrashekhar Rao believes that
with his 16 seats, he can become the
kingmaker. Odisha Chief Minister
Naveen Patnaik, too, is demanding the
price of a special status for his State.

Sharad Pawar is the seniormost leader,
who has good relations with all players and had been nursing prime ministerial ambition for decades. How do
you reconcile these interests for a single position, which is not vacant yet?
It is not going to be easy for the
non-BJP parties to stake claim. They
have to cross many hurdles, including
choosing their prime ministerial face,
a Common Minimum Programme
and dealing with inherent contradictions in such a coalition among other
things. Past record shows that there
have been five non-Congress, non-BJP
Governments so far and none of them
lasted a full term. Four of them had the
support of the Congress while the BJP
supported the fifth one.
After May 23, if the NDA forms the
Government, the Opposition should
play a constructive role as a collective
entity if they don’t achieve their dream.
They must remember that by staying
divided, they helped Prime Minister
Modi get a second term. Had they been
united before the elections, they might
have defeated the BJP.
(The writer is a senior political commentator and syndicated columnist)
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economy is projected to
India’s
grow at 7.1 per cent in fiscal
year 2020 on the back of strong
domestic consumption and
investment but the GDP growth
is a downward revision from the
7.4 per cent estimated in
January this year, according to
a report by the United Nations.
The World Economic
Situation and Prospects (WESP)
2019 Mid-year Update, released
here Tuesday, said that the
Indian economy, which generates two-thirds of the regional
output in South Asia, expanded by 7.2 per cent in 2018.
“Strong domestic consumption and investment will
continue to support growth,
which is projected at 7.0 per
cent in 2019 and 7.1 per cent
in 2020,” the report said.
The estimates for India,
however, reflect a downward
revision from the projections
made in the World Economic
Situation and Prospects 2019
report released in January this
year. That report had estimated
that India would grow at 7.6 per
cent in fiscal year 2019 and 7.4
per cent in 2020. It must be
noted that despite the downward
revisions, India remains the
fastest growing major economy
in the world, ahead of China.
The WESP mid-year
update noted that growth projections for 2019 have been

revised downward in all major
developed economies. The
growth outlook for many developing economies has also weakened, it said, adding that despite
downward revisions, growth
in India remains “strong” amid
robust domestic demand.
“The global growth outlook has weakened amid unresolved trade tensions and elevated international policy
uncertainty. Across both developed and developing countries, growth projections for
2019 have been downgraded.
Alongside a slow-down in
international trade, business
sentiments have deteriorated,
casting a cloud on investment
prospects,” the report said.
World gross product growth
is now expected to moderate
from 3.0 per cent in 2018 to 2.7
per cent in 2019 and 2.9 per cent
in 2020, reflecting a downward
revision from WESP 2019 forecast released in January. In tandem with slowing industrial production, international trade activity has visibly weakened, reflecting in part unresolved trade disputes between the United States
of America and China.
In the US, the growth
momentum is projected to
moderate as headwinds from
trade policy are compounded
by the waning effects of fiscal
stimulus. Growth in China is
projected to moderate gradually from 6.6 per cent in 2018

to 6.3 per cent in 2019 and 6.2
per cent in 2020.
In China, recent monetary and fiscal stimulus measures are expected to bolster
domestic demand, partially
offsetting the adverse impact of
trade tariffs on overall growth.
Nevertheless, these measures
could also exacerbate domestic
financial imbalances, raising
the risk of a disorderly deleveraging process in the future.
South Asia remains on a
strong growth path, even as
forecasts have been revised
downward. Following an
expansion of 5.7 per cent in
2018, GDP growth is estimated at 5.0 per cent in 2019 and
5.8 per cent in 2020. However,
across the region, output continues to be constrained by
infrastructure bottlenecks.
The report added that
India’s exports remain more
robust, as around half of
exports are destined for fastergrowing Asian markets, while
geopolitical risks continue to
confront Afghanistan and Iran.
The slowdown in global
economic activity has triggered
a shift towards easier monetary
policy stances across many
developed and developing
economies, it said, adding that
this shift is taking place in an
environment of subdued global inflation, amid weakening
demand and a moderate outlook
for global commodity prices.
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yundai Motor India
Limited (HMIL), India’s
H
second-largest carmaker today
jumped into the compact
Sports Utility Vehicle segment with the ‘Venue’, their
latest global product. India is
the launch market for this new
product from the Korean
brand and SS Kim,
HMIL’s new managing
director
believes that it will
be huge hit particularly since the carmaker claims it is
India’s first ‘fully
connected’ SUV.
Higher specification
levels of the Venue
will have over thirty connected features including 10
features specifically
for India. These will
be powered by
Hyundai’s ‘Blue Link’ technology that will allow drivers
to connect to streaming entertainment and live maps and
the car will feature a virtual
mobile SIM card to access the
streaming information. The
service will be complimentary for the first three years and
HMIL has also trained 615
‘Blue Link Wizards’ all across
India to help new Hyundai
customers learn the connected features of the vehicle.
The Venue, which will

take on the Maruti-Suzuki
Brezza, Mahindra XUV300,
Ford EcoSport and Tata Nexon
will come with three engine
options, two petrol and one
diesel. This includes a allnew one-litre turbocharged
petrol engine which also features a seven-speed dualclutch gearbox as an automatic option. A 1.2-litre petrol
with a five-speed manual
transmission and 1.4 litre
diesel with a six-speed manual transmission will also be
available. There will be four

members of the media.
HMIL has already seen
over 50,000 enquiries and
over 15,000 confirmed bookings for the Venue orders for
which began earlier this
month, two-thirds of the
demand has been for petrol
variants and there is also
strong demand for the automatic according to HMIL officials. And Hyundai confirmed
that they will continue to produce and sell diesel vehicles
after the introduction of
Bharat Stage 6 emission

trim levels, with entry-level
prices starting at C6.5 lakh (exshowroom all-India) for petrol
and C7.75 lakh for diesel. The
top-line turbo-petrol model
will cost C11.1 lakh. While
HMIL indicated that these
are introductory prices they
made it clear that there is no
timeline for the prices to be
adjusted upwards, given the
current market slowdown.
“We want to give the customer
confidence in the product
through the pricing”, Kim told

norms, this after rival MarutiSuzuki indicated they would
withdraw from selling diesels,
the Venue is not BS6 compliant for the moment. The company also indicated that they
would be adding some 50,000
new units to their production
capacity in Chennai but have
no plans to add another production line just yet and Kim
refused to confirm if Hyundai
would produce vehicles at the
upcoming Kia facility in
Andhra Pradesh.
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C

hina on Tuesday dismissed
as unscientific and unprofessional US President Donald
Trump’s charge that Beijing has
ripped off America with unfair
business practices for decades.
The US and China are
locked in a bruising trade war
since Trump imposed heavy
tariffs on imported steel and
aluminium items from China

in March last year, a move that
sparked fears of a global trade
war. In response, China
imposed tit-for-tat tariffs on
billions of dollars worth of
American imports.
Trump once again accused
China of ripping off United
States at a rally in Montoursville,
Pennsylvania on Monday,
attacking his potential re-election challenger Joe Biden for
minimising the economic threat

posed by Beijing.
“They want Biden so that
China can continue to make
$500 billion dollars a year and
more ripping off the United
States,” he said.
“Past leaders let China freely
plunder the US economy and
take the crown jewels of
American industry,” Trump said.
Reacting to Trump’s
charge, Chinese Foreign
Ministry spokesman Lu Kang

told media here that any trade
deal should be balanced and
mutually beneficial.
“It is necessary to distinguish between reciprocity and
which side gains advantage. In
trade relations, they are not the
same thing. It is unrealistic to
ask for absolute equal openness
and not to mention that economic globalisation is a process
that countries complement each
other’s advantages,” he said.
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of grounded Jet
Airways surged nearly 15
Sperhares
cent on Tuesday after diversified Hinduja Group said it is
evaluating the opportunity to
invest in the airline.
The airline’s scrip jumped
14.73 per cent to close at
C150.75 on the BSE.
On the NSE, the stock
ended at C148.40, gaining 12.94
per cent, over the previous
close. After opening at C135 a
unit, its shares touched an
intra-day high of C154.80.
Its shares have ended in the
green for the second session in a
row on the bourses. On the
BSE, its intra-day high was
marked at 153.85. “Hinduja
Group is evaluating the Jet
Airways opportunity,” the group
said in a statement on Tuesday.
The grounded carrier shuttered
its operations on April 17 and the
lenders, led by SBI, are still
scouting for investors to revive
the airline, which has a debt burden of more than C8,000 crore.
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harat Heavy Electricals
Limited (BHEL) has successfully commissioned two
more pumping units (Units
3&4) of 116 MW each, of the
7x116 MW Kaleshwaram Lift
Irrigation Scheme (LIS)
Package-6 in Telangana. BHEL
had earlier commissioned
Units 1&2 of the same project
in April, 2019. Significantly, the
pump for each unit is designed
to lift 89.16 cumecs (cubic
metres per second) of water by
105.5 metres.
Being developed by the
Irrigation & CAD (I&CAD)
department
of
the
Government of Telangana, the
greenfield lift irrigation project
(formerly known as Pranhita
Chevella) is located in
Peddapalli district of
Telangana. In the project, water
shall be lifted from Sripada
Yellampalli reser voir to
Medaram reservoir and will be
used for irrigation and water
supply in nearby areas, thereby contributing to the overall
development of the area and
the state of Telangana.
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ajaj Finserv through its
uthoot Finance Ltd has
lending arm Bajaj Finance Mlaunched personal loan
B
Ltd. has introduced its cam- scheme in Delhi & NCR regions.
paign #BijliOnEMI wherein
customers buying air-conditioners on EMI can avail an
Insta Credit loan in their Bajaj
Finserv Wallet which they can
use to pay their electricity bills
on EMI. The campaign is
aimed to help their customers
finance the high electricity
bills that may arise due to
extensive usage of air conditioners during summer.

Under the scheme, Muthoot
Finance will disburse loans from
C1 Lakh-10 lakh at an interest
rate ranging from 13.5% to 23%
per annum to salaried class
only. The working population
typically in the age group of 2458 years and engaged in private,
State and central Government
services can avail personal loan
for tenure of 1- 5 years as a solution to their financial needs.
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enchmark indices took UB
turn from record high levels touched during early trade
on Tuesday, with the BSE
Sensex tripping nearly 383
points and the NSE Nifty shedding over 119 points as
investors hurried up to book
profits.
An intense selling was
seen, barring initial hours,
across sectors after market participants sensed that exit polls
euphoria over BJP’s likely win

in the general election has
already been factored in appropriately.
After hitting an intra-day
record high of 39,571.73, the
30-share index ended 382.87
points, or 0.97 per cent, lower
at 38,969.80. The gauge hit the
day’s low of 38,884.85.
In a similar movement,
the broader NSE Nifty plunged
119.15 points, or 1.01 per cent,
to 11,709.10.
Tata Motors was the biggest
loser in the Sensex pack, dipping 7.05 per cent, a day after

the company posted a 49 per
cent decline in March quarter
profit. Maruti, IndusInd Bank,
M&M, Bharti Airtel, SBI,
PowerGrid, Hero MotoCorp,
Tata Steel, ICICI Bank, Infosys,
Yes Bank and TCS too fell up
to 3.25 per cent.
On the other hand, RIL,
HUL and Bajaj Finance ended
in the green, rising up to 1.08
per cent.
The broader BSE midcap
and smallcap indices ended in
the red in line with benchmarks, falling up to 0.84 per

cent.
Traders believe that though
a profit-booking emerged at
higher levels but election rally
may continue if the election
results come as per exit polls
prediction.
On Monday, the 30-share
index skyrocketed 1,421.90
points, or 3.75 per cent, to
39,352.67, and the Nifty soared
421.10 points, or 3.69 per cent,
to 11,828.25.
The rally came after a
majority of exit polls forecast
another term for Prime

Minister Narendra Modi. The
results of the seven-phase polls
will be announced on May 23.
Meanwhile, the Indian
rupee was trading marginally
lower at 69.76 against the US
dollar.
Brent crude, the global
benchmark, was trading at
72.01 per barrel, higher by
0.04 per cent.
Globally, bourses in Asia
ended on a mixed note, while
those in Europe were trading in
the green in their respective
early deals.
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he finance ministry has
asked Airports Authority of
T
India to issue shares in lieu of
the Rs 656 crore capital it has
received from the government,
sources said.
AAI, a 100 per cent government owned statutory corporation, was constituted by an
Act of Parliament and came
into being on April 1, 1995, by
merging erstwhile National
Airports Authority and
International
Airports
Authority of India.

The AAI is yet to issue
shares to the government in
lieu of the equity infusion
worth Rs 656.56 crore made
over the years. The matter
came to the notice of the ministry last year during discussions over share buy back by
profit making public sector
enterprises.
Subsequently, officials of
the ministries of finance, corporate affairs and civil aviation
held discussions on corporatisation of AAI and legal opinion was also obtained on share
issuance corresponding to the

capital infusion.
“The finance ministry has
written to AAI for issuing
shares in lieu of the paid-up
capital of Rs 656.56 crore
infused by the Government,”
the sources told PTI.
Once the issuance of shares
to the government is sorted out,
steps would be initiated for
converting the AAI into a
company under the Companies
Act. After conversion, the government can decide on divestment of equity, share buyback
or listing of the AAI on the
bourses.
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ingapore and Canada have
expressed interest in joining
Sconsultations
in a case filed by

T

he NCLAT has admitted a
petition filed by an online
vendors association challenging
the orders of fair trade regulator CCI, which had absolved ecommerce major Flipkart of
unfair practices using its dominant position.
The National Company Law
Appellate Tribunal (NCLAT)
has also approved the delay of 12
days in filing appeal (By the
association) against the order of
the Competition Commission of
India (CCI).
“The appeal is admitted for
hearing. As the respondents
have appeared, no further notice
need be issued,” said the
National Company Law

Tribunal in its order on May 15.
A three-member NCLAT
bench headed by Chairman
Justice S J Mukhopadhaya has
directed to list the matter for
hearing on July 30.
The NCLAT is the appellate
authority for the orders passed
by the CCI since May 2017.
Passing an order on
November 6, 2018, the CCI
had held that the business practices of Flipkart and Amazon are
not in violation of competition
norms and rejected allegations
of abuse of market dominance
made by All India Online
Vendors Association (AIOVA).
AIOVA has alleged abuse of
market dominance against
Flipkart India Pvt Ltd, which is
into wholesale trading/ distrib-
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13.65
1482.00
27.05
240.25
4.25
402.65
5.60
20550.00
203.75
1660.00
16.35
88.30
0.75
758.20
2.65
665.50
1.25
382.30
-0.10
54700.00
-61.30
10895.70
-19.65
1140.00
-4.05
3309.95
-15.80
3410.00
-16.85
361.65
-1.80
1186.00
-6.10
125.40
-0.65
1161.75
-6.50
550.30
-3.15
163.05
-1.10
519.05
-4.00
1424.50
-12.60
22230.00 -234.80
221.40
-2.80
17400.00 -221.75
1082.00
-15.45
227.75
-3.25
171.25
-2.50
1199.40
-17.60
22.80
-0.35
746.45
-13.10
50.50
-0.95
255.60
-5.50
244.80
-5.75
1620.60
-42.35
286.00
-7.50
659.55
-18.40
2224.90
-62.95
93.35
-2.70
482.60
-14.25
587.30
-17.80
346.65
-10.65
1274.95
-43.15
63.35
-2.60
120.50
-6.55
11.85
-0.70

ution of books, mobiles, computers and related accessories,
and e-commerce marketplace
Flipkart Internet Pvt Ltd.
The CCI had ruled that
looking at the present market
construct and structure of online
marketplace platforms in India,
“it does not appear that any one
player in the market is commanding any dominant position
at this stage of evolution of market”.
While concluding that there
is no violation of Section 4 of the
Competition Act, which pertains
to abuse of dominant market
position, the CCI said that the
Flipkart marketplace is required
to comply with conditions
applicable to entities involved in
the business of e-commerce, as
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set out in the Foreign Exchange
Management (Transfer or Issue
of Security by a Person Resident
Outside India) Regulations,
2017.
“As such, Flipkart Internet is
bound by these laws, the compliance of which is ensured by
the relevant authorities,” the
order said.
Citing the market construct
and the context of examining
allegations against Flipkart, the
CCI noted that there is also no
case of contravention of Section
4 by Amazon as well.
AIOVA, as mentioned in
CCI order, is a group of over
2,000 sellers selling on e-commerce marketplaces such as
Flipkart, Amazon, Snapdeal
etc.

Japan in the WTO’s dispute settlement body against India’s
import duties on certain information and communication
technology products, including
mobile phones.
According to a communication of the World Trade
Organisation (WTO), both
countries have stated that they
have a substantial trade interest in information and communication technology (ICT)
goods.
On May 14, Japan dragged
India to the WTO over the
import duties imposed on certain electronic goods including
telephones for cellular net-

works; machines for reception, conversion and transmission or regeneration of voice,
images or other data; and parts
of telephone sets.
It alleged that imposition of
import duties on these products by India infringes WTO
norms as India has committed
zero per cent bound tariffs on
these products.
While bound tariffs or
duties refer to the ceiling over
which a WTO member country cannot impose import duty,
the applied tariff is the duty
which is currently in place.
In a separate communication, Singapore said it “desires
to be joined in India’s consultations with Japan”.
“This is because Singapore,
as one of the world’s largest
exporters of ICT products,

with export value of USD 120
billion annually, has substantial
trade interest in this matter,” it
said.
Similarly, Canada has said
that during 2016-2018, India’s
imports from Canada of ICT
products have aggregated at
USD 28.7 million.
“This reflected 31.2 per
cent of India’s total imports of
ICT products from Canada.
ICT is an important sector for
Canada’s economy which relies
on access to global markets.
“Over 2016-2018, Canada’s
global exports of all ICT products averaged USD 11.3 billion
and accounted for 2.8 per cent
of all Canadian exports,” the
north american country said in
its communication.
As per WTO rules, seeking
consultation is the first step of

dispute settlement process.
If the bilateral consultations requested by the complainant with India do not
result in a satisfactory solution,
it can request the WTO to set
up a dispute panel to pass a ruling on the matter.
Singapore and Canada
require approval from India
and Japan to join the consultation process.
A WTO member country
can file a dispute if it perceives
that another country’s trade
policies or actions are violating
global trade norms.
India’s bilateral trade with
Canada and Singapore stood at
USD 7.23 billion and USD
17.7 billion respectively, in
2017-18. Chinese Taipei has
also expressed interest in joining these consultations.
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43.30
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126.65
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165.20
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35.80
77.30
21.45
38.00
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104.85
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351.30
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30.80
41.45
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203.85
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10.20
358.00
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207.30
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57.00
172.85
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205.00
571.70
357.00
39.00
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15.90
109.00
374.00
1823.40
623.05
1271.70
339.00
83.50
233.85
209.85
1781.15
586.90
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540.00
166.00
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35.80
77.35
21.70
38.05
892.00
105.05
660.30
357.05
189.00
232.00
185.95
256.25
594.95
337.00
30.85
42.40
1018.00
205.60
325.00
10.21
360.55
499.00
564.90
122.05
63.65
207.40
46.75
97.20
314.90
506.00
65.20
93.40
57.30
175.00
455.95
58.80
147.70
680.00
985.75
1043.85
228.45
349.80
139.20
110.55
375.90
184.40
254.35
1063.60
91.50
81.50
110.95
753.75
29.40
660.00
746.00
188.20
290.70
215.40
16.80
417.50
989.00
248.40
3357.00
257.00
64.75
445.10
485.00
1620.00
365.60
556.30
1901.00
373.70
369.95
136.50
692.00
442.15
265.65
20925.85
264.90
137.05
25.80
3279.90
1279.00
124.40
150.30
853.00
793.45
106.75
32.45

201.35
554.00
342.00
37.45
22150.00
15.30
98.00
360.00
1784.90
609.25
1155.75
331.60
78.00
226.65
202.05
1757.45
566.35
10532.05
506.00
159.80
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33.70
72.30
20.65
35.80
852.05
100.00
647.00
345.90
172.20
223.00
180.60
244.35
580.70
325.00
29.65
40.50
981.00
202.95
308.45
9.75
345.35
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60.40
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304.70
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63.40
85.30
56.20
169.30
447.00
57.80
144.00
655.80
979.15
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221.10
334.75
133.30
107.20
360.00
176.00
242.00
1023.05
88.80
79.15
104.25
733.35
28.35
625.15
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181.85
285.00
205.85
15.50
407.95
943.45
240.00
3249.45
252.15
62.15
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468.30
1530.90
359.50
542.00
1844.00
362.80
352.50
131.50
666.60
420.30
250.00
20104.85
254.15
132.30
24.75
3167.10
1260.00
120.65
148.55
822.30
762.70
100.95
30.90

202.50
564.70
346.30
37.80
22339.80
15.40
99.30
360.00
1811.45
622.40
1163.00
333.75
80.00
228.05
208.80
1770.65
575.05
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521.00
160.85
17394.40
34.20
77.35
20.75
36.50
855.75
101.50
657.15
347.25
180.65
224.50
182.00
247.00
586.50
329.00
30.25
40.60
987.20
204.10
311.70
9.93
347.05
483.50
561.60
120.55
61.80
206.25
45.10
93.20
306.10
488.50
63.95
86.00
56.60
170.55
450.40
58.20
144.75
661.00
980.00
1016.95
222.80
342.00
133.80
107.20
362.35
179.25
243.80
1029.85
89.10
79.20
104.55
750.90
28.65
628.10
735.00
185.70
290.00
206.75
15.75
411.65
989.00
241.85
3300.05
253.10
62.60
437.00
473.90
1563.40
361.00
548.70
1868.05
371.00
365.10
131.95
690.00
425.25
261.90
20420.00
255.30
133.00
25.05
3171.00
1271.05
124.00
149.85
826.95
770.00
101.25
31.00

TEJASNET
GODREJAGRO
KALPATPOWR
FINCABLES
JBCHEPHARM
DEEPAKNI
LEMONTREE
THYROCARE
GREAVESCOT
JMFINANCIL
GSKCONS
MOIL
FCONSUMER
BBTC
GET&D
ATUL
BDL
CORPBANK
ISEC
PIIND
VINATIORGA
INDOSTAR
WHIRLPOOL
ASTRAZEN
SIS
HUDCO
JSWENERGY
GICHSGFIN
BAJAJCON
MPHASIS
QUESS
CENTRALBK
ABB
NAVKARCORP
KANSAINER
FORTIS
TTKPRESTIG
NLCINDIA
GPPL
MRF
GHCL
HIMATSEIDE
THERMAX
LAXMIMACH
RAJESHEXPO
SHILPAMED
LALPATHLAB
SYNGENE
KSCL
TAKE
THOMASCOOK
IOB
JSLHISAR
ISGEC
VGUARD
SONATSOFTW
NATCOPHARM
TRITURBINE
UCOBANK
HSIL
NHPC
SKFINDIA
JSL
PNCINFRA
PRESTIGE
WABCOINDIA
RELAXO
GICRE
NESCO
MAHSCOOTER
GREENPLY
SUPREMEIND
REDINGTON
INOXWIND
GALAXYSURF
ANDHRABANK
CARBORUNIV
MAHINDCIE
PTC
UFLEX
SUNDRMFAST
IEX
SOMANYCERA
TVTODAY
PRSMJOHNSN
COROMANDEL
MHRIL
NIACL
LUXIND
KNRCON
EIDPARRY
MINDACORP
NBVENTURES
ABBOTINDIA
CENTURYPLY
ESSELPRO
VMART
ENDURANCE
TATACOMM
ZENSARTECH
OFSS
CAPPL
NH
SJVN
TIMKEN
SADBHAV
IFBIND
GMDCLTD
TIINDIA
ZYDUSWELL

194.35 199.90
480.55 485.00
481.00 492.00
425.00 435.20
341.40 352.00
293.45 293.45
74.10
74.45
439.00 460.95
142.90 142.90
86.00
86.25
7499.95 7540.00
149.00 151.35
41.50
41.50
1170.30 1178.00
268.30 271.45
3818.00 3853.00
292.95 301.55
25.45
25.45
202.00 203.45
1109.30 1126.85
1888.85 1900.00
365.75 371.00
1419.75 1445.00
2304.75 2323.65
886.00 980.00
41.80
41.80
68.05
68.65
259.15 260.00
344.00 353.00
945.10 947.80
718.00 718.00
27.75
27.75
1440.45 1455.00
30.25
30.25
417.00 419.80
127.10 127.25
7170.00 7432.45
65.95
65.95
89.00
91.50
54850.00 54998.00
245.00 246.50
193.55 194.45
999.00 999.00
5520.10 5700.00
665.00 665.00
385.00 387.75
1079.00 1089.55
601.00 607.25
479.00 482.85
140.00 140.40
239.70 239.70
12.40
12.56
77.35
78.35
517.45 517.45
207.85 209.40
336.20 336.85
529.90 529.90
116.15 117.35
17.70
17.70
271.45 272.35
23.15
23.30
1887.55 1897.65
38.40
38.40
165.00 174.00
261.65 266.70
6155.05 6155.05
831.70 831.70
231.00 231.00
476.55 488.70
4096.35 4121.10
150.55 152.35
1011.00 1028.40
93.00
94.70
60.65
62.10
1034.05 1070.00
24.80
24.90
361.00 364.50
228.30 229.15
70.25
70.95
226.80 229.70
532.00 535.00
148.55 152.95
374.20 377.15
276.00 279.00
92.05
92.25
412.00 415.85
216.35 218.45
165.95 166.65
1249.90 1251.40
240.25 240.25
183.95 184.45
123.95 125.20
97.80
97.80
7513.40 7840.00
171.75 171.75
132.40 132.90
2312.30 2312.30
1149.90 1152.00
556.20 558.95
245.60 250.00
3410.10 3474.90
378.00 379.00
197.00 200.00
24.45
24.50
569.90 569.90
243.00 248.50
801.10 801.10
75.90
76.00
384.00 387.40
1289.25 1300.95

193.00
479.55
481.00
425.00
340.00
283.00
73.00
428.55
136.95
84.10
7288.00
148.00
40.00
1136.35
259.00
3780.80
286.90
23.70
198.25
1109.30
1821.55
353.25
1411.85
2201.00
857.95
40.20
66.05
252.25
331.00
935.05
686.00
26.60
1414.30
28.85
403.00
124.75
7168.65
64.55
89.00
54389.90
241.05
187.55
980.75
5431.00
652.85
370.05
1065.00
599.95
463.50
137.00
233.00
11.76
76.00
490.20
204.55
328.60
519.05
108.60
17.15
263.20
22.75
1830.00
36.40
162.55
257.05
6067.55
801.00
226.15
471.00
4039.00
148.00
1000.80
90.05
60.10
1034.00
24.00
356.60
222.50
69.50
225.60
519.00
145.50
363.00
267.80
89.80
401.80
209.60
162.45
1195.05
233.95
179.35
120.30
93.00
7511.95
167.15
131.50
2220.15
1145.00
541.00
244.50
3397.15
363.10
185.25
23.50
545.20
238.00
780.00
73.10
370.75
1255.85

196.00
481.95
487.00
430.00
343.50
284.60
73.60
456.00
137.05
85.00
7454.00
149.20
40.10
1138.00
265.00
3824.00
293.90
23.95
200.50
1123.00
1853.50
359.00
1445.00
2218.00
869.00
40.75
66.50
254.60
337.95
937.00
686.50
26.75
1426.00
29.50
405.40
125.60
7428.80
64.80
90.00
54517.45
244.05
188.55
990.00
5444.00
661.00
374.50
1082.00
605.00
467.25
137.70
236.90
11.87
76.55
495.50
204.90
330.90
524.00
109.00
17.20
264.50
22.80
1840.00
37.75
168.00
264.75
6079.75
812.10
229.05
485.00
4039.00
148.95
1018.95
92.45
61.00
1054.95
24.80
356.65
229.05
70.05
226.90
521.20
152.95
365.25
272.40
90.25
405.50
210.00
162.45
1195.05
239.00
179.35
120.30
93.70
7700.00
168.00
132.25
2266.00
1146.45
542.80
250.00
3418.50
365.20
191.00
24.15
555.40
238.00
789.10
73.10
379.90
1265.50

GUJGAS
KPRMILL
MAGMA
AIAENG
ECLERX
HAL
FLFL
TATAMETALI
DBL
LAURUSLABS
SYMPHONY
ERIS
GESHIP
CRISIL
TATAINVEST
SREINFRA
DBCORP
LINDEINDIA
MAXINDIA
SFL
GUJFLUORO
APLLTD
GRINDWELL
SHK
VTL
BALMLAWRIE
ALKEM
BASF
HERITGFOOD
TNPL
TEAMLEASE
NILKAMAL
GDL
SOLARINDS
APARINDS
ALLCARGO
JAGRAN
ASAHIINDIA
MAHLIFE
BLUEDART
UNITEDBNK
AKZOINDIA
SUDARSCHEM
FORBESCO
GILLETTE
PGHH
COFFEEDAY
VBL
FINOLEXIND
CENTRUM
GEPIL
CERA
ASTERDM
AEGISLOG
GAYAPROJ
STARCEMENT
DHANUKA
ITDC
NAVNETEDUL
MONSANTO
3MINDIA
SHOPERSTOP
SUPPETRO
LAOPALA
SHARDACROP
TVSSRICHAK
ELGIEQUIP
SUPRAJIT
GULFOILLUB
SANOFI
SCHAEFFLER
CHOLAHLDNG
HONAUT
KIOCL
SHRIRAMCIT
BAYERCROP
HATSUN
JCHAC
RATNAMANI
SUNCLAYLTD

165.00
608.00
129.85
1719.00
925.10
657.50
470.55
617.00
543.25
372.00
1223.75
614.90
249.90
1415.00
882.65
24.20
196.05
546.00
70.95
1255.00
990.00
531.25
599.15
158.50
1095.15
171.80
1712.20
1299.00
445.00
184.55
2922.30
1145.40
142.00
1110.80
641.05
106.25
110.45
213.75
367.50
2797.00
11.12
1688.80
313.00
2130.00
6970.45
10828.30
249.00
911.95
464.90
30.50
924.50
2941.70
131.65
204.00
167.25
111.95
381.00
247.85
108.00
2473.20
23044.85
459.70
205.00
202.40
357.85
2080.00
260.00
205.00
860.10
5501.80
4844.05
507.05
23992.65
127.40
1481.30
4067.45
723.90
1872.00
873.00
2569.05

166.00
623.50
130.00
1719.00
952.95
658.00
470.55
617.00
543.25
375.15
1236.75
614.90
251.65
1431.45
899.95
24.20
197.00
550.05
70.95
1255.00
995.00
537.00
602.95
158.50
1127.45
173.25
1715.00
1321.90
455.00
186.00
2922.30
1154.45
142.00
1120.00
641.05
106.25
112.30
215.05
382.00
2797.00
11.12
1697.75
313.40
2174.00
6971.70
10850.00
249.00
920.00
464.90
30.80
924.50
2947.00
131.65
206.95
170.00
113.00
381.00
247.85
109.60
2480.00
23189.00
464.00
205.00
202.45
360.00
2084.80
263.50
205.70
865.00
5509.80
4937.40
525.00
24035.10
132.10
1486.60
4080.00
724.00
1890.00
873.20
2610.90

161.20
603.10
126.40
1659.45
925.10
647.95
458.00
600.05
543.25
369.00
1203.75
594.45
247.50
1400.00
857.75
23.25
193.30
544.20
64.60
1201.00
984.00
526.35
590.00
152.50
1075.00
169.10
1683.65
1269.00
440.00
181.20
2813.50
1124.35
138.50
1092.00
625.75
104.00
109.85
208.15
367.50
2683.00
10.75
1678.75
303.00
2099.95
6860.05
10727.70
245.65
906.50
449.95
29.80
895.00
2885.45
129.00
203.10
161.00
111.00
365.00
235.90
107.10
2442.00
22800.00
457.50
200.05
192.15
352.35
2055.00
256.90
199.05
860.00
5458.90
4810.00
507.00
23723.90
127.40
1461.45
4057.55
711.00
1856.50
861.00
2565.00

162.70
623.00
127.70
1710.00
936.20
648.50
463.15
603.00
543.25
369.90
1211.00
608.00
247.50
1428.00
864.35
23.40
195.00
547.65
65.50
1230.00
984.00
529.95
593.20
152.65
1124.00
169.85
1690.00
1269.00
452.95
184.50
2884.70
1137.50
138.50
1120.00
632.90
104.25
111.20
211.20
375.50
2691.30
10.75
1685.00
307.00
2117.00
6860.05
10833.90
247.00
920.00
455.00
30.50
895.00
2916.05
129.00
205.45
170.00
112.50
365.45
238.90
107.50
2471.30
22900.00
464.00
203.55
199.90
355.00
2059.90
263.50
203.00
862.00
5509.80
4870.00
521.05
23757.90
130.20
1478.50
4065.00
724.00
1890.00
861.00
2610.90
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s questions mount over
President Donald Trump’s
tough talk on Iran, top national security officials are heading
to Capitol Hill to brief
Congress. But skeptical
Democrats have asked for a
second opinion.
The competing closeddoor sessions Tuesday, unusual and potentially polarising,
come after weeks of escalating
tensions in the Persian Gulf
that have raised alarms over a
possible military confrontation with Iran. Lawmakers are
warning the Trump administration it cannot take the country into war without approval
from Congress, and the backto-back briefings show the
wariness among Democrats,
and some Republicans, over the

,QGRQHVLD¶V-RNR:LGRGR >RjehVR\d3cViZeUVR]Z_
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responsible for sabotage of Gulf
oil interests as he prepared to
brief lawmakers on rising tensions. Pompeo cautioned that
the United States has not made
“a definitive conclusion” that can
be presented publicly over mys-

terious sabotage incidents of oil
tankers off the United Arab
Emirates or drone strikes on a
crude pipeline in Saudi Arabia.
“But given all the regional
conflicts that we have seen
over the past decade and the
shape of these attacks, it seems
like it’s quite possible that Iran
was behind these,” Pompeo
told conservative radio host
Hugh Hewitt.

White House’s sudden policy
shifts in the Middle East.
Trump, veering between
bombast and conciliation in his
quest to contain Iran, threatened Monday to meet provocations by Iran with “great

force,” but also said he’s willing
to negotiate.
“We’ll see what happens,”
Trump told reporters as he left
the White House for a campaign rally. He said Iran has
been “very hostile.”

ndonesia’s Joko Widodo has
been re-elected as president
of the world’s third-biggest
democracy, the elections commission said early on Tuesday,
beating rival Prabowo
Subianto, a retired general who
has vowed to challenge any victory for the incumbent leader.
The commission was
expected to announce the official results of the April 17 poll
on Wednesday in the Southeast
Asian nation of 260 million.
But amid fears about unrest
and street demonstrations in
response to the final count, the
final tally was released early
with little advance notice.
Widodo and his vice-presidential running mate Ma’ruf
Amin won the election by a
55.5 per cent to 44.5 per cent
margin over Subianto and
Sandiaga Uno, the elections
commission said.
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S Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo said on Tuesday it
U
was “quite possible” Iran was

Riyadh: Saudi-owned media
accused Yemeni rebels Tuesday
of targeting Islam’s holiest city
Mecca after Riyadh and its
allies said they had intercepted two missiles over the kingdom.
The exiled Yemeni government, which is based in
Saudi Arabia, echoed the claim
but the Huthi rebels denied any
such attack.
Coalition spokesman
Colonel Turki al-Maliki said
two missiles were shot down
between Jeddah and Taiz districts of Mecca province on
Monday but did not elaborate
on the suspected target or who
fired them.
AFP
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ouse Democrats are facing
yet another attempt by
H
President Donald Trump to
stonewall their investigations,
this time with former White
House counsel Donald
McGahn defying a subpoena
for his testimony on orders
from the White House.
A lawyer for McGahn said
he would follow the president’s
directive and skip Tuesday’s
House Judiciary hearing, leaving the Democrats without yet
another witness — and a growing debate within the party
about how to respond.

“This
ruling
was
announced on May 21... and
will be effectively immediately,” the commission’s chair Arief
Budiman said in a live
streamed announcement that
was broadcast on major media.
Widodo, 57, had been
widely predicted to win according to unofficial results.
His challenger Subianto,
67, has vowed to challenge
any victory for Widodo, alleging widespread voter fraud,
and warned that it could spark
street protests across the world’s
biggest Muslim majority
nation.

lawmakers amended
on Tuesday the penal code
Sto erbian
introduce a life sentence
without parole, despite concerns voiced by the Council of
Europe. Until now, the maximum sentence in Serbia, which
seeks to join the European
Union, was 40 years in prison.
According to the new law,
those sentenced to life imprisonment will be able to ask a tribunal to review their sentence
once they have spent 27 years
behind bars. But those convicted of rape followed by
murder, or serious crimes
against children or pregnant
women, will not have that
option.

L ondon:
The
British
Government on Tuesday debated tweaking its proposed
European Union divorce terms
in a last-ditch attempt to get
Parliament’s backing for Prime
Minister Theresa May’s deal
with the bloc.
The Cabinet met to work
out details of what May has
called a “bold offer” to win support for her Brexit agreement.
But divided Ministers looked
unlikely to support the kind of
sweeping alterations that could
change lawmakers’ minds on a
divorce deal that has been
rejected three times by
Parliament.

Britain was due to leave the
EU on March 29, but the bloc
extended the deadline until
October 31 amid the political
impasse. Talks on securing a
compromise between May’s
Conservatives and the opposition Labour Party broke down
last week. May says she will try
again in early June by asking
lawmakers to vote on a withdrawal agreement bill implementing the departure terms.
The bill is likely to include
promises on issues such as
workers’ rights and environmental protections that are
priorities for the left-of-center
Labour Party.
AP
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oday, we face a wide range of
challenges, such as controlling
pollution, understanding global
warming, disaster mitigation, trafficsafety, low-cost healthcare, energy and
food scarcity, to name a few. All these
challenges cross the boundaries of any
one discipline. Experts from different
domains must work together to provide
practical solutions to these problems.
In a nutshell, all these problems are
interdisciplinary.
Education in India is presently
going through interesting times and
also facing some hard questions regarding its relevance in the current scenario.
It has emerged that, of the 15 million
graduates entering the market each year,
about 75 per cent lack the basic softskills and technical know-how to execute even the core tasks of their job profiles. A McKinsey report indicates that
only 25 per cent of Indian engineers are
actually employable and the numbers
can further fall down to less than 20
percent if the condition doesn’t improve
on time. What should be done to
address the problem? Can interdisciplinary education address part of the
problem by equipping our students with
skills to understand and solve realworld problems? Can an interdisciplinary research mindset nudge our students towards creative problem solving?
The words ‘multidisciplinary’,
‘interdisciplinary’ and ‘trans-disciplinary’ are used a lot. In a multidisciplinary approach, each discipline contributes a piece of the jigsaw and it is

actually an addition of parts.
Interdisciplinary approach, on the
other hand, integrates domain knowledge of different fields, different ways
of working and different methods of
problem solving. So, it has a multiplicative effect. Trans-disciplinary work
permeates through several disciplines
in a manner such that the whole is
greater than the sum of the parts.

C78=:8=638554A4=C;H

The foundation of interdisciplinary
education is based on the core idea of
the constructive paradigm. It suggests
that students can create their own
understanding and knowledge of the
world by integrating new experiences
with alternate ideas through theoretical exploration and practical exposure.
However, interdisciplinary education is
much more than that. It enables us to
learn how to think in a way that is different from the way we are used to
thinking in our own field. It empowers us to break silos.
Towards this goal of thinking differently, our educational institutes
should provide an enabling platform
where students can develop their interdisciplinary skills along with their regular study programmes. For this to happen, the educators first need to get out
of their silos. Class projects should be
floated with students and supervisors
from different disciplines. Experts from
different walks of life should regularly
interact with students to broaden their
thought processes and the ability to

assimilate new ideas. The whole college campus should be transformed into
a tinkering-lab of ideas from various
domains. This enabling environment
should also teach our students to work
in teams in a coherent fashion and
respect alternate view-points.
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From the perspective of education,
there can be many different degrees of
inter-disciplinarity. We can have interdisciplinarity associated with classactivities and projects, for example, a
class-project that requires students to
build a mobile-phone based app to
monitor and control soil-moisture
remotely. Students from different disciplines/departments can work on such
projects. At the next level of granularity, the courses can be interdisciplinary,
for example, a course on Algorithms in
Computational Biology. And finally, we
can have entire programmes that are
interdisciplinary, for example, BTech in
Computer Science and Social Sciences.
From the perspective of research,
there can also be many different degrees
of inter-disciplinarity. An expert in
computer science may collaborate with
an expert in social sciences to solve a
problem related to social-media analytics. Collaborations can happen
between two areas of specialisation, for
example, an expert in liquid crystals can
work with a material scientist within the
domain of applied physics to develop
new types of sensors. Different
domains can fuse together to generate
new research areas, for example computational biology (which is itself interdisciplinary) has merged with gastronomical science to produce the interesting area of computational gastronomy. As we go ahead with the notion
of interdisciplinary education and
research, we should be conscious about
these different degrees of inter-disciplinarity and use them appropriately.
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Building connections amongst disparate concepts are crucial learning elements provided in the framework of
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fter the successful completion of
the second session of JEE Main
A
2019 conducted by NTA in the
month of April, many aspirants are
eying to clear the JEE Advanced
2019 scheduled to be conducted on
May 27, 2019. With NTA’s decision
to conduct the Main exam twice a
year has provided many students
with a second opportunity to
enhance their performance. The
best of the two scores will be considered to mark the rankings for getting shortlisted for the JEE
Advanced. Around 2,24,000 students
will be declared eligible to appear in
JEE Advanced examination.
Students eagerly awaiting good
score and ranking in the JEE Main
exam are simultaneously getting
ready to face the final JEE Advanced
test. Organised by IIT Roorkee,
both the papers — Paper I and Paper
II will be conducted in computerbased mode and it is mandatory to
appear in both. There are no changes
in the pattern of the exam, the time
duration allotted to each paper
remains three hours with objective
type questions from Physics,
Chemistry and Mathematics with
equal weightage. As in past, various
types of questions are possible to be
asked such as single/multi correct
out of four given choices, Numerical

Type with single digit/Decimal Type
Answers, passage based questions
having four choices with one or
more correct, Matrix-Match/MatrixList Type. It is thus advised to practise as many online mock tests/past
papers as possible. In the era of cutthroat competition to get through
the IIT’s, preparation strategies play
a major role in the road to success.
The following tips will help students
prepare well for the JEE Advanced
2019:
QKeep your Focus right: As just
a week is left for the exam, you have
to keep your focus intact. Stick to
your plan and strategy because a new
strategy may give worst results.
QConcept wise study: Go for
concepts wise studies. This will

help in fast learning.
QDon’t start a fresh topic:
Don’t start a fresh topic. Try to
strong the topics and sections which
are already been studied by you.
QCreate a bunch of flash cards:
For all the important formulas and
topics, try to make flash card as it
will help in memorizing it quickly
and easily.
QSolve mock tests: Attempting
the mock test will help to know your
preparation level. Not only this, the
students will get familiar with the
computer-based test. Mock test is the
replica of the actual exam; it will also
help them to learn time management.
QStay positive: Take right
amount of pressure. Don’t let nega-

tive vibes affect your preparation
level.
QDo’s:
QArrive early at the examination
centre
QKeep your admit card with you
QListen to the instructions given
in the examination hall carefully
QDo check for your name, photograph and your roll number in
front of the computer system
assigned to you.
QRead all the questions carefully
QClear your doubts if any
QDo remember to collect your
admit card once the exam is over.
QDon’ts:
QDo not indulge in any unfair
practice in the exam hall
QDo not hurry while answering
the questions
QDo not disturb other candidates
QDon’t answer in a hurry. On
the other hand, don’t waste time also
QDon’t spare more than the
required amount of time on an
answer
QDon’t answer questions simply
as you could lose marks if you
answer negatively marked questions.
CWTfaXcTaXb3XaTRc^a588C944
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he seven-day District Basketball
ticipating in this single level exam- TChampionship held at DPS
he Institute of Company
ination that aims at promoting rea- Rajnagar Extension ended on a victoSecretaries of India (ICSI)
T
soning skills and creating aware- rious note. Girls from SG Public School
signed an MoU with Science
Olympiad Foundation (SOF) at the
ICSI Head Office, New Delhi for
holding the International
Commerce Olympiad (ICO) for
the students of Class XI and Class
XII, in schools across India, Dubai,
Nepal, Singapore and Qatar.
The ICO, which was earlier
known as the CS Olympiad
(ICSO), was first conducted by
ICSI on September 15, 2016 &
October 4, 2016, in the academic
year 2016-2017 in association with
the SOF. Thousands of schools
since then have been actively par-

ness about the CS course and
profession among the student
community across the globe.
President ICSI, CS Ranjeet
Pandey and Officiating Secretary
ICSI, CS Ashok Kumar Dixit
signed the MoU on behalf of ICSI,
whereas SOF Founder Director,
Mahabir Singh and Rajan Marwah
were signatories from the SOF.
ICSI Central Council
Members CS Nagendra D Rao and
CS B Narasimhan were also present during the MoU signing ceremony.

brought accolades for the school by
winning the girls championship whereas in the boys competition New Era
School won.
A team of 14 best players was
selected for the State Level Basketball
Championship. Asha Sharma, the
Mayor of Ghaziabad also graced the
event to encourage and uplift the
determination of the participants. The
Mayor was also felicitated as an emblem
of gratitude by the Principal of DPS
Rajnagar Extension, Pallavi Upadhyay
on behalf of the populace of the school
and the District Basketball Association.

interdisciplinary education. Here are
some other benefits of interdisciplinary
education:
QStudents are more likely to pursue interdisciplinary topics that are
interesting to them, especially if they are
rooted in real-world problems.
Consequently, the learning has more
meaning, coupled with a real purpose,
and is likely to stay with the student for
a lifetime.
QStudents learn to consolidate
knowledge after synthesising ideas
from different perspectives. This further develops critical thinking, unstructured problem solving and research
abilities of the students and pushes them
to think beyond boundaries. They
appreciate the notion of similarity and
differences by considering contrasting
viewpoints from various subject areas.
QEven in the slowdown phase of a
particular industry, future engineers
with a degree in interdisciplinary studies will have an edge to nimbly switch
to another sector.
QAn interdisciplinary education
can nudge students towards taking up
entrepreneurial ventures.
QIt will teach our students to
remain relevant in this ever-morphing
world, where the expectations from
engineers will undoubtedly change
completely in the next decade or so.
Interdisciplinary education
strengthens the cognitive abilities of students. The students learn to cross
mental borders, respect other people’s
points of view and communicate their
own ideas to people from other
domains. They further develop the
capacity to question assumptions, think
in creative and innovative ways, and
solve unstructured problems.
Development of these important softskills are a direct consequence of interdisciplinary education.
It is the joint responsibility of the
educational system and the studentbody to become aware of our rapidly
changing world and to take appropriate action from the perspective of interdisciplinary education.
CWTfaXcTaXb3XaTRc^a888C3T[WX

Apeejay Institute of Mass
Communication (AIMC)
invites applications for its various post-graduate diploma
programmes.
The programmes in clude
Digital Media & Online
Journalism , Corporate
Communication & Event
Management, Advertising &
Marketing Communication,
Television and Radio
Journalism/Production ,
Business
&
Financial
Journalism.
Duration: One year
Eligibility: Graduation
from any recognised university. Those waiting for the final
year result can also apply.
How to apply: Log on to
www.apeejay.edu/aimc.
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Cradle Institute of
Paramedical Sciences invites
applications for full time certificate course in Medical Lab
Technology.
The programme aims to
provide efficient and balanced
training in laboratory medicine.
This course offers challenging
career in a hospital, minor
emergency centers, private laboratory, blood donor centers,
doctor's office or clinics.
Eligibility: Minimum qualification for securing admission
to certificate programme is
Class XII passed from any
recognised Board.
Duration: One year
How to apply: Log on to
www.manavrachna.edu.in.
Last date to apply: June 12,
2019.
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Delhi Paramedical and
management Institute (DPMI)
invites applications for its full
time programme in Diploma in
Front Office Operations (DFO),
Food & Beverage (DFB), and
House Keeping (DHK).
This course provides syllabus that combines theory
and practice of Hotel Industry.
Duration: One year
Eligibility: Candidates who
have recently passed Class XII
from any recognised board
can enrol in this course.

How to apply: The
application forms may be
obtained from admission office
of Delhi Paramedical and
Management Institute, New
Ashok Nagar, Delhi.
Last date to apply: May 28,
2019.
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International Institute of
Health Management Research
Delhi invites applications for
admission to its PGDHM programme.
Eligibility: Bachelor’s
degree in any discipline with a
minimum of 50 per cent marks
in the aggregate. Should have
taken any one of the management aptitude test like
CAT/MAT/XAT/ATMA/GMA
T/CMAT. Candidates appearing at the final year examination of the bachelor’s degree or
waiting for the results of their
final year degree examinations
in 2019 may also apply.
Last date to apply: June 30,
2019.
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The Indian Institute of Art
and Design (IIAD) in collaboration with Kingston School of
Art, London invites applications for admission to its
undergraduate programmes in
Fashion Design, Fashion
Business
Management,
Communication Design and
Interior Architecture & Design
and for postgraduate programmes in Fashion Design
and Fashion Business
Management.
Eligibility: For UG programmes is Class XII in any
stream. For PG programmes
graduation is mandatory from
any recognised university or
institute.
Last date to apply: May 31,
2019.
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rmoured with world class infraA
structure and reinforced with
eminent faculty, the Jaypee

Universities have created a niche for
themselves in revolutionising the
field of technical education.
Located in Himachal Pradesh
(Jaypee University of Information
Technology, JUIT), Madhya Pradesh
(Jaypee University of Engineering and
Technology, JUET) and Uttar
Pradesh (Jaypee University,
Anoopshahr, JUA), the universities
offer undergraduate, postgraduate
and doctoral programs in major
branches of engineering, creating
technocrats who are excelling in different spheres of life.
Talking about increasing the
Universities’ reach to a larger number of students, VC of Jaypee
University Prof SC Saxena said: “In
addition to increased professional
counseling of outgoing class XII students in schools, in the first phase of
five years starting June 2019, special
incentives
for
wards
of
Defence/Paramilitary forces are being
offered. There will be a reservation
of 10 per cent seats for admission in
all BTech programmes offered in
JUIT, JUET and JUA and special academic fee concession will also be
offered.” He further added that education is the most important tool for
transformation and empowerment as
identified by the founder of
Jaiprakash Sewa Sansthan (JSS),
Jaiprakash Gaur, who always emphasised that imparting quality education
is the best service to the society. The
special discount offer is dedicated to
further the above cause.
The VC attributes the high ranking of the Jaypee Institutions to the
Universities’ key infrastructure and
resources including well qualified and
experienced faculty, fully equipped
labs, well stocked library, separate
hostels for boys and girls, good quality food, fully networked campus,
facilities for games and associated
utilities for student's comfort and
providing excellent environment for
teaching learning process. “Balanced
faculty focus between cutting edge
results and class room teaching has
paved the way for imparting high
quality education. Our faculty is
encouraged to undertake research
and have their papers published in
highly indexed and cited international journals. It is important to note
that to offer quality education, all
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Jaypee Universities have teacher student ratio much better than the
AICTE norms of 1:20,” adds Saxena.
The Jaypee Universities have
also made sure to open doors to global exposure for its students by way of
exchange programmes and memorandum of understanding (MoUs)
with international universities. The
Universities also organise international conferences, talks, national
workshops with delegates from
around the world. Prof Carsten
Mueller of Germany is a visiting faculty at the Guna University. Over the
years, Jaypee Institutions have built
a strong network with leading companies for recruiting their engineering graduates. Saxena informs that
the Placement Cell of the Universities

located at the Jaypee Institute of
Information Technology (JIIT)
Noida, centrally handles campus
placement of the graduating students
of all the campuses. “Some of the
prominent companies visiting Jaypee
Universities are Adobe, Microsoft,
Amazon Web Service, SAP Labs,
Deloitte, Morgan Stanley, Ola Cab,
Gemalto, FICO, XL Caltin, Samsung
R&D, ST Microelectronics, Grofers,
The Smart Cube, Ericsson,
Cognizent, Infosys, Wipro, HCL
Technologies, among many others.”
He claimed that the placement percentage of eligible students touches
up to 100 per cent. “In 2018, the maximum package received by students
was C39.12 lakh and the average and
the highest packages have seen an
upward trend in the last three years,”
he said.
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hile most graduates are concerned that almost all industries
are drying up when it comes to
jobs, there’s one sector that is still booming and will continue to do so in the years
to come. As our country’s economy
improves, people are starting to invest
more in tourism which in turn is boosting the hospitality industry. There are
more hotels than ever, flights are overbooked and the current technology is
helping the cause. The demand for professionals is at an all-time high and you
can easily secure your dream job right
after you pass out.
Here is a list of the jobs you can bag
as a fresher right after completing your
hospitality degree.
Event Manager: This is probably the
most widely available post now. You can
be a part of small startups, grab a job in
a top firm or start your own independent
venture. Be it a corporate event like
launching a product or announcing an
idea, or any personal event like marriages
or birthday parties, the demand for event
managers are shooting up. A hospitality
degree from the right institute will give
you the best possible start and you can
earn without limits in the right job.
You will be responsible for planning
and managing an entire event. With frequent promotions, the role will increasingly become managerial and you will
have to handle a team. This profile is not
restricted to any particular sector as
almost all industries have the requirement
for an event planner now.
Flight attendant or cabin crew: The
aviation industry is the most common
choice right after you complete your air
hostess training. Not that you can’t land
any other job in the hospitality sector with
your degree but being a cabin crew is
probably one of the most satisfying. Your
pay scale is much higher as compared to
any other profiles, it involves extensive
travelling and no desks, and your hospitality skills are the only ones you will ever
need to rise up the corporate hierarchy.
The salary of an airhostess is higher
than a cabin crew. The main responsibility of both is to attend to the need of passengers during the flight and guide them
through emergencies if the need arises.
You can work with both domestic and
international airlines and the only thing
that changes are the type of passengers you
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rtificial Intelligence (AI)
has touched every industry including education
where it is changing the way students, teachers and administrators are moving forward.
The developments taking
place in the technology called
artificial intelligence are spreading across the globe on an
unprecedented and unforeseen
scale. As per the AI Market in the
US Education Sector report, the
AI market in the US education
sector is expected to grow at a
CAGR of 47% from 2018 until
2022. Of the numerous ways
artificial intelligence will change
the education sector, we’ve outlined 10 ways below.
Enhanced teacher-AI collaboration: Physical, human
teachers see certain limitations
like there is no scalable way for
students to participate with teachers. This leads to gaps between
the lessons teachers submit to
their administrators and the principles students understand. With
better use of AI (as well as VR and
other technologies), participation can become more scalable to
allow engagement between classes of all sizes and teachers who

8

have more time to focus on making their subjects as fun and interesting as they are engaging for
their pupils.
Individualised learning:
Since learning styles differ from
child to child, personalised learning can assist those children who
face challenges learning (children
with ADHD, autism or dyslexia).
While it’s not manually possible
for a teacher to cater to every
child’s ability in a class of 30 students, AI can. It can help kids
experiment to find which is the
best way they can learn new skills.
Making education accessible to all: AI-enabled tools make
classrooms available to all despite
language, location or physical
impairment. This helps such students in pursuing education who
might not be able to undertake
education otherwise for variety of
reasons. How? Think about a student who can take classes virtually because they’ve been in the
hospital for eight weeks.
Automating admin job: A
teacher spends hours weekly —
even daily — in assigning and
assessing homework and tests.
With the help of AI, this task
could be done faster and easier for
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teachers, who often take their
students assignments home to
grade them. This allows more
time to teachers to invest in each
student or other activities that
engage the classroom.
Automated
grading:
Grading can be a difficult, and
sometimes burdening, process for
teachers. Instead, AI-based computer programs can replicate a
teacher’s behaviour to assign
grades to students’ tests. This
standardizes assessing every

c^PSeP]RTh^daRaTPcXeXch\T\^ahP]S
_a^Q[T\b^[eX]VPQX[XcXTb8cfX[[QTVaTPcXU
h^dR^d[STg_P]Sh^daaP]VT^Uc^^[bc^VTc
PR^\_TcXcXeTTSVTP]S[TeTaPVTUd[[_^cT]cXP[
^Uh^daQaPX]F^d[Sh^dbcX[[QT[X\XcX]V
h^dabT[Uc^R^]eT]cX^]P[fPhb.0_^fTaUd[
VaP_WXR_a^RTbb_a^eXSTbcWTPQb^[dcTc^^[b
c^d][^RZcWTSh]P\XR_^cT]cXP[^UcWTQaPX]
C^_dcXcbX\_[hcWXbcTRW]X`dTTgcaPRcb
XSTPbUa^\h^daWTPSc^eXbdP[[haT_aTbT]c^a
^dc[X]TX]U^a\PcX^]8ccaP]b[PcTbfWPcXbX]
h^da\X]SX]c^PWXVW[h^aVP]XbTSeXbdP[
_XRcdaT
CWPcXb\X]S\P__X]V) >]RTh^dbcPac
cWT_^bbXQX[XcXTbbTT\P[\^bcT]S[Tbb1h
bcPacX]V^dcfXcWcWTQPbXR`dTbcX^]bfW^

child’s knowledge and keeps the
teacher available to do other
more pressing work. Thereafter,
feedback on performance and the
plan.
Virtual teachers: Although
it’s happening slowly, some universities are introducing virtual
teachers and faculty who are
useful in helping students who
may not be available in classrooms all the time.
Chat campus: International
universities are using AI to design
systems that could help students
on the campus in various ways.
The AI-enabled program or a
chatbot called chat campus would
be answering questions about the
campus. For example, where will
the next class take place or what
are the details on the next assignment? These free up time from
both teachers as well as administrators to do more pressing
tasks.
Adaptive learning: This is
assumed to be one of the most
crucial areas where AI could be
beneficial, Schools could be
enabled to keep track of the
progress of each student and
make alterations in the course
and update the teacher about the

Lakshaya Bharti Institute
of International Hotel
Management, Delhi, has
introduced a unique scholarship scheme Atithya Shree for
students taking admissions in
the institute. The scholarship
scheme is divided into three
categories under which a student can get concession in
annual fee between 10 per cent
and 30 per cent.
Those students got 60 to
70 per cent mark in Class XII,
will get 10 per cent concession
in annual fees. Those students
who qualify Class XII with
marks between 71 to 80 percent, will get 20 per cent concession in annual fees.
Similarly, those who have
scored more than 80 per cent
in their intermediate, get 30
per cent concession in annual
fees.
The important thing is
under this scholarship is a special concession for the girl
tudents of every category will
get a 10 per cent concession in
fee. Those students who have
qualified Class XII in this year
are eligible for this scholarship.
To fill this scholarship
form and any other queries
related to scholarship please
visit www.lbiihm.com.
Application deadline: Last
date to fill the application form
is 13 July 2019.
The University of

Sheffield, UK is
pleased to offer the India
Postgraduate Taught
Scholarship 2019 to Indian
students joining the university
to study a taught masters programme in September 2019.
Thescholarship 2019 is worth
10% of their tuition fee.
No additional scholarship
application is required, if you
meet the eligibility and award
criteria below the scholarship
will be applied as a tuition fee
discount. Students must accept
their offer from the University
of Sheffield before 16:00 (UK
time) on June 14, 2019 to
receive this award.
Eligibility: To be eligible
for the scholarship, applicants
must be a national of or permanently domiciled in India
Students’ taught master’s
programme must be scheduled
to commence at the university
in September 2019. Subject to
meeting the eligibility and
award criteria the scholarship
2019 will be awarded automatically. Students must be selffunded and classified as overseas for tuition fee purposes.
If you are studying a twoyear Masters programme the
scholarship will be available in
the second year of your studies
subject to successful completion of year 1.
The scholarship is not
applicable to any years in
industry or study abroad years
that are compulsory or optional elements of your course.
For more informationhttps://www.sheffield.ac.uk/inter
national/enquiry/money/pgtinternational.
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challenges that every student
faces.
Better institutional management: With a growing number of schools across the globe,
there is an increasing interest in
school management platforms
for educational administrators.
AI helps create such platforms
which can assist institutions
with recruitment, student information and fee collection.
Safety and security: With
the help of AI, spotting patterns
in a student’s behaviour or conduct to gauge violence in the
school is made easy. Students
who are consistently violent
towards others can be handled
with more humanity, but can
also be better tracked to ensure
their pattern of violence is
stopped.
AI can overall improve the
system for students, teachers
and administrators. Though certainly, there should be consideration into the execution of
these systems of AI, their development and utilisation can add
value to institutions of education
worldwide.
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have to deal with.
Travel Assistant or Manager: While
travel assistant will be the most available
post on offer, but you can also land managerial posts if you can show a top institute like Doyens Fly. The latter will come
with a better package, more responsibilities and less to frequent travelling.
Your task will involve direct interaction with the customers. You will have
to prepare itineraries, take care of travel and staying bookings, notify customers about the date and time and so
on. There will be times when people will
contact you just to inquire about travel
arrangements about the place they want
to visit. So, part of your job profile will
also include gaining knowledge about
various places.
Hotel Frontend Staff: You can either
apply for a hotel clerk or something like
a bellhop. You can also secure trainee or
assistant positions if your degree is from
an accredited institute. Salaries start at a
decent amount of mid-six-figures and
shoot up to almost 3 times when you
become a manager.
Responsibilities will include attending to the hotel’s guests, taking care of the
reservations, informing customers about
the hotel’s facilities and much more. You
may sit at the reception, take care of the
restaurant section or any other special
facility the hotel may have. One degree is
the ticket for any job profile and the hotel
industry is the perfect one for fast growth.
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igh quality rivals competing in
a Round Robin format has
made the upcoming World
Cup the "most challenging" for India
skipper Virat Kohli, who says maintaining intensity from the first ball will
be key to his side's fortunes in the
showpiece event, starting May 30.
Kohli, who has competed in two
World Cups before, said they do not
have much breathing space because
they have four tough games upfront
and in a way it should help them.
For the first time since the 1992
edition, all teams will play each other
once to decide the semifinalists.
After opening their campaign South
Africa on June 5, India will take on
Australia (June 9), New Zealand
(June 13) and Pakistan (June 16).
"Personally, it will probably be the
most challenging World Cup I have
been part of because of the format and
also the strength of all the teams. If
you look at Afghanistan from 2015 to
now, they are a completely different
side," said Kohli at the pre-departure
press conference in Mumbai on
Tuesday.
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ot overtly worried about
Kuldep Yadav's lack of form
during the IPL, skipper Virat
Kohli on Tuesday said the
Chinaman bowler and Yuzvendra
Chahal are "pillars" of India's
bowling attack, going into the
World Cup.
Kuldeep was dropped from
the Kolkata Knight Riders team
during last month's Indian
Premier League (IPL) because of
poor form but Kohli felt it was a
good reality check for the 24-yearold.
"In hindsight, if you look at it,
someone like Kuldeep who has
had so much success, it is important to see a period where things
don't go your way. We are glad
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\^]cWb8]SXP]?aT\XTa
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fPbPV^^SaTP[XchRWTRZ
U^acWT!#hTPa^[S
that it happened in the IPL rather
than during the World Cup,"
Kohli said, firmly backing the
spinner.
"So he had time to reflect and
correct things and come into
World Cup even stronger. We
know the kind of skill set he possesses alongside (Yuzvendra)
Chahal. They are two pillars of our
bowling line up," Kohli said at the

World Cup pre-departure press
conference here.
Apart from the two wrist
spinners, the pace trio of Jasprit
Bumrah, Mohammed Shami and
Bhuvneshwar Kumar makes it
probably India's best ever attack
going into a World Cup.
Kohli also did not seem worried about all-rounder Kedar
Jadhav, who too missed the latter
half of IPL after hurting his shoulder.
"Kedar also, we understand
the kind of pitches they got playing at home. We are not worried
about him. He was looking in
good space. Yes he did not get
runs but Twenty20 is such a format in which you don't get runs
and it can go on like that for a few
games."

"Any team can upset anyone.
That is one thing we have in mind.
Focus will be on to play the best cricket that we can. You have to play to the
best of your potential in every game
because it is not a group stage situation."
"Playing everyone once is great
for all the teams in my view. It is going
to be a different challenge and every
team will have to adapt quickly to,"
added Kohli.
Talking about his side's first four
games, Kohli said, "That sets the tone
nicely for us. Everyone will have to be
at their best and maintain intensity
from the first match onwards. You
don't have any room for complacency and that is why it is the World Cup
and the most important tournament.
"We expect that kind of pressure
from the first second we step on the
field. We are not going to let ourselves
think that 'first week onwards we will
get into it'. You have to arrive on the
day match ready with hundred percent match intensity and start building from there. This is the challenge."
The recent series between
Pakistan and England saw 300-plus
scores being the norm but Kohli said
things could change in the quadrennial tournament.
"As I said the pitches are going to
be very good. It is summer and the
conditions are going to be nice. We
expect high scoring games but a bilateral series can't be compared to a
Word Cup, it is very different.
"So we might also see 260-270
kind of games and teams defending
it because of the pressure factor. We
expect all kinds of scenarios in the
World Cup."
More than the conditions, his
team will have to come out on top in
high-pressure situations, said the
skipper.
"It is always good to go to any
place in advance. It does (help) getting rid of the nerves you might have
as a side going into the World Cup.
White ball cricket in England, playing an ICC event, the conditions are
not that difficult compared to Tests.
Handling the most pressure is the
most important thing in World Cup
and not necessarily the conditions."
Kohli said his highly-rated bowling line-up is ready for the challenge.
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ahendra Singh Dhoni will
have a massive role in India's
bid to regain the World Cup,
coach Ravi Shastri said on Tuesday,
harping on the veteran's ability to
influence the game's little
moments.
"Massive as it has always been,"
Shastri told reporters when asked
what he thinks would be Dhoni's
role in the ICC's upcoming showpiece.
"He is right there, his communication has been fantastic. As a
keeper, he has shown over the years
that no one is better than him in
this format, not just in taking
catches, inflicting those run-outs
or stumping, these are little
moments in the game which can
change it on the head and there
was no one better than him," he
said.
Dhoni, who will be playing in
his fourth World Cup, amassed 416
runs at an average of 83.2 in the last
IPL and led Chennai Super Kings
to the final, and Shastri said he was
impressed with his footwork during the league.
"It is great to see the way he
was moving in the IPL especially
when he was batting, the footwork,
the power with which he was hitting the shots, he will be a big player in this World Cup," Shastri said
at the team's pre-departure press
conference.
Shastri said it would be the
most challenging World Cup considering the quality of the opposition teams and the change in format.

"It will be very challenging. If
you look at 2015 and 2019 now, the
gap has become closer between the
teams. You see what Afghanistan,
Bangladesh were in 2015 and what
they are now, so it is a strong competition. West Indies, on paper, is
as strong as any other team," he
said.
The pitches in England have
become flatter over the years with
the recent ODI series, involving the
hosts and Pakistan, witnessing
scores over 350 runs almost regularly.
The former skipper said India
will have to be flexible since overcast conditions can change things
at the Old Blighty.
"I think our mantra will be to
be flexible according to the conditions because this is one country
in the world where the pitches may
be flat but if there is overcast condition then you have to be up for
it," he said.
"In no other country, overcast
conditions matter so much but in
England they do, London might
not make that difference but if you
go up north and it does get overcast then you will see things happen, so we have to be ready for that
and prepare to be flexible."
Talking about the bowling
attack, the coach said: "This is an
experienced unit. They have been
together for the last 4-5 years, they
have bowled as a unit together, they
accomplished what they set out to
do in Tests and the endeavour will
be the same here as well, to complement each other and keep the
pressure right through the 50
overs."
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ofra Archer's late bid for an World Cup place
was rewarded when the Sussex fast bowler was
Jnamed
in hosts England's 15-man squad for the
tournament announced on Tuesday.
Barbados-born Archer only became qualified for England in March and has played just
three one-day internationals.
He edged out left-arm quick David Willey,
a veteran of 46 ODIs, after both pacemen featured during England's 4-0 series win at home
to Pakistan which concluded Sunday.
There was no place also in a squad, again
captained by Eoin Morgan, for back-up spinner
and batsman Joe Denly, with slow left-armer
Liam Dawson recalled as cover for Adil Rashid,
who is nursing a shoulder problem.
Both Denly and Willey were named in
England's provisional squad, as was opener Alex
Hales.
James Vince came in after England decided against selecting Hales following the
Nottinghamshire batsman's ban for recreation-

al drug use.
Even though Willey offered a different angle
of attack as the only left-arm quick in contention,
Archer's ability to bowl at 90 mph — and his
variety of slower balls — has seen him get the
nod.
England squad: Eoin Morgan (capt), Moeen Ali,
Jofra Archer, Jonny Bairstow, Jos Buttler (wkt),
Tom Curran, Liam Dawson, Liam Plunkett, Adil
Rashid, Joe Root, Jason Roy, Ben Stokes, James
Vince, Chris Woakes, Mark Wood.
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dam Zampa believes his attacking leg-spin
and Nathan Lyon's precise off-spin can play
A
a huge role as Australia look to defend their title
at the ICC World Cup.
Zampa and Lyon shared 12 wickets between
them in the five-match ODI series win over
Pakistan in the United Arab Emirates.
"I think it was a few months ago where we
actually spoke to each other and said, 'I reckon
we can play a huge role coming up in the World
Cup together so let's do everything we can to make
sure we're both there'," Zampa told reporters.
"We play two different roles. (Lyon) is so accurate, a beautiful off-spinner, bowls to his field really well and bowls really tight. That means I can
attack from the other end."
Zampa, who has played in English conditions
following a spell at Essex last summer, said communication is the key to their success.
"We've communicated really well over the last
few months. We speak a lot in the nets, we speak
a lot in the field, just about whatever - anything

— spin bowling, field settings or how the ball's
going to come out. Just anything," he said.
"I think it's going to play a huge role for us
sometime throughout the World Cup. I don't
know if it will be every game but I definitely see
us playing a huge role together."
Zampa reckons taking wickets in the middle
over will be key and said skipper Aaron Finch has
backed them to go for wickets.

in the team. He understands the
game so well and has experience
of leading India in two WC
wins. His experience will be vital
for captain and coach and he
can be their trump card," Abbas
said.
"Also, it is the first WC
under Virat Kohli's captaincy
and he would be eager to prove
his mettle as a captain," he felt.
Abbas also said the pitches
in England will suit strong
Indian batting line-up where
400 or 450 runs in an innings
could be a possibility.
"We have seen that in the
recently-concluded PakisanEngland series, that over 300
runs were scored and chased.
Now in World Cup, 450 runs
could be a possibility as there is
no grass on the wickets and
bowlers will get little help from
the conditions," said the stylish
batsman who was called Asian
Bradman during his playing

rain" of his cricket team,
Mahendra Singh Dhoni will
be India's trump card at the
World Cup because of his vast
experience, reckons former
Pakistan skipper Zaheer Abbas.
India grabbed the Twenty20
World Cup under Dhoni's leadership in 2007 apart from winning the ODI World Cup in
2011. The team also won the
Asia Cup twice (2010 and 2016)
under Dhoni and the
Champions Trophy in 2013.
His lightening skills behind
the stumps are still intact but his
image of world' best finisher
took a hit, recently.
However, Abbas said at a
big event like World Cup,
Dhoni's experience will count a
lot.
"India has a genius called
Mahendra Singh Dhoni in the
team. He is the brain of cricket
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days.
"In such scenario, India
will benefit as they have one of
the strongest batting line ups.
English wickets are now batsmen's paradise," he said.
When asked about Pakistan
team which has seen some last
moment changes in the final
squad, Abbas said that this is the
"best possible combination".
"They should now forget
the loss against England and
focus on World Cup. They
must improve their fielding ,"
said the veteran.
Pakistan could not win a
single WC match against India
so far. Can the team break this
jinx this time?
"Record is with India but
Pakistan can beat any team on
their day . It will depend on
who handles the pressure well.
It will be the match of the tournament for sure, no matter
who wins."
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ofra Archer marked his callup to England's World Cup
Jsquad
on Tuesday by setting his
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sights on taking the prized
wicket of India captain Virat
Kohli.
The 24-year-old, whose
father is English, has already
faced many of the world's leading cricketers while playing for
the Rajasthan Royals in the IPL.
And the Sussex quick had
no problems in naming some of
the best batsmen in the game as
his World Cup targets.
"I'd quite like to get Virat
Kohli out because I wasn't able
to in the IPL," Archer told Sky
Sports. "Chris Gayle as well,"
added Archer, mentioning the
big-hitting West Indies batsman.
And for all his lack of
England experience, Archer
believes the time he has spent in
the IPL has been good preparation for the pressure of a World
Cup.
"I think I probably have a

akistan fast bowler Wahab
Riaz on Tuesday attributed
his inclusion in the World Cup
squad, despite not being a part
of the ODI squad in the last
couple of years, to his experience of playing Test cricket in
England.
Wahab, 33, said it is a
dream come true to get a chance
to play his third successive
World Cup.
"It is a responsibility now
because I have been recalled
because of my experience. I have
not played too many ODIs in
England but playing in Test
matches there has helped me a
lot and I know the conditions
and pitches well now," Wahab
told the reporters in Lahore.
Wahab and another experienced
left-arm
pacer
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bigger advantage over some of
the other guys in our team," he
said.
"We play (these guys) twice
a (season) in the IPL, so you
know their weaknesses, you
know their strengths, you know
if they can't run between the
wickets... it gets you an extra bit
of inside information."
He added: "To be honest, I
think international cricket is
probably the same intensity as
the IPL. I think the only thing
that changes is the amount of
overs.”

Muhammad Amir won unexpected call to the national team
for the World Cup after
Pakistan's poor performance
in the one-day series against
England recently.
"I am confident that I can
live up to the expectations and
do the job given to me. I have

become a mentally and physically stronger bowler now after
playing a lot of domestic cricket and I hope that my team can
benefit from my experience in
the mega-event," he said.
While Amir was with the
team in England, though he did
not play, Wahab was not even
named in the provisional squad
of 23 players for the tournament.
Wahab said he was looking
forward to the World Cup as the
pitches were expected to be dry
in England and that would help
him reverse swing the ball.
He felt Pakistan were whitewashed in the recent ODI series
against England because of
poor fielding.
"Fielders need to support
their bowlers especially on
pitches where conditions favour
the batsmen."
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ix-time world champion Mary Kom made
a successful return to 51kg category by overwhelming her opponent Mala Rai of Nepal
to reach the semifinals and be assured of a medal
as Indians continued to dominate the India
Open boxing tournament here on Tuesday.
Walking into the ring to the loud cheers of
a packed crowd at the Karmabir Nabin Chandra
Bordoloi Indoor Stadium here, the London
Olympic Bronze medallist wasted little time in
her 5-0 win.
Such was the aura of the 'Magnificent' Mary
that even her opponent showed no regret in the
loss as she was seen sporting a broad smile hugging the Indian boxing idol in excitement.
"It's also a learning experience for me. The
Nepal opponent was experienced and quite
strong. It's glad to be back in India. We all are
trying our best to make the country proud,"
Mary Kom, who made her competitive debut at
home in 51kg, said.
The celebrated Manipuri boxer had opted
out of the Asian Championships last month in
order to prepare for the World Championships.
Mary will be up against fellow Indian and
Asian Championships Bronze medallist Nikhat
Zareen in a blockbuster semi-final as the duo
confirmed two medals for India.
Strandja Cup Gold medallist Nikhat was
equally impressive with a flurry of punches
against compatriot Anamika in her 5-0 victory.
Up against her 'idol', Nikhat will be looking to avenge her South Asian Games defeat to
Mary Kom in the semifinals.
"I was nervous nervous last time but this
time I'm well prepared and hope to give my best,"
Nikhat said.
Strandja Cup Silver medallist Manju Rani
kept attacking her opponent, Cleo Claveras
Tesara of Philippines right from the start to earn
a win by RSC (Referee Stop Contest) in Round
1 to move to the 48kg semi-finals.
Monika was equally dominant in her quarter-final bout against Thailand's Apaporn
Intongsee which she won 5-0.
Kalavani was declared winner by RSC in
Round 2 over Bhutan's Tandin Lhamo while
Nitu did not enjoy the same fortunes and was
blanked 0-5 by former world champion Josie
Gabuco of Philippines.
Earlier, Haryana youngster Pawan Narwal
outsmarted Youth Olympics Gold medallist
Brian Arregui Agustin in the 69kg category as
all the five boxers in the men's section advanced
to the quarterfinals.
The Argentine dominated the first round but
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Verma suffered a shocking straight-game loss in men's
singles on Tuesday as India were stunned 2-3 by a young Malaysia
Sin aameer
group 1D match to jeopardise their hopes of reaching the knock-

the the 21-year-old Indian slowly made a
comeback with his clever footwork to win 4-1
in a split decision.
"It was a close fight. He was dangerous with
his left hook and landed powerful punches.
Pawan outworked him with his clever footwork
which was the key," India's chief performance
director Santiago Nieva said.
"He (Narwal) really applied the pressure and
the Argentine could not sustain in the end. He
scored very well from the outside. It was a fair
decision," Nieva said of the bout, adding that the
Haryana lad needs some more international
exposure.
Narwal will next face Clair Marven of
Mauritius for a place in the semifinals.
Having lost out four years of competitions
at junior level due to suspension of boxing fed-

eration, Narwal from Rindhana in Sonepat
joined the camp only last year and caught everyone by surprise.
In 2018, Narwal had settled for a Bronze at
the Asian Games Invitational Test Tournament
in Jakarta in February. He then went on to
change the colour of the medal to silver at the
Belgrade International Boxing tournament in
August.
"We could not compete at the Junior
Nationals for four years due to the suspension
and made a direct entry to seniors last year,"
Narwal said.
Talking about the camp in Patiala, he said:
"I've got some good partners in the camp and
Santiago Sir is working really hard for me. There
has been a huge improvement in me."
In the bottom half of the draw in the 69kg,

experienced Dinesh Dagar, who won a Silver
medal at the last edition of this tournament, was
far from convincing but overcame Filipino
Marjon Angcon Pianar 3-2 in a split decision.
"He can be better than he did today," Nieva
said of Dagar who had defeated 2012 Olympic
Bronze medalist Evaldas Petrauskas of Lithuania
en route to winning Silver at the GeeBee
Tournament in Finland in March.
Youth World Championship Bronze medalist Ankit Khatana (60kg) began the day for the
Indian's in the men's section with a win over
Ryan Boy Empoc Moreno of Philippines.
Ankit will take on Prakash Limbu Ijam of
Nepal in the quarterfinals.
Ashish (64kg) and Manjit Panghal (75kg)
also made the quarterfinals in their respective
sections.

out stage of the Sudirman Cup mixed team championship here.
Mixed doubles pair of Satwiksairaj Rankireddy and Ashwini
Ponnappa produced a brilliant performance to outdo Malaysia's
Goh Soon Huat and Lai Shevon Jemie 16-21, 21-17, 24-22 in an
hour and 10-minute opening match to give India a 1-0 lead.
But India's decision to field
world No 13 Sameer instead of
Kidambi Srikanth in men's
singles backfired as the former
couldn't get going against Lee
Zii Jia, losing 13-21, 15-21 in 48
minutes to allow Malaysia level
the scores 1-1.
Olympic and world championship Silver medallist P V Sindhu
then steamrolled Goh Jin Wei 21-12, 21-8 in 35 minutes to bring
India back on track but doubles pair of Manu Attri and B Sumeeth
Reddy lost narrowly 20-22, 19-21 to Aaron Chia and Teo Ee Yi.
With India and Malaysia level at 2-2, Ashwini once again took
the court — two hours after her mixed doubles match — alongwith N Sikki Reddy but the women's doubles pair couldn't get across
the world No 13 pair of Chow Mei Kuan and Lee Meng Yean, losing 11-21, 19-21.
Eighth seeded India's hopes will now rest on their next match
when they take on the mighty China on Wednesday.
China boosts of All England champion Chen Yufei and world
No 2 Shi Yuqi besides three formidable doubles pairs — all figuring the world's top 10 and it will take a miraculous effort from India
to overcome the 10-time champions.
India had reached the quarterfinals in the 2011 and 2017 editions of the Sudirman Cup.
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ndy Murray is confident he can return to
A
competitive tennis and has
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rsenal's Armenian midfielder
Henrikh Mkhitaryan will miss
A
the Europa League final against
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livier Giroud is relishing the
prospect of beating his old
O
Arsenal team-mates when he
lines up for Chelsea in the
Europa League final in Baku on
May 29.
The 32-year-old French
World Cup winner's move
across London 18 months ago
has failed to deliver the regular
first team football he hoped after
falling behind compatriot
Alexandre Lacazette and PierreEmerick Aubameyang in the
pecking order at Arsenal.
However, he has played a
huge part in the Blues run to the
Europa League final and is the
joint top scorer in this season's
competition with 10 goals.
"I always like playing against
my old teams," Giroud, won
three FA Cups in five-and-a-half
years at Arsenal, told the Daily
Mail.
"It's going to be tough, and
it could be painful if it's not
going the right way, but you have
to put the feelings and memories aside.
"I enjoyed the years I spent
there. It has been a big part of my
career, my first club in England
and it will always be special, but
now I feel my blood is blue. The
same as the national team, blue
suits me well."
Giroud on Tuesday signed
a one-year contract extension
with the Blues, believes there is
a more cut-throat culture at his
new club compared to the
Gunners and part of the reason
why Chelsea have outstripped
Arsenal for silverware over the

past decade.
"Maybe you would get more
time at Arsenal. They would be
more patient," he added.
"At Chelsea you have to be
ready quickly because in terms
of trophies it has been the best
club in England for the last 10
years.
"You don't have time at
Chelsea and when you are young
it is quite difficult to find your
place. "I don't want to kill the
dreams of these young Chelsea
players.
"They are very talented, but
it makes sense because Chelsea
invest more in every transfer
window and they buy more top
players in the world who are
more experienced."
Giroud has scored 17 goals
in 62 appearances for Chelsea
since joining in January 2018,
but has largely been used as an
understudy to Gonzalo Higuain
since Alvaro Morata's loan move
to Atletico Madrid.
Chelsea director Marina
Granovskaia added: "We are
very pleased that Olivier will be
a Chelsea player for another season. "Since joining us 18 months
ago, he has at times had to be
patient and wait for opportunities, but has still been able to
make a positive contribution to
the team.
"Whether it is his unselfish
link-up play or his 10 Europa
League goals this season, he has
been a crucial member of the
squad and we hope he will be
able to pick up a second Chelsea
winner's medal in Baku later this
month to accompany last season's FA Cup win."

Chelsea in Baku amid fears over his
safety.
Mkhitaryan's well-being was a
concern for Arsenal due to the tense
political dispute between Armenia
and final hosts Azerbaijan.
The Premier League club have
decided against Mkhitaryan travelling with the rest of Unai Emery's
squad for next Wednesday's game.
"We are very disappointed to
announce that Henrikh Mkhitaryan
will not be travelling with the squad
for our UEFA Europa League final
against Chelsea," an Arsenal statement announced on Tuesday.
"We have thoroughly explored all
the options for Micki to be part of the
squad but after discussing this with
Micki and his family we have collectively agreed he will not be in our
travelling party."
Azerbaijan's ambassador to the
UK, Tahir Taghizadeh, had insisted
Mkhitaryan would be free from any
threat of violence, but it was reported the star didn't believe he would be
safe on the pitch.
"Having considered all the current options, we had to take the tough
decision for me not to travel with the
squad to the UEL Final against
Chelsea," Mkhitaryan tweeted.
"It's the kind of game that doesn't come along very often for us players and I must admit, it hurts me a

hinted at a doubles spot at
Wimbledon, inspired by
American doubles great Bob
Bryan's return from hip
surgery.
The
two-time
Wimbledon champion, 32, in
January announced plans to
retire after this year's
Wimbledon due to injury,
expressing doubt as to
whether he would even make
it to the All England Club.
The Scot has all but

ruled out an appearance in
the singles draw, nearly four
months after surgery on a

career-threatening hip problem, but he could return by
playing in the men's doubles.

The former world number one told Tuesday Times
there was "very little chance"
he would play singles during
the grass-court season.
"Potentially doubles, but
I'm not trying to get ready for
singles just now," he said.
"The thing I said before
was that, if I wasn't feeling
good, there was more chance
that I would play and then
stop after Wimbledon.
"Whereas if it's feeling
good, it makes a bit more
sense to give it time to make
sure that it's as good as possible before I try to play singles on it."
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ockey India on Tuesday named an
18-member Indian junior
H
women's team for the Cantor
lot to miss it. I will be cheering my
teammates on! Let's bring it home."
UEFA, European football's governing body, insisted they had done
all they could to ensure Mkhitaryan's
safety in Baku.
Mkhitaryan had featured in 11
games during the Europa League
campaign and his absence will be a
big blow as Arsenal look for the victory they need to qualify for next season's Champions League.

Fitzgerald U-21 International 4Nations tournament in Dublin, followed by matches in Baranovichi,
Belarus.
The Indian team will first travel to
Ireland where they will play a match
each against the Irish national team
and Canada junior women's team on
May 28 and 29 respectively. That will
be followed by the Cantor Fitzgerald
U-21 tournament featuring India,
Ireland, Canada and Scotland which
is scheduled to be held from May 31
to June 4.

The team will then play yet another match against the Irish national
team on June 6 following which, the
Indian junior team will travel to
Belarus to play five matches with the
host nation's senior, junior and development teams starting June 9.
The Indian team will be captained
by Suman Devi Thoudam and her
deputy will be Gagandeep Kaur.
Bichu Devi Kharibam and
Khushboo have been selected as the
Goalkeepers who will guard the goalposts, while Defenders Ishika
Chaudhar y, Priyanka, Mahima
Choudhary, Simran Singh will join
Suman Devi Thoudam and
Gagandeep Kaur in the backline.
Midfielders Preeti, Mariana Kujur,

Chetna, Ajmina Kujur and Baljeet
Kaur will command the mid-field for
India, while the forward-line will
feature Mumtaz Khan, Beauty
Dungdung, Sharmila Devi, Reet and
Lalrindiki.
Speaking about the team selection,
coach Baljeet Singh said, "We have a
good few weeks of matches coming up
in Ireland and Belarus against some of
the stronger teams in the world.
"We have selected our team keeping in mind the challenges we are
going to face there, and I am sure both
the tours will help our players in gaining further experience of playing
quality teams at a high intensity. I am
looking forward to seeing our team
excel in foreign conditions."
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avi Hernandez's dazzling
career came to a low-key
end when his Qatari side Al
Sadd were beaten 2-0 by
Iranian giants Persepolis in
their last group match of the
AFC Champions League on
Monday.
The 39-year-old midfield
genius, who helped Spain win
the World Cup in 2010 and
won four UEFA Champions
League titles and eight La Liga
titles with Barcelona, was
cheered by fans at the Azadi
Stadium in Tehran where
already-eliminated Persepolis

produced an improved display to register only their second win in six matches.
Just 11,000 spectators were
present in the 100,000-capacity stadium, mostly wearing the
red of Persepolis, who won the
Iranian league title days before
this match.
Several home fans brandished banners reading "Adios
Xavi" to show their appreciation of the player who with
Andres Iniesta formed the
backbone of one of Barcelona's
greatest ever sides.
Xavi was also honoured by
the Persepolis management
who presented him with a jer-

sey featuring the number six he
has worn in his career.
But Al Sadd's second defeat
in a row, following their 4-1
thrashing by domestic rivals Al
Duhail in last week's Amir
Cup final in Doha, meant
Xavi's illustrious career ended
in a low-key fashion.
Xavi, who became the first
player in history to play 150
UEFA Champions League
matches, has indicated that he
will stay in Qatar to begin a
coaching career, probably
remaining in a highly-paid
role with Al Sadd, rather than
return to Spain.
"The idea is to start as a

coach in Qatar, where there is
less pressure, to test myself and
get some experience," Xavi
told Spain's Efe agency in
Tehran just hours before facing
Persepolis.
"I think football has bid
farewell to one of the best
players in the world ... it was
beautiful to work with a player with Xavi's calibre," Al Sadd's
current head coach Jesualdo
Ferreira said after the match.
Ferreira has predicted Xavi
"will be a great manager".
Fellow Al Sadd midfielder
Gabi also paid tribute to his
captain and fellow Spaniard,
calling him a "role model".

